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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

WHY TAKE CHANCES?
.
to Rice A Tyler,
Tbe safe belonging

dealer*, who bad an office in tbe
no* deatroyad, waa opened
Gr*b«n> block,
and it* content* found de„i,Do

you Absolute Protection
for your valuables in the

assure

Saturday
itroyed.

of tbe Starna Lumber Co.
it waa
that the content* ware all de*
*
*
*
Tbe loaa to *

Tbe vault
,ae

Fire and Burglar-Proof
j
Vaults of the
Bangor Commerteal.

opened Monday morning, and

found
greyed.

—

BURRM-L- oNATIONALELLSWORTH.

BANK,

W

private Room* for Bo* Rooter*.
Hoor*: »to 4.

Sat. 9 to

Inspection Invited.
1.

Cali to-day.

ADVERTISEMENTS TBit WEEK.

NEW

Miss Ervs Giles
Alice Dresser in
Giles will Join her
for a trip through
to Littleton, N. H.,
friends.

Union Trust Co.
P E Kearns—New store.
J A Haynes—Cash-down store.
Harry C Austin A Co—Furniture and under-

When $3.00 per year
will

Brown will return u assistants.
Several
vacancies in the common schools have not
bean filled.

taking.

Probate notice—Est Wilford 8 Trussell, et
als.
In bankrnptcy—John W Bean.
Admr notice—Est Ellis E Freethey.
—Est Levi Chapman.
John H Sparks Circus.

The American Bankers Association Travelers'
Cheques supply the ideal form of universal currency. Issued in flO, fJ0, ffiO and flOO cheques;
you simply tear them out, countersign, and cash.
Whether you travel at home or abroad, you will
be financially best equipped with these convenient A. B. A. Cheques. Ask us about them.

Ban Hansom:
Alex B Duncan—Hounds wanted.
Blushill:
Boy wanted.
Rodney W Carter—Application for admission to tne bar.
Bucespobt. Mb:
Beniamin R Stubbs—Notice of foreclosure.
Wilfred O Conary—Application for admission to the bar.
Frederic B Littlefield—Application for admission to the bar.
Mount Dbsbbt:
J W Somes, M L Allen
Notice of foreclosure.
Sullivan:
Williarfi B B!aisdell—Application for admission to the bar.
Southwest Harbor:
Oscar H Emery—Professional card.
Sutton:
Lewis W Rice—Caution notice.

From
From

West—*6.56, $11.18 a m; 4.28, §6.18 p
East—12.22, 5.35 and 11.07 p m.
mail closes at

Baugor, Maine.
Branches at Old Town and Machlas.

Going West—11.45
Going East—6JO a

iu;

m.

m.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

hour before mail closes.
•Daily, Sunday included.
{Daily, except
Monday, r Daily, except Saturday. (Daily,
except Sunday, Sunday at 6.49.
No mail dispatched to or received from the

an

east

Sundays.

Mrs. Julia Niccolls has gone to NorthHarbor for the summer.

east

Miss Elizabeth Doyle is visiting her
brother Fred at Millinocket.
M. 8. Smith and daughter Florence
home from New York for the summer.

are

A. L. Livingston, of Boston, is the guest
of H. W. Dnnn and wife for a few weeks.

Miss Julia McDonald, of Long Prairie,
Minn., is visiting her uncle. Dr. J. T. McDonald.

L

aip the
cent*.
The

two makes of cars for which we are the selling
features of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
|uej ared to show every detail.
COfv

pm*

PLETE LINE OW LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

15 Models—$550 to $1850.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

GARAGE

—

and every tool needed to do

Lucillus

repairing with all speed.

summer.

Come in THIS week for

Charles M. Brooks and family have
moved to the Packard house on High
street, now owned by the Mount Desert
Transit Co.

TakhomaBiscuit

Mrs. D. A. McKay with daughter Bertha
and little son Horace, of Minneapolis,
Minn., is visiting her parents, C. H. Qrindal and wife.

pkgs

Agencies represented at the meeting were
O. W. Tapley, M. E. Holmes, C. W. A F.
L. Mason, C. C. Burrill & Son, Ellsworth;
Fred C. Lynam & Co., C. E. Marcyes A
Co., Frank E. Walls, Bar Harbor; L. Belle
Knowles, Northeast Harbor, and B. E.
Tracy, Winter Harbor.

_

UNION TRUST COMPANY

{

Word

was received here yesterday of the
death of Oreu Burleigh, formerly
of Ellsworth, at Fairfield, where he had
been employed for years as foremaii in a
pulp mill. Mr. Burleigh was born in Ellsworth sixty years ago, leaving here about
thirty years ago. He leaves a widow and
one daughter—Mrs. Harry Brown, of Fairfield. He was a brother of Mrs. Byron
Jameson and Mrs. Carrie Sargent, of Ellsworth.

ELLSWORTH
;

!

Frank Whitcomb, wife and son
of Orono, are gnests of A. W. Ellis
A id wife.
Dr.

Robert,

Miss Emma Wood, of Bangor, was here
The Sixth Maine Veteran association Sunday, the guest of Charles J. Treworgy
will hold its annual reunion here next and family.
Lightning struck the barn of Asa
Friday. Col. Charles A. Clark, of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, will be present, and there Flood last Thursday afternoon, doing but
will be a big representation of his old slight damage.
comrades to welcome him.
Gen. H. E.
E. T. Giles and wife and Walter Giles
Hamlin, of Ellsworth, whose father, the were guests Sunday and Monday of W. M.
late Vice-President Hannibal Hamlin, was Davis and wife.
an honorary member of the
association,
Everett Garland, wife and child, of
will preside as toastmaster at the campfire
Brewer, were guests of David J. Lyman
in the evening.
and wife Sunday.
A severe squall, accompanied by lightMiss Aura Bresnahan, who is employed
ning, struck Ellsworth last Thursday af- at Northeast Harbor, has been home for a
ternoon.
Lightning took the telephone week with her mother.

Charles W. Smith and E. R. Giles spent
Sunday at Bar Harbor with William J.
Johnston and family.
Mrs. Thomas S. Tapley and son Wasson,
of
TremonJ, are visiting Mrs. Tapley’s
parents, E. A. Flood and wife.
Fred H. Gerry, of Bar Harbor, and Mrs.
John Finn, of Bangor, were here on Tuesday to attend the funeral of their grandmother, Mrs. Amanda Gerry.
Rev. Hiram Smith, wife and daughter
were here over Thursday, guests of
Charles Lynch and wife. They left Friday for Hallowell to visit relatives.

Stella

Miss

the

212

feet,

afternoon train.

had not been wrell several days, but was
about the house Saturday. She suffered
an ill turn during the night, and died a
little after 5 o’clock of heart failure. She
was an estimable woman and was held in
high esteem by the community. She
leaves two daughters— Miss Abbie Gerry
and Mrs. Arthur B. Mitchell, and two
sons—Robert, of Pasco, Wash., and Charles
W., of this city. The funeral services
were held at
the Mitchell home Tuesday afternoon, Rev. S. W. Sutton officiating. Interment at Woodbine cemetery.

and

Delicious

for your

ideal for

light lunches

DEPOSIT your money

at home.

Another shipment
of the celebrated EDDY

Refrigerators

Grant St., Ellsworth,

In business 87 l.s
years and has paid
'■J
regular sem* nnual dividends.

banking booms:

16 State

Street,

Ellsworth, Me.

they

FERNS for
House and Porch Decorations.

Large, Beautiful

The present Is a good time to
terns ot different varieties at

secure

desirable

ELLSWORTH QREENHOOSE.
Telephone 43.

Wescott and Harold Oould
gone to Northeast Harbor, where
will be employed at the Kimball

Percival

Bryant
through the summer.
Moore will go to the same place this week.
At a special meeting of the school board
yesterday afternoon, Howard A. McLellan,
of Brownville, was elected principal of the
high school for the next school year. E.
W.
Ellsworth and Miss Mabeile W.
bouse

ELLSWORTH, ME.

NEW PAINT SHOP.
! have leased the Gould bulldlng'at West end
ol bridge, and am prepared to do

PAINTING, PAPER-HANGING, CALSOMINING
and FURNITURE PAINTINO.
A. W. NYC,
Ellsworth,.Maine

During the shower Thursday afternoon
small house on the Gray farm was turned
nearly half way around by the high w ind.
Limbs were torn from trees and blown
away, and trees were blown down.
An emergency glue may be made of rice.
a handful of rice in water until it is a

thick,
white

i

line

paste.
paper.

Very good

for

nr

HARRY C. AUSTIN & CO.,

a

Boil

has stood

tions.
for sale

Hancock Co. Savings

have

Refrigerator that

the teat tor two genera-

PLUMBING,

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Me.

Aug 6-12—Old Home week celebration at
Ellsworth.

Saturday evening, Aug. 12, at Odd Felhall—Reunion and banquet of Ellsworth high school alumni association.
Banquet at 7.30 followed by dancing and
cards. Tickets, 75 cents.

lows

FAMILY REUNIONS.

Wednesday, Aug. 9—Oray family
Grove, West Sedgwick.

at

Oak

New Store
New Goods
It pays to pay cash for your
groceries. You get better goods
at lower prices. I quote some,
but there are others; better call

Whitehouse Coffee, lb.
in hulk, lb.
Saxon wheat, food, pkg.
Cream of Wheat, pkg.
Hecker Buckwheat, pkg.
Postum Cereal, pkg.

Oolong Tea,

36c
25c

14c
14c
16c

P. E. KEARNS,
Opp. Hancock House, Ellsworth.
West End of Bridge.

Bordeaux Mixture,
Lime and Sulphur,

Lead,
Pyrox Copperas,
Paris Green,
Blue Vitriol,
White Hellebore,
Prepared Lime,
Bisulphide Carbon,
Moth Balls,
Bug Death
Sheep Dipping Powder,
Lambert’s Death to Lice,

Arsenate
The

Heating,
Jobbing.

==Bank=

at Ellsworth—Annual
of 6th Maine Veteran association.

LARD, PORK, FLOUR.
CANNED GOODS.

Just Received.

'■sm*

requested

reunion

AUSTIN’S

early.

haynIs,

Shows”.

Friday, July 14,

WHEN IN DOUBT BUY AT

display

j. a.

mous

attmrtianiimw.

picnic baskets;

get

ELLSWORTH.

Friday, July 14—Sparks “World’s Fa-

23c
5lb. bag Graham Flour,
19c
18c
Walnuts, lb.
Imported Macaroni, pkg. 14c 2 for 25c

pkgs

l5c/

COMING EVENTS.

Jordan and Mrs. Lillian

Amanda, widow of Robert Gerry, died
Sunday morning, at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Arthur B. Mitchell, at the
age of seventy-nine years. Mrs. Gerry

rival who had often “carried the
brooms” in Ellsworth, was winning laurels in Massachusetts.
Watch City engine, of Waltham, Mass., formerly Union
2fipt Ellsworth, took the first prize in a
contest of a dozen crack tubs at Revere
Beach, playing 220 feet and 1 inch, her

competitor playing

Martha

Thissell, of Bangor, came over from Bangor Sunday morning with B. S. Jellison
and wife, for the day, returning home on

local

nearest

Circus Next Friday.
A grand parade at noon, one performince in the afternoon and another in the
evening-that is the program which the
Sparks world-famous shows and trained
tnimal exhibition hands out to Ellsworth
ind the surrounding towns next Friday.
A circus always was and doubtless always will be the supreme attraction for
the small boy; big or little, it’s all the
same to him.
From the time the circus
train pulls into town until the last peg of
the last tent to come down is loosened he
is on hand to take it all in.
And so it will be next Friday; the small
boy will be there, and he won’t be alone;
he won’t have much difficulty in persuading his little sister and his cousin and his
aunt, not to mention his uncle and father,
and a relative or two to accompany him.
And if the Sparks shows live up to their
reputation in Ellsworth, the exhibition
will be well worth seeing.

Granville Swan, of Franklin, hae been
the guest of Mrs. Annie Bresnahan and
family the past week.

for 15c

liberally

FALLS.

John A. Scott and family are gnests of
J. O. Whitney and wife at their cottage at
Lamoine.

j

Taklipraa

Emery

We invite you to become a depositor with The Union Trust Company of Ellsworth. You have only t» glance over the list of our officers and directors to
know that your money is safe under their supervision.
The managers of this
institution are well known for their probity and business success You need
have no hesitation in entrusting your business or your savings to their care.
We take pleasure in offering you all the facilities of our institution and we
trust that you will avail yourself of them, and will favor us with your banking
business

all the other contestants playing under
200 feet. By the way, a typographical erB. S. Hussey and wife, of Bangor, with
ror in The American last week made the
bare
and
son Raymond
daughter Gladys,
contest between Hunneman and Dirigo
and
wife
P.
of
John
been guests
Eldridge
appear closer than the official returns infew
the past
days,
dicated. Hunneman’s distance was 171
Thiis is the last week yon can secure the toothsome
Mrs. Carolyn F. Jelley, of Wakefield, feet, 9 inches (not 174 feet 9 inches as rein this city last week on
ported), and Dirigo 175 feet. An effort
Biscuit at the
low rate of 4
i Mass., arrived
her third annual visit. She is the guest of will be made to have the Watch City here
1
Mrs. H. W. Dunn.
for
for firemen’s day during Old Home week.
Lewis F. Higgins, assistant postmaster, She would be a drawing card,
is enjoying a fifteen-days’ vacation. He
and Mrs. Higgins are occupying a cottage
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
at Contention cove,
Mrs. A. W. Nason spent last week at
Mrs. C. S. Bragdofi, with daughter Ellsworth with her mother, Mrs. Mayo.
Margaret and son Charles, of Brockton,
Mrs. Mary Moore has gone to Bangor to
See the “Takhoma Biscuit”
iil iny window
Mass., is visiting her parents, E. F.
the summer with her daughter, Mrs
spend
wife.
Robinson and
De Witte.
this week and
YOUR share
The aunual meeting of the Ellsworth
Miss Alice Lord, of Ellsworth, was the
high school alumni association will be
guest of Miss Ruth Maddocks during the
held this evening at the home of the presiweek-end.
dent, Harry E. Rowe.
Mrs. Hannah Maddocks came home Friand
son
L.
Kimball
Mrs. Merton
after visiting relatives in Portland
arrived Tuesday for their day,
Houghton
and Kennebunk.
Mrs.
Kimball’s
with
visit
parents,
annual
Wallace McGown and wife, of Bar HarJames L4 Cook and wife.
bor, spent Sunday with Mrs. McGown's
A. L. Hodgkins and wife returned to
mother, Mrs. Mary Moore.
their home in Onset, Mass., Tuesday, after
Mrs.
Eugene Moore and two little
spending a few days with Mrs. Hodgkins’
daughters, Mildred and Marion, spent sevC. A. Clement.
Mrs.
mother,
Furnace
Hot Water
WITH TUB
eral days at Ellsworth last week.
Mrs. J. T. Crippen, of Boston, is in the
Work and
OLD BBUABLB
Charlea D. Rae left Wednesday for HonoMrs.
F.
H.
of
the
davs
a
few
for
guest
city
She intends to go to from lulu, where he has a position with James
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES. McFarland.
Dole, owner of a large pineapple plantahere to Bluehill for an extended visit.
tion.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
Tweaty Years’ Experience.
Alphonso R. Nason and wife, employed
will hold a sale ol cooked food at
church
all
details.
Telto
attention
Personal
insane asylum at Bangor, are spendDorr store on Main street, next Fri- at the
the
orders
mail
or
promptly
ephone
vacation with Mr. Nason's
attended to.
day, July 14. Members of the society are ing their
mother, Mrs. Abiah Nason.
to furnish food.

4

A.

Albart E. Mace
Frank C. Naah
John A. Patera
Bion M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P, Bpotford
O. W. Tapley
John O. Whitney

W. A. Haver
Barney B. ifavey
Frank L. Hodgkins
L. Elrie Holmes
John R. Holmes
R. B. Holmes
Arno W. King

Myer Oallert
John K. Graham
Henry H. Gray

Mrs. Pearl Thorsen, of New York, is vis- and telegraph lines, burning out transiting her grandparents, Roscoe Holmes formers and fusel in several places, but
and wife.
doing no serious damage. Several trees
Dr. Charles C. Knowlton, of Ellsworth, were blown down about town. The heavy
took the State medical examination at plate-glass in the front door of the Reliable Clothing Co.’s store was smashed
Augusta last week.
Mrs. Charles A. Hanscom, who has been when the door was slammed shut by the
of the squall. The barn of Mrs.
in a Bangor hospital for treatment the first puff
Susan Murch, on Washington street, was
past week, is home.
struck by lightning and slightly damaged.
Harry C. Woodward, of Springvale, is
At a special meeting of the city governa
few
his
with
days
mother,
spending
ment Monday evening, the committee to
Mrs. W. P. Woodward.
Mrs. J. W. Tatlev and family, of Mon- which was referred remonstrance against
the gasolene tank on High street, reported
treal, are at the Sfaith cottage, Pleasant
that in its opinion the erection of the
beach, for the summer,
tank was a violation of a city ordinance
Mrs. Harold H. Clark and infant son, of
forbidding the storage of explosives
are
Clark’s
.Mr.
Pa.,
visiting
Pittsburg,
within eighty rods of any occupied dwellHelen
M.
Mrs.
Clark.
mother,
ing. The city clerk was instructed to
Mrs. Herbert Higgins, with her two notify the Standard Oil Co. that such was
sons, Campbell and Herbert, iB visiting the case, and asking it to appear by a
her sister. Miss Alice H. Scott.
representative at the regular meeting of
Mrs. Martyn H. Shute, of Fort D. A. the city government Monday evening,
Russell, Wyo., and child are guest9 of Aug. 7 and show case why the tank
should not be removed.
Lieut. Shute’s father, Arthur Shute.
Miss Charlotte S. Hopkins, who has
While Old Hunneman and Dirigo enbeen a guest at Mrs. Wiswell’s, has gone gines Were
fighting over old battles in
to Seal Harbor to spend the rest of the Ellsworth on the Fourth, an old-time

awe* MooasL

Buick and Cadillac
11

1

Eugene Hale

sudden

postoffice.

*3.55, *5 and *9 p
3.55 and 5.45 p m.

a m;

DIRECTORS
William F. Campbell
Fred A. Chandler
Alfred B. Crabtree
Henry W. Cushman

recent

A meeting of the Hancock County Board
of Fire Underwriters was held at the office of O. W. Tapley last Friday afternoon.

I

MAILS RECEIVED.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.

w±.

effect

OFFICERS
John A. Peters, President
Henry W. Cushman, Vioe-Presldent
Henry H. Higoins, Treasurer
M. Gallery, Secretary

accession to the Hancock
connty bar is Oscar H. Emery, of Eden,
who has opened a law office at Southwest
Harbor. He will practice alone, and not,
as has been
erroneously announced, in
partnership with Mr. Norwood.
A

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
June Jfl, 1911

OF ELLSWORTH

evening.

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICE.

7n

UNION TRUST COMPANY

At the Methodist church Sunday morning,Dr. Kiser’s subject will be: “The Unfinished Career.” In the evening there
will be a phonographic sacred
concert,
which was postponed from last Sunday

—

"Ready Money" for Travelers

is the guest of Mias
Yarmouthville. Mrs.
in Portland Saturday,
the White mountains
where they will visit

pas ing

CLOTHING £

DAVID FRIEND.
Reasonable Prices
Good Work
Ask for the Dirlgo Oloves.

Main Street,

FOR SALE AT

Parcher’s Drug Store

ironp

RESTAURANT""
Board by Day or Week.
Rooms to Rent.

Ellsworth Oor. Main and Franklin Sts., Ellsworth

3mong tl)c ®rangrr«.

mutual Benefit lolnmn.
■D1TKD BT

Prayer

Meetleg Topio Per the Week
Beginning Aug. 20, 1911.
In Bible story.—

Tugto. Mountain
Deut. xxxlv. 1-4: Matt. xvU, 1-4. (It conEdited by
venient. a Hilltop mooting.)
Bov. Sherman H. Doyle, D. D.
There are mu mountains etending
on thle earth of our* that seem almost
conscious beings, and If they could but
mm

and tall what they have seen
and felt the traveler who ponses at
their baas would tremble with alarm
and awe.
No one familiar with the
history of the world can doubt or deny
tho truthfulness of the words Just
quoted. And bow many of these historic mountain scenes ere associated
with the religious history of the world.
“Fur some good reason God has usually chosen mountain summits as tbs
theater oa which to make the grandest
exhibition* of Himself, perhape because these grand and striking features in nature fix the locality of
events—stand as mighty monuments to
them--so that they can never fade
from the memory of man." The pealmlst said. “I will lift up mine eyes unto
the hills, from whence cometh my
help." Let ua also look to the hills—
the hills ever associated with thoughts
of the Lord, our real helper, for help
and Inspiration.
Many historic mountain scenes, with

speak

Lydia E.

When dull is the
Turn your face
ahead.

day. snd the heart is lead.
is light
to the east; there

Soottrille, Mich.—“ I want to toll

good LydiaE.i'inkham's
Vegetable Comand Sanative
pound
Wash
done me.
have
I live on a farm and
have worked very

fray.
cannot be first in

you

s contest or race.

Step aside for yoiy rival, and do it with grace.
And never deplore at’the set of the sun.
The loss of a prize that another has won.
_

—A nonymoua.

Dear M. B. Friends:
The poem was selected just for the title.
When you have looked the column
through, if you are good Yankees, you

why.

will be able to guess

The mercury, which has been climbing
among the 90's’for a week past, has descended to such

gather

ajdegree

their mental

that persons

can

faculties together

a

physical ability

to

little and realize their

about at their accustomed pace.
The chief question of the housewife in

move

heat, is how to make the
light as possible, to get* enough
family to eat and get it in the

these

seasons

work

as

for the

of

way. Even the systematic, methodical housekeeper, it would seem, could
give a little “leeway” to the heat, and

easiest

closing

her

hard.

I

am

to

eyes

some

uncompleted

tasks, find tbe coolest place in her vicinity
and abide there as much as possible until

forty-

five years old. and
the mother of
thirteen children.
Many people think
it strange that I am
not broken down
with hard work and
the care of my fambut
I
tell
them
of my good friend,
ily,
your Vegetable Compound, and that
there will be no backache and bearing
down pains for them if they will take
it as I have. I am scarcely ever without it in the house.
“I will say also that I think there is
no better medicine to be found for
young girls to build them up and make
them strong and well.
My eldest
daughter has taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for painful periods and irregularity, and it has
always helped her.
•'I am always ready and willing to
speak a good word for the Lydia E.
Pinkham s Remedies. I tell every one
I meet that I owe my health and happiness to these wonderful medicines.”
—M rs. J. G. Johnson,Scottvi lie, Mich.,
R.F.D. 8.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful drugs, and to-day holds the record
for the largest number of actual cures

of female diseases.
—and she

recipes of

wrote

us

letters and sent

ns

trying. Now, while the
mothers and aunties are all so busy, we
the hot wave passes away.
would love to have a girls’ column one
J know it ia all owing to tbe circumweek. 1 am almoat tempted to call some
stances in which one ia placed, whether or
name
like
Edith, Ruth, Mary
not advantage can be taken so that work by
Florence—and say: Send us some recipes
?an be leesened.£lf the demand is
always
bare tried, end tell us what kinda ol
for the hot 12-o'clock dinner, then lemon- you
housework and tancy work you like to do.
ade, cold meats or salads will be of no avail.
her

own

—

No summer drink is more cooling and
healthful than lemonade. The acid is
good for “the system”, and i believe tbe
use of it prevents some diseases.
More
than that, it is within the reach of all, and
lemons in hot weather should he looked
upon as a necessity more than a luxury.

Will
views

some

of the nieces give

bread-making,

on

and the

us

their

different

Best wishes to sit from

Arsr

Madge.

________

KITTEKY TO CARIBOU.

Despondent bees use ol ill health, Cbarlei
Mansell of Ripley, committed suicide by
shooting last Wednesday.
The storage power-house of the Biddeford-York ‘electric road was struck by
lightning and burned Thursdav. Loss,

qualities
yeast, whether compressed,
liquid or magic? Here ia one eacellent r-ooo.
of

method:
Take about

cup of sweet milk in a dish
and pour in boilingfwater enough to make
a quart of liquid; let it stand till blood
warm, then add a yeast cake and let stand
until that is dissolved. Stir this into two
or three quarts sot flour in which
two
tablespoons of salt, two-thirds cup of
and
about two tablespoons of lard
sugar
have been mixed; mix hard and knead
a

This eolssiB is 4mM to thv Qrss(«, especially so the |i*a«*s of Hancock county.
Tbe column is open to nil grangers lor tbe
discatsioB of topics of general Internet, and
for reporta of gronge meotingn. Moke lettore
ibort nod concise. All communications mast
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of tbe writer.
munication* will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

good

reason.

oaraa.

Monday, Aug. 14—Field mooting of Hancock Pomona grange at BloehlU mineral
spring.

_

158, korth arcKapoBT.
Floral grange nt its last moating instructed a candidate in the first snd second
degrees. A special masting was held later,
and the third and fourth degress wars
conferred. The grange has met with a
great loss in tbe dsalh of Worthy Master
Joseph U Gordon. He was one of God’s
noblemen and his loss will be fall not
only in his family and the grange, bat
also in the community.
Fiona l,

am

“Look up and not down; look out and uot in:"
Make believe that the spirits of good are
your kin;
Dwell not in the past, but live Just for to-day.
And you’ll never be worsted whatever the
If

Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound

shift.

2. The Mountain of victory. Thus
Mount Carmel may be designated. It
was here that the religion of the only
living and true God was tested by conflict with Idolatry. The result was
sure and decisive.
True religion triumphed. We need fear no testing of
our faith or anything that pertains to
It In every contest In the past the
victory has been won. It will continue
to be so until "In the name of Jesus
every knee shall bow and every tongue
confess that Jesus Christ Is Lord, to
the glory of God tbe Father."
3. The Mountain of Transfiguration.
This scene in the life of Christ took
place on snow capped Hermon. Here
Christ was transfigured under such
circumstances as would comfort and
strengthen Him for His great sacrifice six months later and would later
on confirm tbe faith of His disciples In
Him. But after tbe Mount of Transfiguration came toll and contact with
lack of faith in tbe valley. We. too.
have our times of exalted experiences,
but their purpose Is but Inspiration for
the performance of new duties and tbe
endurance of new trials.
4. The Mountain of Sacrifice.
On
Mount Calvary Jesus gave Hlmaelf
for the world, for us. leaving
ps an
example that we should sacrifice ourselves for others. On Calvary we not
only see the fulfillment of God's plan
of redemption, but we are also taught
our greatest lesson In self sacrifice.
The greatest of all gifts Is self. The
world needs and wants tbe personal
touch, and nothing else can take tbe
place of It

SEAOIBT. 471, SOUTH DM1 ISLB.
Seagirt grange met in regular session
Julyl. One candidate was instructed in
tbe third and fourth degrees snd welcomed ee e brother.
Refreshments were
served, after which Upt. No. 2 presented
e program of thirty-one numbers as follows:
Eighteen readings, fonr conundrums, four songs, one speech, one declamation, two anecdotes, one original reading.

ple.
I have

seen

hem-stitching done by
was very satisfactory.

this

method, and it

Alone
stands.
The staring belfry towering on the sands
That hold In Serra's grave the ever still
Repose of mighty labors—love and will
In rest profound, where once the brooding bands
Of dark souled beings lifted up their
hands
To God and heard the angel voices thrill.

In

closing, I

iny

would like to call

nieces

many

by

and where you all

name

are.

on

each of

and learn how

I know

time of many

how the

of

dollars worth of

thirty
most

backmstack

a

the

big

north

trees

have every appearance of having
been swept by fire. The big pulp companies have called upon the State department of agriculture for help. The pest is
making aerious trouble in the forests
above Moxie. G. A. Yea ton, of tbe department, states that the peat has developed so far that nothing can be done
this year to check it, but that early next
spring measures must be taken to sprey
the trees or introduce some parasite that
will prey upon the fly.

girl in the column once—Lura
A Cured Mas.

sea.

will furnish the program. Scores

lights of warmth and mystery.

|

~

NEW CENTURY, 366, DEDHAM.
Three applications for membership were
received in New Century grange July 8.
A feature of the entertainment, besides
old-time songs, music and readings, was
an old-laahioned spelling-match.
At the
next meeting minstrel songs with costumes will be sung; watermelons for re-

Mn. John Taagle it at her summer home
at Parker Point. Mrs. Frank Teagle and
childnn, ot Cleveland, joined her last
week.

Lawrence,

Ford's.lot Um summer.

when, as
the sundawned.

They are' fraught with danger to people
whose systems are poorly sustained; and'this

us to say, in the interest of the less roof our readers, that tbe full effect of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is such as to suggest the
propriety of calling this medicine something
besides a blood-purifier and tonic— aay, a susi taining diet. It makes it much easier to bear
the heat, assures refreshing sleep, and will
without doubt avert much sickness at this
I time of
year.—Advt.
bust

Mam

Laa H. Powers and Glaaaon
Allan
Inroad to Boston Saturday.
Miaa NaU

Fraattwy, who haa

been Vi.i.*'

tag at Stontogton, la home.

Mrs. Groee, ol OeaaavUle, ia the
anett or
or
her sister, Mrs. Annie Grose.
Everett Kane and daughter
returned to
their home in Addison Thursday.
Mim Charlotte Everton, of
boeton »
the guest of Mrs. Wallace Smith.
The net proceed, from the
Fourth 0t
July dinner and supper were ftt.Al.
Mim Elsie Sherman haa gone to
North
Brooklin to be employed at

“Grovehurar.

Uept. G. W. Herrick sad wife hive returned to their home in Bomerville,
M.a,
John Blake and family, of
Bedford
bats
arrived at Haven for the
Mam.,
,um
mar.

Mrs. R. K. Babeon and Misa
Angie 0t
Hoi bury, Mast., are at their

aum’aet

home.

Tom PoDes, of Somerville, M»»a „
Tij.
Iting hie grandmother, Mr». Adel,,,),
Marks.
Mim Georgia Allan, of Boston,
acvom.
panlad by Mr. Stewart, ia .pending her

rortn op jvlt.

Bluehill enjoyed a sale and sane Fourth
vacation at home.
of July. Only words of praise are heard
Mr. and Mra. Mona, of Florida, ,r, ,,
for the work of the committee in charge— Mrs. A. W.
Bridges’ for a few week,
R. W. Oerter, A. 8. Whitman and J. W- Mra. Morae was
formerly France. Wa;wn.
Kane.
E.J. Chrter and family, of
Stonington
Eveeything weht on schedule time, and
(pent several days last week with W
The "horrible*'' were Orel
was very fine.
Carter’, parents, Nelson Freethey ,n(j
on the program, and prise* were as folwife.
lows: Harold Henck, first; John Chase,
Mrs. Hattie Radclifk and
third.
Howard
children, of
Osgood,
second;
Kockland, and Mrs. Blanche Gou
100 yards dash—Karl Fernstrom, first;
of Swan's Uland, were gu-m 0(
Basil Barrett, second; time, 101-6 seconds. : children,
their parents, Henry Allen and wife, u,t
Bag race-Percy Saunders, first; Howard
week.
Osgocd, second.
I’xe Femne.
dash—Carl Fernstrom, first; : July 10.
230

\

ind

«

yards

Basil Barrett, second; time, 251-5seconds. I

j

OCEAN VILLE

Bicyclerace-Clifton Nevelis, first; Louis
Mias Joseph Greenlaw went to Swan *
Maas, second.
Boys' bicycle race—Harold Osgood, first; j Inland Friday.
Miss Maud Stanley, of Swan's Island
Edward Bnow, second.
haa been spending a few dav* with her
Half-mils run—J Warren Kane, 1; Ralph (
aunt, Mra. Eva Greenlaw.

for the

summer.

Roy and Frank Tolcott, of Boston, accompanied by friends, are spending a few
days at their cottage.

came

borne from

w

!

been at
opera-

an

!

_

Mr*. Samuel Annie and Mim Arvillg
Groat are visiting in Camden.
Miaa Hasel Webb came Tuesday to
apend her vacation with her parent*.
Frank Joyce, wife and son Gordon,
of Malden, Mate., came Suudav nx-rning
for a viait with Mr. Joyce's parent*.
F.
July 10.
ELLSWORTH

j

MARKETS.

The quotations below give the ran^e of
retail prices in Ellsworth:
Country Prod nr*

Bataev.

Creamery per I...»$38
Dairy.15
Oleomargarine. je#a
*****
Freeh

laid, per dot.
Poultry.

j

....3

Chicken*...4 5 30
Fowl...
16 oiO

l

BayBeet loose, per ton.
11*1*
Baled.
straw
Loo m.
lOglt
Baled.
15

Vegetable*.
80 Onion*.!!
Potatoes, pk
<tts»
New potaloea, pk
an Cabbage, ft
4
10
10
Lettuce, bead
Beet*. bunch
25
Tomatoes, %
I83W Spinach, pk
(6
Cucumber*, each
08 New Hqussh, ft
(5
OW Green pea*, pk
String beaus, qt
Car rota, bunch
08
Sweet potatoes, ft
08
Frail.
3'slO
Oranges, dot
30g50 Lemonii.de:
15
Straaberrie».bx 11* :5
Cantaloupe,each
IS Watermelon*
Uooaeoerrita, bo*
Groceries.
<**R
Bice, per ft
Coffee—per I
*4-5
Hio.
18#25 Vinegar, gal
<£
Mocha.
35 Cracked wheat,
M
35 Oainie*;, per ft
Java,
R
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per B—
45 #65 Graham,
Japan.
meal.
'MgCd
SOgSft Rye
Oolong.
<R
Gran meal, ft
Sugar per ftGranulated, Oft** g08 Oil—per g*i—
115
C
08
Linseed
Yellow,
08 a 10
18*12
Keros*s.r,
Powdered.

Beef, ft:
Steak.

Roast*.
Corned,
Tongue.

Veal:

Steak,

Roasts.
Lamb-

|

|.

40
55
Meat*and Provision*
Pork, ft:

16688
12»25

lGglS
17 918
25

1*3*?

Chop.

s:5
1m*1
■*4**

2

Haiu. per
Shoulder.
Bacon
Salt.
Lard,

I

l*l14

18618

1

Lamb,
15*26
06
Tongues, each
Freeh

friend,

Dod.
Haddock.
Halibut.
Lobsters, ft

Colby college Tuesday.

He left Thursday for Cape Cod,

has

Oapt. George B. Hatch, of the yacht
Vagrant, went to Oatnden Us: week, sailing from there for Marblehead. Maas.
July 3.
F.

Porto

wife.
a

is

Havana,
Rico,

Brockton, Mass., are visiting
their brother, John F. Staple*.
Ray Carter, a member of the graduating
class at Colby college, is visiting his
parents, Lewis Carter and wife, at Naakeag.
Mrs. William Wilkins, with little daughter Virginia, of Roxbury, Maas., is visiting her parents, W. B. McFarland and
of

Alton Herrick, accompanied by

>

for
home.

hoapital

!

Molaaeee—per gal—

Jesae and Edward Btaples, with their

daughter,

Miaa Sadie Greenlaw, wb

the Maine gengral
tion for appendicitis,

here he

08

04

Fish.

Salmon. 3Sword d»b.

'jB
ft

12820

26
employment during the summer.
Bear, Grain and Feed.
®
Joseph York, of Providence, K. L, for- P16ur—per bbl—
Oat*, bu
8 80 8 8 50 Shorts—t»*g 1*4 *
merly of this town, seota gift of f5 for
»
1 86 Mix feed bsg 1 So*.
Dorn. 100ft baf
the library building fund, and Mr.
B
Mann, Dora meal,bag
136 Middling*.bg 1 so**
refreshments.
a summer visitor at the
Dracksd
I 85
corn.
"Lookout”, sent j
f2. These gifts are very acceptable.
RAINBOW, 2Ua, NORTH BROOKBYILLE.
Joiy aL's* Fsmxe.
Rainbow grange held no meeting July
LAW aaGASDIVO WKIOHTS AND MSASCSKS.
A bushel of Liverpool sal! shall weigh ^
6, on account of the heavy shower.
*»'»
Warren Ford is having a large stable pounds, and a bashel of Turk » Ulaud
ihall weigh 70 pounds.
tA>.
tor*
built.
The standanfweight of a busbet of pot*
A Scotch minister was asked to pray for
la good order and fit for shipping. ’•*
Mr. and Mr*. Hosmer, of Bangor, were
rain. He did so, and the rain came down
here over Sunday.
—d;“
in floods and destroyed the crops. IrriP?B°T.
food order and At for shlppiug. is
Mr*. H. M. Joyce has gone to Brooks- [>f wheat, beets, rata-baga turnip* and !■«•••
tated at the result, one disgusted elder
IP pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of onions,
ville
for
a few weeks.
*»
confided to another that “this comes o’
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye
iutristin' sic a request to a meen ister who
Mr*. Frank Freetbey and son, and Mrs. Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnip*. 45 pound
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pound*. r 0*1
isna sequent wi’ agriculture”.
Hammond, of Yonkers, N. Y., and Eugene 12 pounds, or even measure as by agreemen
A tiny West Newton, Mass., miss is responsible for the following version of the
ft&brUisrmntti
Adam and Eve story, we believe: “God I
made Adam, and he put him in a big garden, an’ Adam he was so, so lonesome; an’
then He putted him to sleep, He did, an’
has

_

!

Yarden Lord is home from Bangor.
Hoy Gaspar has returned to Seal Harbor.
Work is suspended on the new church
through haying.
The Methodist society is rehearsing the
drama, "The Heart of a Hero.”
then He took out his brains and made a
Capt. Charles Sinclair has returned from
Bangor, where be has been coasting with woman of the brains, an’ then Adam he
bis brother. Ban Sinclair, of East Surry.
wasn’t lonesome any more.”
Axon.
July 10.

leads

*

®ir
V ha* t>een »everal years since I
<;ure ®n<* will say that during
ail this time I have never had the least desire
for any kind of stimulants.
I wish I had
taken the Cure 10 years before I did.
8incere*Y
yours, Jos.
McMclun, Annapolis
Royal, Nova 8coUa.

P***

gold.

Mias Charlotte E. Morton, ot Boetoa,
th* guest ot her aunt, Mn. H. E.
Morton.
F. B. Richards and family, ot Cleveland,
O., an occupying the Rich log cabin at
Parker Point.
Mist FI on Hinckley, of Boston, it
spending her vacation with her lather,
E. F. Hinckley.
Mis* Abby Partridge is spending a few
weeks in Bangor, th* guest of Dr. D. W.
Bunker and wit*.
is

W. 8.

<

8l?RBY.

—

Annafous, N. 8.. Jaa. 31,1911.
Manager of Maine Keeley, Portland, Me.:

moon through clouds of windy
cold
Mocks In her silver faith their vanished

shout

years sgo has now attack Maine’s
valuable timber assets, the spruce

woods. The saw-fly
lodges on the edge of a big spruce growth,
and as it increases In number*, spreads
into the woods and eats the leaves. The
of

—

had

Mute

The lofty

Miaaaa Oartrada and Eliiabath Clough
an •pending vbe iuminer hen.
The roltet corps ot James A. Garfield
poet hat declared a recess until fiept. 2.

—

brothers

is occupied
A Sustaining Diet.
company,
berrying, hea*, and all
but
These are tbe enervating days
where are Melissa, Joan, and
very many somebody has said, men drop by
others from whom we have not heard for a
stroke as if the Day of Fire bad
long, long time?

haying,

sre the bells that called the nights
of old.
Forever lost the chanted melody
That mingled with the sounding of the

Mn. Champlain and Mn. Bailay an at
“The Maplat” tor the aommar.

*100,000.
Marjorie Stevens and Lelia Loverin, of
Auburn, aged fifteen, were drowned at
Taylor pond on the Fourth. They atepped program. At tbe next meeting tbe third w here he ha* been teaching.
into a deep bole while bathing.
and fourth
Miss Alma Herrick has gone to Bargeatdegrees will be worked.
George M. Herrick, of Bethel, aged fifty, Sandwiches, doughnuts and coffee will be ville, where she will be employed.
accidentally shot himsell on the Fourth served. Members are requested to conHollis Stanley has returned to Bangor,I
thoroughly.
after spending bis vacation at home.
Especial care should be taken that the while celebrating with an automatic tribute same.
a
and
died
hours
later.
days
temperature of the milk and water is just pistol,
Miss Oladys Bridge* ha* returned from
MAR1AVILLE. 441.
right—not too hot, or the yeast plants will
Lightning struck the dome on the state
Presque Isle, where she has been teacbiug.
Mariavllle
met
with
a
grange
8,
be destroyed. This recipe makes excelJuly
house at Augusta Thursday afternoon, but
James Deane and wife, of Koxbury,
and two visitors present.
lent rolls;
pasted off into the ground through the good attendance,
The
was
literary
program
given by tbe Mas*., are guest* of Lee Powers and wife.
Egg Biscuit—Sift together a
of dry steel supports without doing any damage.
quart
flour and three heaping
Mahlon Hill, who returned from Colby
risters, in tbe contest between the sisters
teaspoonfulls of bakNews of the death of her husband, Eding powder. Rob into this thoroughly a
and brothers.
At tbe next meeting the college Tuesday, has gone to Bar Harbor
piece of butter the size of an egg. add two ward Porter, who was drowned in Caribou

them by themselves, try this plan: Fold the
sheet in half, then quarter, lay on ironing
board as though to iron. Now iron the rest
of clothes on top of sheet, turning it between
pieces so as to reach all parts, finally folding
and begin on another sheet.
In this way
sheets will be ironed better and easier than
doing them separately.
To put a new wick in a lamp, push in
through the top of burner, and it will go in
much easier than through she bottom.
Old bread browned to a crisp in the oven,
then lolled fine or ground in food grinder,
mixed with equal parts of flour, is much
better for croquettes, fried oysters, etc., than
any "bought'’ cracker dust.
I Try this easy way to hem-stitch: Draw the
required number of threads. Turn the hem
down, and tack with the edge in the centre of
the drawn threads. Lessen the tension of
your machine and stitcn as near the edge
of the hem as possible. Remove the tacking
threads; take the garment in one hand, and
the hem in the other, and pull the edge of the
hem to the bottom of the drawn threads.
This is very quickly done, aud can
scarcely
be distinguished from hand work. Hemsticbed tucks are made on the same princi-

Mission by Moonlight
is cold; the ocean air Is chill;
with lonely owls the mission

hit vacation hoio.

JOHN DORITT, 381, SULLIVAN.
John Dority grange met as usual June
30. One name was accepted by ballot and Townsend, 2.
tbe first and second degrees were conPotato race, won by Percy York.
ferred on one candidate. Tbe sewing club
John Chaae, 1; ;
Potato race for boys
held an apron sale at the grange hall Sat- Frank Mello, 2; Walter Littlefield, 3.
urday afternoon and evening, July 1,
Seventy-five yards dash for boys under
which netted about flO.
twelve years—Harold Osgood, 1; Edward;
Bnow, 2. Time, 9 seconds.
XARRAM1HS1C. 224, ORLAND.
Tug-of-war-Won by the crew captained
The regular meeting of Xarramisaic by W. N. Owen.
grange was held July 1, with the largest
and
William Harks
Mello
Frank
attendance for many months.
It was tied the pie-eating contest.
Percy Baunvoted to invite A. Lincoln Kirk, of Fort dars took the dollar bill from the top of j
Jervis, X. J., elocutionist and impersona- of the greased pole.
tor, to give an entertainment in August.
N. H. Mayo, F. B. Bnow, J. E. Hortell,
It was also voted to take a vacation until & W. Carter, W. W. Weacott acted as
the last of August.
Judge*; and E. E. Chase, Jr., as starter.
The committee thanks the public for
the Interest taken and other liberal balp ;
HARBOR8IDE, 478, SOUTH BROOESVILLE.
Harborside grange met June 28, with finsncaliy.
treasurer in the chair and about twenty
The ball game was called on account of i
members present, and oce visitor from rain in the first of the fourth Inning, the
Durham, Conn. After business a short score being: Firemen company, 4; Blueprogram was given, including music by hill, 2. The dance in the town hall was
orchestra and speeches by members and well attended.
Atherton's orchestra of
visitor. There will be work in the first eight pieces furnished music. Plans are
and second degrees at the next meeting.
already on foot tor J uly 4,1912.
H.
July 10.
8AY8IDB. 476, ELLSWORTH.
At the regular meeting of Bayside
BKOOKL1N.
grange July 5. three candidates were inU. O. Btaples, of Portland, is in town.
structed in the first and second degrees.
Mrs. Rose (1. Allen is visiting Mr*. A. E.
On account of the heat and the tired feelBlake in Foxcroft.
ing that comes after tbe Fourth, the atWill Nutter is home from Millis, Maas.,
tendance was small and there was no

Tuesday, July 4, while in bathing, so will not be announced until the last
night.
prostrated hit young wife that she did not It was voted to hold
meetings every two
recover, and died Wednesday from the
weeks through July and August.
The
shock.
next meeting will be July 22.
of Bangor, a carpenter
Harry
Norwood,
SUGGESTIONS TO TBY.
OCEAN VIEW, 608, CENTER.
Onions are almost the best nervine known. aged twenty-five, was killed Thursday
Ocean View grange held its regular
They are most useful in cases of nervous afternoon, when a barn on which he was
prostration, and will greatly assist in toning working was blown down'by the wind. meeting July 6 with twenty patrons presup the system. They are useful in all cases In the same squall, the Wild West show ent. Tbe first and second degrees were
of coughs, colds, influenza, scurvy and kin- tent si
Maplewood park, Bangor, col- conferred on one candidate. There will
dred complaints.
Eaten every other day,
lapsed, injuring five persona, none fatal- be work in the third degree at the next
they soon have a whitening and clearing efly. One boy had an ear torn off.
regular meeting.
fect on the complexion.
The saw-fly which destroyed thoussods
Instead of spreading out sheets and ironing

moon

BLl'EHHX.

Ralph Mayo, ot Waltham, ia spending

t

GOOD WILL, 376, AMHERST.
Good Will grange met Saturday evening, with a good attendance. There was
one visitor from ^destine grange.
On account of the resignation o( Worthy Master Dunham, L. E. Crosby was elected and
installed. One candidate was instructed
in the third and fourth degrees.

rimthay and family, of
»«• at

_

Fire st Biddetord Saturday night destroyed half a dozen frame business blocks
snd tenements. The loss is estimated at

well-beaten eggs, a tablespoonful of sugar, a
teaspoonful of salt. Mix all together quickly
into a soft dough, with ooe cup of milk, or
more if needed.
Roll out nearly half an inch
thick, cut into biscuits and bake immediately
in a quick oven.

BIBLE READINGS.
Gen. Till. 4. 20-22: Ex. 111. 1-8;
xxlv. 12-18: Gen
xxil. 1-14;
I>eut. xxxlt. 48-52; I Kin*™ Till.
10-22. 25-30: Pa. cxxl; Matt It.
8: T. 1-12: xxvUL 10-20; Acta L
1-12.

—Herbert Heron

To

When, low in the west, the cloud-ships drift’
And dark o’er the landscape the shadows

come.

The altar

OWES
HER
HEALTH

TAKE HEART.

study and contemplation, are recorded In Bible story. There is Ararat,
where the ark rested after the flood;
Mount Moriah, where Abraham. “In
will If not In deed." offered Isaac a*
a sacrifice to God; Sinai, amid whose
terrific thundering* the divine law
was given to man; Mount Plsgah. from
whose heights Moses viewed the earthly Canaan and entered the heavenly
Land of Promise: Mount Horeb, where
God appeared to Elijah in the still,
small voice; Carmel, where Elijah discomfited the priests of Baal; Mount
Hebron, where Christ was transfigured; Olivet where He agonised, and
Calvary, where He gave Himself for
the aln* of the world, and last of all.
In John's glorious vision the Mount of
God! How much of the world’s religious history Is contained In these
mountain scenes, and who can contemplate these events?
Each mountain scene of the Bible
teaches Its own particular lemon. Let
us consider the following:
L The Mountain of Vision.
This
title may be given to Mount Plsgah.
Here Moaes waa permitted to see the
land of promise, although be waa not
allowed to enter It. This vision was
in a measure a compensation for hi*
loss and was given In answer to his
prayer that he might “see the good
land that Is beyond Jordan, that goodly mountain, and Lebanon." The hope*
of life are not always realized, but
visions of great things are no small
compensation and prepare ns for the
trial through which we enter in to
their fuller realization In the life to

A

The purposes of this column ere succinctly
•used in the title end motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, end elms to be helpful end hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is fer the com
non use—e public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, e medium for the In
terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, end Its success depends largely
on the support gives It in this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Com inuhlcatlons will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
THB AMKUICa*.
Ellsworth. Me.

you how much

our

The

"ACHT KAMI”.

“Helpful and Hopeful

tte Motto:

COUNTY NEWS.

HoBeit Medicines Versus Fakes
President Taft's recent message suggesting
amendment to the Pure Food and Drugs
law in its relation to Prepared Medicines,
does not refer to such standard medicines aFoley's Honey and Tar Compouud and Foley
Kiduey Pills, both of whicn are true medicines carefully compounded of ingredients
whose medicinal uuaitties are recognized by
the medical profession itself as the best
known remedial agents for the diseases they j
are intended to counteract.
For over three
decades Foley’a Honey and Tar Compound
has been a standard remedy for coughs, colds
aud affections of the throat, chest and lungs
for children and for grown persons, and it re- 1
tains to-day it* pre-emineuct- above all other ;
preparations of it* kind. Foley Kidney Pills I
are equally effective and meritorious.
Sold
I
by all druggists.
an

••

ig

S
■

ft

■IU (or Un than two or On* bean*

THE MILL
I

*
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hM

VateM laajintina

grind.
"JaMg

A VERY MEAN

atood up waU (or about half
hour—It aeeiatd (our tunas as long
-than aba began to give out.
Tbo
only thing I could do with her was to
braco bar up by puttin' my arm back
of bar. 8h« didn’t aaam frightened or
ready to cry, but aba looked at ma with
a tired a mile and kept on workln’ tba
an

FELLOW
By HARRY MENDENHALL
Copyright by Aeiorican Proas Assoelation. 1SU.

treadmill.

By EDWARD GILLETTE

They bad arrived at that critical period—an approaching engagement. Every Indication pointed to their forming a binary system, but the slightest
jar might disturb the equilibrium and

"But party soon aha got ao tired
I knew she'd have to git n rant, and 1
looked about for aomep’n to cling to
away from tba wheel. There waa a
break In the old wall aurroundln’ tba
wheal that left one of the stones so
we could git our hands on lb
I pushed off with Janey, and we clung to the
atone.

Bnglnnd.

While I was at work n man under a

with those furrows In his face that
seem to be transferred there from his
eyes being constantly fixed on furrows
made by bis plow. He seemed to Uke
a deep Interest In my picture.
"There's somep'n wanted on that
little space beside the wheel,” he aald.
"What's thatr I asked.
“A boy and a girl.”
What boy and glrir
••Somep'n happened there onct. I
km tell y' about it If y’ want to hear
It"
“tio ahead.”
"If* about myself and the girl. 1
was nigh on to seventeen, and Janey
Children haven't got any
was fifteen.
tense, and Janey wasn't much past
We had been playin'
bein' a child.
together when we was at an age to
play, and now we was a little older
we kept ou playin' together.
Anyway.
Janey was a wild little thing and up
What I was
to all sorts of pranks.
doin' about this time I'm speakln' of
was tryln' to keep her from tumblin'
off the peak of the barn roof, or failin'
down through a hole In the haymow
floor, ic giftin' drowued In the pond.
“One day we was over there where

dirt road led down to the mill. It's
alt grown OTer with grass now. but
At that
you can see where It was.
time the mill was run whenever there
was any grain to grind, and when
there wasn't the water was turned
off the sluice. That day It was turned
off
“The first thing I knew Janey she
climlwd out on to the wheel.
Her
weight was just enough to turn It and
let her down slow.
While she was
■Utkin’ she looked at me and laughed.
It was a purty enough laugh, but
somehow 1 didn't like to see her goln'
dowu into that hole, 'cauae there
wasn't any way for her to git out. It
was walled In, eicept near the top.
where an opening had been left to let
the water out. Of coursa when Janey
got to the bottom the wheel stopped
a

turnin'.
“Then I asked Janey to stand on It
and let me turn It and her back ag’ln.
but she got off and dared me to come
down, l ran see her eyas now Just
■* they looked then with n lot of devil try in 'em.
‘There was two simpletons Instead
of one. I got *n to the wheel, and It
turned quicker with my weight than
with hers. 1 joined her nt the bottom,
and she was amusin' herself in all
sorts of way*, dancin' and rnnnln’
•round the wheel and hollerin’ to hear
how queer it eonnded down there.
Two or three tlmaa I tried to git her
to let me take her out.
It wouldn't
he an easy matter In
any event. The
only way It coaid be done was for us
to balance each other by climbin' on
Opposite aides of the wheel. But If
the water should be turned on we
rooldn’t do that
“First thing I knew I heard somep’n
Stored suddent above, and down come
the water. I looked at Janey, scarnd
•ut of my boots, bat Jnney seemed to
consider It a good joke, tho little fool.
began to dance about In the water on the atone Boor. But gradually
tha water roee. From the bottom to
tha lowest part of the wheel It was
to our necks I lifted Janey on to
the wheel and
got np myself. The
only thing for us to do was to climb
** the wheel tamed.
“I shouted with nil
my might, hopin’
“a miller would hear ms.
But be
Inside the min, and the nolee of
the water down whoro wo was was
•“•Offh to drown any boy's voice. I
“okad about for somep’n to stop tho
***••* with, but there wasn’t a stick
■•

long as my arm anywhere.
hop* I had was that the

Tho
miner

a small lot of
grist to grind and
** Bit through before w* eras tired
***• But 1 didn’t thlafc he'd start tho

both of os would be crashed.
"When I got by that part of It and
got Janey und myself a-bold of the
wheel I felt better. But we couldn't
stop the wheel; all we could do waa
to cling to It till it palled us out of the
water and then catch hold lower down.
I did this, but Janey could only keep
cbaugln' ber bands all tbe while as
the wheel revolved, sbe bein' supportKnowin' that this
ed in tbe water.
was our only cliance. 1 threw all tbe
strength left In me Into my work,
lettln' tbe wheel pull me almost up to
the water ranuln' above, stayin' there
and lettln' go my hold first with one
hand, then with the other. But as I
was bangin' In the air and wasn’t
buoyed by water It was awful hard
work, especially after what I’d been
through. Still, there's hardly a limit to
tbe endurance of a boy of sixteen.
"All of n suddent I saw the miller
lookin' down on us. I didn’t have to
holler, and he didn't say a word. lie
ran away, 1 heard the sluice close, and
In another minute he was back with
a ladder, which he put down nnd. cornin’ dowu himself, first took Janey In
his arms and carried her out. He was
cornin' back for me, but I let go tbe
wheel and swam for the ladder by
myself. I tried to climb up It, but it
was no go; the" miller reached down

\

“Where?”
“Down by the lake.”
Her tone was getting colder with
every question and her color rising
with every reply.
“Had you any respect for her?”
“Lota”
“Have you any respect for her now?”
“Just as much as before she kLsed
me.”
“Kissed your
“Yes; she gave me the kiss, but I,"
with mock gravity, “was too pure
minded to keep It I gave it back to
her.”
“H’m!”
There was a silence for some minutes.
They were sitting In a rustic
seat, the man cutting off overhanging
leaves with a slender cane, the girl
poking the dirt beneath her with the
end of a parasol. He had be^ making love to her, and she considered
that this kissing another girl was
abominable and his telling her of It
effrontery. Nevertheless she was too

to reproach him.
"It’s time for me to go and dress for
dinner now,” she said.
“I’m sorry you are going away blaming me for kissing this girl.”
"Ob. I suppose you men think you
are entitled to take what you can get
You have no principle. 1 condemn you
and dragged me out.
I for that and the girl for permitting
In this case, since the girl kissed
"When I got up I saw Janey lyin' you.
she must be shameless."
first,
you
closed,
with
ber
tlie
limp
eyes
grass
| on
They had reached the door, and she
Thlukln’ she
and white ns a cloth.
went Into the house looking very aula cry and, bendin'
j was dead. 1 gave
! down over her. lifted her In my arms. len.
During the next few days he was so
The miller said she'd only faiuted nnd
would come to herself purty soon. And devoted, even loving, that she forgave
He said he thought she should
he was right. In another moment sbe him.
be kissed as well, but
o|>ened her eyes. and. seein' me. what forgive the girl
she replied that her part was not a
do you suppose she did?"
! matter of forgiveness, but of opinion.
“Whatr
was that a girl who would
“She Just smiled the same kind of a Her opinion
permit any man to whom she was not
smile as when she was goln' down on
j engaged to kiss her could have no self
the wheel."
respect. As to a girl kissing a man
concluat
the
said
I
friend,"
“My
under such clrcumstancea, such a girl
sion of his story. "I wish I bad you
was not to be considered by the reand Janey right here at the age you
members of her sex.
then were that 1 might work you into spectable
The Bowers were growing more framy painting.”
grant and the love passages warmer.
"If you'll come with me up the road
8be was quite sure be would propose,
una
a bit I’ll show you two young
but be seemed In no hurry to come to
that'll do aa well." he replied.
the point. She was growing Impatient
I went with the man, who stopped
his "story.” especially as they
We to hear
at a little house beside the road.
While
were to separate In a few days.
entered and found a middle aged wositting on the rustic seat before menman Ironing.
she felt bis arm stealing around
Turning tioned
“There's Janey." he said.
He drew her to him till
her waist
to her, he added. "Where are the chiltheir cheeks were very near. He kissdren T”
ed her.
“Janey’s upstair*, and I sent Dick
Her criticism of a few day* before
He'll be back In a few
to the store.
had slipped ber mind.
minutes."
He did not propose at tbe time, bnt
A girl about fifteen came down at
a proposal waa coming.
her mother'* call, and there was ■be waa sure
Then one day be told ber that be had
I
asked
permissure
enough.
Janey
ber wanting.
sion to make a sketch of her, and tested ber and found
when her brother, two years her She naked blm wbat be meant, and ba
of a
senior, came In I did the same with said that be would not approre
Then I gave each a good fee girl wbo would permit a man to kiss
him.
for serving aa models, and after drink- her to whom abe was not engaged.
He most bare been a very brave
ing a glass of milk a'hlch was urged
man to do that; certainly ba waa a
upon me I took my leave.
Going back to the mill, I finished very mean one. To drop a spark Into
would be a comparamy picture under the Inspiration oc- a keg of powder
casioned by the story connected with tively safe tblng. Sbe gave blm Just
It Aa I worked I thought which of one look, then got up. and. with bead
the different scenes through which the erect, nostrils expanded and eyes
youngsters bad passed I would Intro- Bashing, started to walk away from
But be caught ber eklrt and
duce on the canvas. 1 knew that to blm.
place Janey on the grass Just recover- beld on for dear life. Sbe turned to
ing from her fainting would be ef- wither blm with another look and saw
fective, bat I rather favored putting blm with a smile on his IIpa. a half
her on the wheel when she first step- merry, half frightened look in his eye.
“Forgive me." be said. “Tbe temptaped on to It and smiling at her boy
companion, his own expression denot- tion was too great for me.”
"Go to that other gin whom you
ing his anxiety. I decided upon the
latter feature, and. taking to my stu- doubtless led”—
dio the sketches I had made, I work“Do you know wbo that other girl
ed them In when I felt In the mood lar
for It. I succeeded far better la de"No, and I don't wish to know.”
pleting the required expression than
“She la my little friend Leila. Her
In
The
for.
hangs
had
picture
I
hoped
ago la five. If abe didn't kiss me bobeen
often
adhas
and
studio
Bay
fore being engaged to me abe never
mired. I have bad many offers for It, would, for I hope to be married boever
I
have
the
It
Is
only
picture
bat
fore ebo In much older.”
painted wherein there la a story I
Fuse# was declared and they were
For
this
first
hand
at
heard
have
married, but his wife baa never entirebean
»*
never
I
have
willing
reason
ly forgiven him.
part with K.

proud

|

|
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Flour for
■'

Hotel* at Hospital*.
"Next to a hospital give me an op
to date hotel In which to take care of
a very sick patient,” said a New York
“I’ve nursed In most
trained nurse.
of the big hotels here In New Yodk,
and It’s really wonderful the supplies
that can be brought at a moment’s noIce bags, hot water bottles,
tice.
crutches and wheel chairs are always
on tap, there’s always some one available to help lift a patient, and If tbs
patient’s a man there’s always a barber at band to shave him* And there’s
the woman in the sewing room to
There’s
stitch a rapidly cut binder.
an operating room at your disposal If
snrgery has to be rSsorted to, and
there’s a protected roof to take your
patient to during convalescence. Altogether the modern hotel U the rival
of a hospital when it comes to conveniences for the sick.”—New York
Sun.

Every
Baking Need

B

Faithless to women, faith-

less to men. a coward, u liar, a mean
and groveling cheat, George IV. neverriBM AmAaBBrtoan
br
coprrtfbt
etatloB, WU.
send both far from each other Into theleee dang to n belief In his own
end If we study the account
apace All weaknesses were carefully virtues,
farcical progress through Scotput away where they could not be seen, of bis
bit of ecuand only the noblest sentiments were land ws find that be Imagined himself
There Is no more dnlnty
one
exhibited. At this juncture he per- to be a useful and genuinely kingly
of
thoee
then
“We got a kind of a rest but It wasn't
#rT t0 my thinking,
perhaps
moae
petrated a Mt -of waggery that came personage. No man, except
tumbledown,
up.
uttle patched mlUa
pleasant being In water orer our heads
Philippe Egallte, eras ever so connear spoiling the whole thing.
the
olden
time.
of
very
covered water
ksepln' ourselves up that way, and
his death
"What I object to In your sex."' be temned and hated, and until
situated at the lower
They are always
Janey's teeth began to chatter. I was said, -is your want of charity for each he Imagined himself to be a good men.
under
trees
beside myself with terror for her. It
end of a pond, nestling
—Bondman ''Sidelights."
other.”
iml half buried in shrubbery. They waa aha who was puttin’ the best face
undo
more
We
are
“Nonsense!
farmers were on it
all, sayln' that the grist would charitable toward women than you
epeak of a past when
Her Splendid Economy.
to carrying a sack or two of soon give out and the water would be
Their dinner for two cost $15, but
men are toward men.”
before them turned off.
horseback
on
mill
to
I
But
knew
her
that
-rain
the end
“A woman will never forgive a wo- tbe man's wife argued that In
Now the grain la
to hare It ground.
strength was goin', and I dreaded a, man for doing what, under similar It was economy to dine at an expenon bigger farms In bigger bttlk,
time
when
It
would
leave
her
all
at circumstances, she would do herself.”
sive restaurant because It gsve her a
pown
U once.
chance to study the fsshlons.
Md the Individual farmer's product
“Give me an instance.”
that
flows
river
cereal
a
great
"If we ate In some cheap place patlost In
“Then 1 tried hollerin' ag'In, but I
“Well. If you were to know a girl
steam and with
ronised only by dowdlly dressed womhadn't ns much power behind my voice that a man had kissed”—
to mills driven by
of
feet
hundreds
high.
as I bad when I called before and
en,” she said, “I would have to hire
etacks towering
“Not being engaged?"
the little weter couldn't make as much noise.
Progress Is there, but
“Not being engaged—you would con- on expensive woman to design my new
to
useful
furIs
only
dresses, bnt by eating here I get s
mil! of the past
"I knew I'd got to do somep'n or sider her Impure.”
nish themes for the artist.
“1 would consider that he had chance to study tbe clothes worn by
party imon it would be oil over with us.
of
the
women of position and cats design my
I am one of these knights
It occurred to me that if l could get wronged her.”
own gowns.”
“And you would condemn her.”
brush myself. One day. coming upon my weight on to the aide of the wheel
That sounded convincing. There was
auch a simple scene ns 1 have men- that was goln' up the motion would
“That depends upon clrcumstancea.
no blessing on earth, tbe man reflected,
tioned, I opened my three legged stool, be slower. I asked Janey if she could What man does the kissing?”
to work In
equal to an economical managing
MJW
bold on where she was for awhile.
set up my easel and began
I made She said she could, but 1 knew she
wife, and he settled the bill with com“Tour
my colors. I have the picture
parative cheerfulness. Three weeks
“Yes.1'
of the mill, and no money would In- couldn't.
“Who Is this girl who has so little later he was given another bill to setduce me to part with It There Is n
“I had to put my arm around her,
tle. That called for $150.
atory connected with It, told me while and, partly by swlmmln’ and partly respect for herself?”
"What Is this for?" he demanded.
“As Aaron Burr said, ‘I never kiss
I was painting, which, appealing to by dingin' to the wall. I worked my
"Ob,” she replied, "that is the costfhf
tea’"
mv fancy, rendered my work especialway toward the back of the wheel. and
n dress I copied in tbe restaurant tbs
“When did you kiss her?”
ly successful. The picture and the The hardest place to pass was between
other night"—New Tork Sun.
“This morning.”
I expected
the wheel and the wall.
story go together.
faded straw bat and suspenders uncovered by coat or waistcoat came up
behind me and looked at my work.
Be was a middle aged countryman,

Vmurmnuna.

..Th Igoebls «ur|» IT.
Am there was the prectoas i«—t
What a ereateie! Good mm and had
Omb atte la anylng that he wa abeotatoiy without a virtue. The shrewd.
Mlcalattag OrerlUe dascribed him la
weeds that bun; the greet duke, hie
chief mbject, usee language of dry
■eon, "The king could only act the
part of a geadaman for too minutes
at a time,” and we and the commoner Mtellltee of the court daeplsed the
wicked fribble who wore the crown ad

Bread, cake and pastry better than

ever

before, reward
the cook

l\

who uses

William
Tell Floor.

Milled from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by oar
own special process, it irrichest
in nutritive qualities and goes

r

farther than most flours.

loaves to the barrel means
Remember and order

r.bigMore
economy.
barrel today.
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WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO., Ellsworth Falla, Me.
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THI ideal clarion for wood.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,
! Sold by J. P. Eldridge,

Bangor, Me. EST^1&8HED
■
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^£*1-:Curious Trsnsforoncs

of Heat.A workman In the observatory at
Toulouse has Invited attention to a singular phenomenon. A bar of Iron Is
taken by the end, and the other end
Is plunged Into a Ore. beating it strongly, but not so much that the hand
The heated
cannot retain Its hold.
end Is then plunged Into a pall of cold
water. Immediately the other end becomes so hot that it Is Impossible to
bold It. This phenomenon, familiar to
workmen In Iron, Is ascribed by tbem
to some repellent action they suppose
the sudden cold exerts upon the heat
contained In the Iron, which Is thus
driven to the opposite extremity.—Chi.
cago Becord-Herald.

You can buy a lower-priced
roofing than RU-BER-OID—it
has 3#0 imitations—but you will
find RU-BER-OID the most
economical in the long run, because it lasts longest.

m

An Irishman an
English friend
were out rabbit shooting.
They had
been very unsuccessful and were retaining downhearted when they saw
s hare dart out of the hedge.
Mike, in amazement, failed to shoot,
and the hare escaped.
"Why didn’t you shoot It?" asked
the Englishman.
“Shure,” said Mike, *T didn’t see it
London
till it was out of sight.”
—
Ideas.

RU-BER-OID

ATf ITH the sparkle of
""

champagne,
danger.

but

Roofing

without its

Clover Man.
With a sigh she laid down the magatine article upon Daniel O’Connell.
“The day of great men,” she said, ’la
gone forever.”
"But the day of beautiful women la
not,” he responded.
She smiled and blushed. “I was only
Joking,” she explained hurriedly.—
Western Christian Advocate.
Didn’t Need It.
A book canvasser went Into a barber shop and asked the proprietor if ha
could sell him an encyclopedia.
"What’s that?" asked the barber.
“It's a book that contains Information on every subject in tha world."
There was a victim In the chair, and
ha put In feebly, “He doeen’t need ltt”
The Queer Part.
“Queer, Isn’t It, that lawyer la such
a lover of dogs?”
“What Is there queer about It?”
“It Is more natural for a lawyer to
become attached to the fee-line apedee I”—London Telegraph.

l
(Pronounced Kleck’O)

Ginger Ale
bubbles and pleases—
adds to the charm of
board or table.
Yet in "Clicquot Club”
there isonly the purest, fresh
ginger, confectioner’s sugar
and pure delicious fruit oils
to flavor. The bubbles are
caused by the gas in the

Its Penalty.
Artist (Indignantly)—You talk aa If
an
ugly woman’s portrait for
painting
money was a crime.
Friend—I believe It Is generally a
hanging matter.—Baltimore American.

Tha highest friendship most always
lead us to the' highest pleasure—Fielding

fire-resisting.
Suitable for any building.

RU-BER-OID COLORED
ROOFING
is the only prepared roofing to
be bad in permanent colors,
Watch (or the RU-BER-OID
MAN—he aaaurea perlochoa
la roaBn*.
Our Roofing Booklet
forwarded on request.

|

[THE STANDARD
PAINT CO.,

\Mssevsmz
DUtri baton,
i

Clicquot Spring Water,

'Ellsworth Falls,

which because ot its purity
and adaptability retains carbonation and freshness

Maioe.

longerthan any other water.
Othar MCLIC.QUOT:* Frodaate witk
Ik. CIU,,.I parity lad Sayan

Boot Boar. Birch Bear. Blood

Orange, Sarsaparilla,
Lemon Soda.
Fmr Smtm ky Ikm *aa, Cracara
THE CLICQUOT CLUB CO.
Millia, My.,

Lest.

Weary Walker—I loet ’art a crown
yesterday. Tired Tlmotbeus—Did y*
’ave a ’ole in yer pocket? Weary
Walker—No; the bloke wot dropped It
heard It falL-Londoa Tlt-Blts.

-

b weather- and time-proof;

—

Fro® advice, how to obtain patent®, trad® mark®,
oopyTight®, etc.. IN AU. COUNTRIES.
Business direct v. ith Washington saves
money and often the fa tent.

IMSLuJ!5,^P„P.?5 <J12fL.'SS^l:
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively
Write

Remedy6

CATARRH

or com®

•SS Sixth Street,

to u» at
®pp United State®

Patent OS

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

11 cleans***. soot hes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
contracted with the City of Ellsaway a Cold in the
worth to support end care for those who
Head quickly. Re-may need asaietanoe during the next Are
S|
▼ears and are legal residents
Haworth. I
stores the Senses*of fl_
__I forbid all
parsons treating them on my aeTaste and Swell. Cull si2e 30 cte., at Drug- conut, ae there
is plenty of room and accomgists or by math In l’ -uil form, 75 cents. 1 odations to care lor them at the City Farm
M. J. Dsqmkit
Ely Brother-8, :*y Warren Streep Nw# ¥orfc hones.

Pauper Notice.
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
r. W. BoLLiitt. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
year ; $1.00 for six
months; 90 oenta for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, $1 90, 79 and 88 cents
respectively- Single copies ft cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

Subscription Price—#2AO

Business communications should be addressed

able

0O-,

The Hancock Cocntt Publishing
Ellsworth, Maine.
to

This week's edition of The
American is 2.300 copies.

Average for the year of 1910,
--—_

—

—

■crrr-

:r. •;

2,375
_j-:r

WEDNESDAY JULY 12, 1911.
The elevation of Mr. Justice Whitehouse to the chief-justiceship of the
supreme judicial court of Maine by
Gov. Elaisted meets with the approbation of bench, bar and public, and
his name adds one more to the list of

distinguished chief-justices
The

meeting

the 6th Maine
celebrate the
its mastering
Civil war is a

of Maine.

here next Friday of
Veteran association to
fiftieth anniversary of

in for service
notable event.

in the
While
the survivors of those exciting times
will congratulate themselves that
they are still living, the memory of
those who are gone cannot fail to add

yesterday is §51,138.2?.
of §15,037 in the total

Bresnahan

There is

s

fcm»issJSvSa

decrease

assessed valuation of Ellsworth real and

personal

estate

from last year.
was committed to the

clekli7,?
£

Last year the tax

a

to, and all checks and money orders made pay

••

The total commitment for this years’ tax
placed in the hands of Collector John
H.

■T TD

collector in May. The delay in commitment this year is due to the fact that the
last State legislature failed to provide by
the emergency clause for the commitment
of

the State

tax, and the city

the warrant for the State tax
At a special meeting of the

l!y

assessors

until

could not complete their assessment
was

recei ved

city

govern-

petltTe

collector,

some

changes

the terms of contract

as

were

made

to times of

COAT—Raby’s

in

pay-

The first §10,000 is to be paid to the
treasurer Sept. 1 instead of August 1; at
least §5,000 by the first of each subsequent
month, and at least 75 per cent, by settlement date in F^ruary, 1912, the balance of
ment.

Aj!

nUOOY-Second

tax to be cleaned up by settlement date in
February, 1913. The compensation of the
collector this year is §1,400, or §200 less

1911

fl,338,435 fl,323,410

personal,
Non-resident personal,
Resident

133,400
522.379
13,376

J,JI

144,800
515,296
9,047

f2.00T.590 fl,992,553
1.088

Poll*,
The above show*

a

tinge

of sadness to the occasion.

real estate

resident real estate

guardian

DOLLARDTOWN.

Mrs. Wyman was a week-end guest of
Mrs. Gertrude Htackpole.
Miss Grace A. Carter went to Presque
Isle to attend the wedding of her sitter

cess.

158,431 77 *51,133 28
this year shows so in-

Total MX.

The nominations made last Thursday by Gov. Plaisted were among
the most important which have been
made during his term. They include
the nomination of
William Penn
Whitehonse, of Augusta, as chief-justice of the supreme judicial court to
succeed Chief-Justice
Emery, re-

The State tax

Lura, July 5.
Mrs. Flora

Rosalie Dee Lies,

born at Lamoine
seventy-six years ago. She married Mr.
Means seventeen years ago. Besides her
husband, she leaves one son by a previous
marriage-Kred Cline, of Lynn, Mass.,
and a step-son, Ckpt. Everett S. Means, of
Ellsworth.
The funeral will be held at the home tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock.
was

Treworgy was calling on
*1,801.52 over last year, due relatives here Saturday on he*1 way home
principally to the higher State Mx rate. from New Hampshire.
Two years ago the city paid only *6,406.39,
Suicide at Verona.
Percy and Robert McMaster, of Lowell,
or but little more than half it is required
j Maas.,are spending the summer with their Prof. Lyman D. Smith, of Hartford,
to pay this year. The great increase the
Conn., committed suicide at .Verona park
grandfather, Asa S. Barron.
past two years is due to changes in the j
Monday morning. Despondency because
A pretty home wedding was solemnized
laws made by the legislature of 1900, but |
of ill health was the cause.
5 at the residence of Allen Moran
July
a large part of this increase, under the
Prof. Smith, accompanied by his wife,
signed; Hon. George M. Hanson, of same
and wife, Presque Isle, when their sen,
left Boston Saturday morning for Verona,
laws, comes back to the city in in- j
Arthur Allen and Miss
Calais, as associate justice; Hon. John creased
Lura Phebe
school money.
to spend some time with his brother,
S. P. H. Wilson, of Auburn, as chairformerly of Ellsworth, were j Freeman W. Smith.
The rate this year is .024 which is an j Carter,
From Portland,
married.
The ceremony was performed :
man of the inland fisheries and game
increase of one and one-balf mills from
Prof. Smith wired his brother to meet him
Kev.
H.
G.
of
the
by
Clark,
pastor
Baptist in Portland, as he was 111. Later he
commission, and of John F. Connelly, last year. No discount is allowed this j
of Bangor, as commissioner of labor, year, and interest at one-half of one per church, of which both are members. i wired that he was feeling better, and was
; Bert T.
brother
of the bride, was'
Carter,
and factory inspector.
cent, will be charged after Aug. 1.
coming through.
best man; Mias Ruby Moran, sister of the jl
Meanwhile Freeman Smith bad started
Following is the list of Ellsa'ortb tax- !
was bridesmaid.
The
bride was
groom,
for Portland and passed his brother on
pavers who this year will pay over *100
COUNTY GOSSIP.
attired in white silk. The bridal dowers
into the municipal treasury:
the way. Prof, and Mrs. Smith arrived
were white roses.
A reception followed
Our Surry correspondent boasts t dahlia
here Saturday night, and went to Verona
Aiken, Fred B.* 132 60
the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Moran will
in full bloom, and asks if aDyone in the
Bank, Hancock Co Savings. 315 84
park. On Sunday, Prof. Smith appeared
make
their
home
at
can
Isle.
The
beat
that.
Presque
county
B H A Union Kiver Power Co...... 2,405 40
about the same as for some days past,
j wedding gifts were many and beautiful.
About daylight Monday morning he was
Black, Alexander B, heirs of. 204 00 j
Amos
Hodgkins, of Lamnine, aged Brady, Edward E. 153 60
found in the bath-room of the cottage in
MCOLIN.
eighty-eight yean, walked five miles, July Bresnahan. Patrick. 136 20
a dying condition from cuts in his
throat,
3, to spend the Fourth with relatives at Branch Pond Lumber Co. 182 88
Mrs. Gertrude Carter, who has been inflicted with bis pocket-knife.
Egypt.
Burnham, Albert F. 145 32 boarding at Howard McGown's, has reProf. Smith was a mao of high culture,
a profound student and linguist, and an
Burrill, Charles C. 941 02 turned to her home in Bar Harbor.
The cyclonic squall which struck some
Mrs Charles C... 134 04
sections of Hancock county last Tbunday
Harry Haddocks has entered the hos- authority on penmanship. He was the
Charles R. 191 56
pital at Bangor for treatment. His many originator of the Smith system, and had
afternoon, did considenble damage. Sevfor forty-five years been teacher of penDavis, Henry E. 155 53 j friends hope for a speedy recovery.
eral barns were leveled, and many trees
Dorr, Charles P. 202 80 :
in the public
were blown down.
At Waltham the wind
jcbools of Hartford.
Mrs. Susan Phillips, who has been vis- manship
He was sixty-five years of age.
Dutton, George P, heirs of. 146 40
played a queer prank at George L. Jor- Ells
relatives here and has been suffering
iting
Foundry A Machine Works... 128 40 from
dan’s place, cutting some eight or ten feet
blood poisoning in her face, has reJohn P. 104 52 1
Baby Killed by Kail.
from the end of the barn, leaving the Eldridge,
turned to her home at East Bucksport.
Ambrose W. 356 47 j
Ellis,
By a peculiar accident on the shore path
rest of the building intact.
The death of Edmund F-, son of Frank at Bar Harbor last
Emery, Lucilius A. 500 98
Thursday forenoon,
First Nat’l Bank Building Ass n... 48000 Haddocks and wife, which occurred at Patricia, the eighteen-months-old daughBar Harbor Hospital Report.
Giles, Jeremiah T. 270 60 his home about noon Wednesday, June 21, ter of Thomas Landers and wife, received
The thirteenth annual report ot the Bar
Gould, Frank H. 300 60 was a sad blow to his relatives and injuries from which she died a few hours
Harbor hospital has been leaned. The
Ureely, Misa Mary A. 10416 friends. Mr. Maddocks had been con- Lter.
a
contains
list
of
donations
repamphlet
The child was being wheeled along the
Grindal, Charles W. 110 06 tined to his bed only a few weeks, but had
ceived during tbe year of 1910, a memoriam
Hale, Eugene. 2,145 24 been poorly for about a year. This path in a carriage by a little girl. The
death octo John 8. Kennedy, whose
Hale, Mrs Mary C. 1,272 00 spring he seemed to be improving. Mr. girl for a moment left the carriage which
curred October 31,1909,and a list of the life
Hall, Henry M. 127 20 Maddocks was twenty-seven years of rolled forward down a slight incline and
members.
Hagerthy, Mrs Pbronia. 313 44 age. Much sympathy is felt for the father plunged over the ledge fifteen feet to the
232
were
the
repatients
Daring
year,
Hamlin, Hannibal E. 668 46 and mother. Funeral services were held rocky beach below. The baby’s skull
ceived and treated, the largest number in
Hagerthy, Alexander C. 888 82 at the church Friday, at 2 o'clock, Rev. P. was fractured.
since
one
tbe
any
corresponding period
Hancock County Pub Co. 144 00 A. A. Killam officiating. Nieolin grange,
been
One
has
hundred
hospital
opened.
Has lam, Wellington. 240 00 of which Mr. Maddocks was a member, atand fifty-one of thase patients have been
gUfaartifinunm.
Higgins, Joseph M. 140 68 tended in a body, and conducted services
treated in the surgical wards and fiftyat the grave.
heirs
Andrew
of.
137
J,
76
IT
Higgins,
SAVKS VOU MOSEY!
seven in the medical wards.
There have
Holmes, Thomas J, heirs of. 129 00
been twelve obstetrical cases and twelve
LAKEWOOD.
heirs of. 138 00
Jordan,
Dyer
P,
Dr. Howard’s Dyspepsia Specific;
birtbs. Four patients have died in the
King, Arno W. 279 60
Homer Wilbur, of Marlboro, is spending
hospital during the year.
Regular Price 50c. Parcber’s
King, Peters and Moore. 144 00 a few
The total receipts in money daring the
days here.
Knowlton, John F. 108 80
Price 25c.
have
amounted
to
The
year
git,399.71.
Edwird Garland is at work for Charles
Lejok Lodge, No 91,1 O O F. 144 00
cost of maintaining the hospital daring
The special
Lord. Frank S. 115 80 O. and Martin A. Garland.
half-price sale of Dr.
the same period has been |8,156.75.
Dan iel Gray held services in the chapel Howard's
Maine Central R R Co. 175 20
specific for the core of constipaTwo beds in perpetuity have been enMcGown, James A. 133 68 Sunday forenoon and evening.
dowed during the past year, one by the
Moore, Augustus E. 250 44 Ed. Mercer, of Hancock Point, spent Sun- tion and dyspepsia by Q. A. Parcher
Countses de Tangier Villars in memory of
Moore, Edward G. 108 20 day with hia aged father, Joseph Mercer. means tbs saving of a few dollan on every
her late husband, and one by the will of
Morang, Charles L. 992 28
Edna and Bernard Wilbur, of Green
Abner Q. Murphy, of Philadelphia, for the
family’s yearly bill for medicines.
Morrison, Samuel J, heirs of. 192 80 Lake, are visiting their
benefit of the citiaena of Beal Harbor.
grandfather, Simon
A
Co.
116
49
Mr. Parcher has so much faith in the
Morrison, Joy
Garland.
Tbe trustees have been notified that by
Parcher, George A.. 28680
the terms of the will of the late John 8.
Misses Effle and Sadie Franklin, of superior merit of this medicine that be
Parker, Walter fi Clothing Co. 120 00
Kennedy the earn of (11,000 baa been be- Peters, John A. 886 78 West Newton, Mass., are visiting at their says: “If Dr. Howard's
specific does not
to
the
home here.
of
the hosqueathed
general fund
Phillips, Hosea B. 376 20
cups you, come back to my store and I
pital.
L.
Wilbur
Irving
met
with
a
heir*
loss
John
189
60
quite
of.
Redman,
B,
will return your money.”
The trustees have purchased tor the hosReliable Clothing Co. 144 00 during the terrible blow last week. He
This remedy is not an ordinary medipital the several loto of land directly in Rowe, Elmer E... 108 80 was repairing his barn, and had the
front of the present hospital buildings
Stuart, Mrs. Ann, hairs. 289 40 work nearly completed when the gale laid cine. It is the favorite formula of a well
man
so
that
and facing Way
the hoslane,
Treworgy, Charles J.... 46118 the whole structure flat. There were three known physician, and has the endorsepital property now extends from Wayrnan Union Trust Co. 108 00 men in the barn at the time of its collapse
ment of hundreds of physicians of emiHancock
street.
lane to
Whitmora, Charles and wife. 140 40 but fortunately they escaped injury.
I nence in their profession, who prescribe it
Dr. J. H. Patten has been elected a memHorace
F.
131
88
Weacott,
ber of the medical staff.
A gentleman, after dining not wisely in all cases of constipation, dyspepsia or
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co. 1,987 39
The annual entertainment and children’s
John
F.
152
78 hut too well, arrived home at an early hour liver trouble, know inf from experience
Whitcomb,
as
usual
last
summer
and
fair were held
Whitney, John 0. 177 00 After scrambling upstairs, two steps at a that it will make a complete and laatinf
The
wan most successful in every way.
Whiting,
Henry, heir* of. 143 40 time, he reached the top only to fall down cure.
sum
of
farmer realised the
H,001.56 and
Whiting, Samuel K. 120 60 again. Clutching hold of the baluster ha
the totter (MASS.
Whiting Brothers. 192 00 exclaimed, “Heaven help the poor sailors
Many advertisers forget that advertisW is wall, Andrew P, heirs of. 177 80 at sea on a night like this!"
ing space in a newspaper is valued ac“Three dollars a minute,” said the Wiswsll, Emma G. 268 80
The masons of Manhattan gave a bancording to the circulation of that paper.
VOH-KXSIDXNTi.
youth Who had asked the long-distance
quet. The toastmaster called upon one Advertising space in a journal without
him
and
the
town
between
rate
Black,
Georgs N. 678 29 brother whose name eras not on the pro- circulation is dear at any pries the
telephone
pubwhen maided the tody fair. “Yes, air,” Caaaldy.John. 382 40 gram. It rather confused him. “Look lisher
Without circulation
may demand.
clerk.
“I
I’m
the
guess
amartil
telephone
Clamant, Alanson. 108 00 here, Mr. Toastmaster,” said be, “this isn’t there can be no results, and
without
not on speaking terms with her,” sighed Eddy, FiadA. 192 00 exactly fair. You have called upon me to results the money which the
advertiser
ties youth, sadly oounting out fUO which Jordan, Horses W, hairs of. 138 80 make an ass of myself without any prepa- invests is lost -Leavenworth
(Kansas)
crease

of

1

was

la hia puns.

Mt. Desert Transit Co.

20100

n:~0'}£rs:££Joha

SITUATION—<)n

1,101

decrease in resident

ol fl5,(US, an increase in nonot fll.400, a decrease in
estate of f7.083 and a deThe mass meeting at Hancock hall resident personal
crease in non-resident personal estate ot
last week to talk over Old Home week
$4,329; net decrease, f 19,715. There is an
in
the
least
resulted
dispelling
plans
increase ot sixteen polls.
doubt as to the affair being carried
The assessment lor the year, with the
out on the plana already outlined in figures ol last year lor comparison, is as
these columns. The week of Aug. follows:
1910.
1911.
6-12 promises to be an epoch-making
even in Ellsworth's history, and not State tax. $10,889 19 fl2,488 72
2.848 85
2,698 38
even inclement weather can now pre- County tax.
34,802 00
33,985 00
vent it from being an unqualified suc- City appropriation..
951 73
1.366 lh
Overlayings.
a

GRASS—On

HAY—About!

The following table shows the valuation
figures of last year

of this year, with the
for comparison:

1910

isstSSL?1!:

—

than last year.

Resident real estate,
Non-res. real estate,

>%7

r.d»?r,Mth'

Monday evening, contract with Tax.
Collector Bresnahan was signed and atIn consideration
tached bond accepted.
of the late date at which the book reached
ment

the

OBITVARY.

KB. ADBLBKBT I.

Property Owam Ainms4
More Then $100.

of
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A

Short Sansosa.
Than ia Joat aa much danger in tba
RICHABD0OH.
richer yon daaire aa ia Iboaa yon poaaaaa.
PronlMRt Up-River Cttlseu Died at
The many friends of Bartine 8., with of
HU Home 1> Aero re.
You grip on anocaaa depend* hugely os
Adelbert 1. Richardson, ware deeply pained
1
Charles P. Silsby, one of the most promi-illllyfi
wii.
the thinga yon ate willing to let go.
7— -»*•
at
took
to learn of bar death, which
place
nent citizens of the up-river section of
bo
won
to
la
more
world
The
by
likely
on
street
the home of her mother on Oak
Hancock county, died at his home in Autba chautnl religion than by tba tearful
July 5.
rora Thursday, July 6, after an ilinees of a
Mrs. Richardson eras born in Ellsworth kind.
few weeks, of cancer. The news of his
of the
Whan tba devil ia driving you ha ia wil- worth Antrlcu, n
death causes sadness to his many friends thirty-three yean ago, daughter
newapaper7 Bablna-l"*’
■Haworth, la aald countv, that tK, i.*** *1
lets A. Hoyt and Evelyn Beckwith Ste- ling that yon abouid boaat that you an
the
throughout
county.
poar ai a probata coori to b* he^d
EllsShe was graduated from the
worth, la aald eoaatp. on thr a*1,«leading him.
Mr. Silsby was a native of Aurora, and vens.
Aagaat. a. d. mi, at too
worth high school in 1897. After graduaYon cannot expect God t Aeke the root foranooa. Bad ho hoard of tha
all his life had been spent there, engaged
Iharaoa if tho"
tion she went to Boston, where for s few of evil out of
in farming. He was seventy-two years of
your heart while you an
8. Traaooll. late of
months she was employed in a store, but banging on to tbs fruit with both hands. laWllford
Craaberrr
He
was
one
of
the
citisens
of
aald
county, dacaaaad. A cortatbVj?**'
age.
leading
to 111 health was obliged to return
maal purporting lo ha tha laat
will aLy1?**'3his town, and held various town offices, owing
moat of aald dacaaaad. total ha.
home.
such as selectman, school committeman,
Wat a cloth with a hit of soda on It and for probata tharaof prevented With ? "V*'
1 * AOn January 21,1901, she was married to
I ha riaculrix tharain
etc.
clean up the grease apota on you kitchen Truaaall.
named
William Baailap. lata of Bucinoo.,
ten years toFor forty years he was county road Mr. Richardson, and their
floor.
count,, deceaaed. A certain taairament
were very happy ones, marred only
porting to be the laal will and t»,t.
agent for his section, and for nearly as gether
Jelly from berries picked wet is almost aald dacaaaad. together with
her delicate health. She was a great
fm i
by
at
bate thereof, preaantad b, Edward t“ o >”•many years be bad served as postmaster
sore to mold anti doesn't jell right.
Try
nervoua
and
stomach
Aurora. He ably represented
his class sufferer from
to pick them dry.
but she bore them with noble
tow ns in the State legislatures of 1874 and troubles,
Sarah J. Bragdon. lata of Mount I>,«.o
•aid eonntj. drceared
Christian fortitude. A few months ago
A certain in-n£L^
1888. He was always s republican.
tact
tl'1
purporting lo be the laat will and
further complications set in, and the end
He was for several years a director of
and codlclT thereto of Mid dtceat*<!
became
a question o! time.
Ella*
with
coal,
between
lor
only
petition
probata
tharrnt
pongee
i7.L*t?'r
the Northern Hancock Agricultural so*
Will Under bj shltle, l>. (iraver, one ol the
and Ellsworth Falls.
Through It all she was tenderly and lov- returnworth
teen Ion
therein named.
ciety, and was always one of its most
to Mr*. Crarlsr A. Phillics. *5 Pine
cared
husband
for
her
devoted
Fred
A. Orctilt. late of
reward?
ingly
by
and
receive
•t
active promotors. He was a member of
Ellsworth,
UlsaiH
deceased.
A
county,
certain instrument
the Congregational church of Amherst and family. Besides her husband she
porting to be the last will and teVumlJP, !
a widowed mother and one sister—
leaves
Salt.
said
deceased,
together
with
$ot
and Aurora, and a consistent supporter of
Petition lor
bate thereof, presented by Znph'i M
Alt ha.
the church and its objects.
He was a
hand phaeton top buggy; Hi. r.fcutrli th.rsin n.r..M
The
funeral
was held at the house last
Ixnnla
Buckle?,
lilt
of
member of Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., !
Addrrae •*Bcoov’\
Bucksport in...
in good condition.
docfucd. A certain Instrument US*
Friday, Rev. P. A. A. KilUm officiating. p. o. bo* 4W, Ellsworth.__________ countJ.
of Ellsworth.
porting to be the lust will and
Interment
at
Woodbine
•aid
iIkmwI.
together
..Ith
cemetery.
He leaves a widow and three children
petUlcn lot nr?
my farm at Franklin Road. bate thereof.
j
V0'
pre»en!ed by J.n,,, K ,,
Address Mm. Almira Clark, North
Herbert T. Silsby, Mrs. Albert E. Mace
the executor therein named
Hancock. Me.
MRS. LORKXZO JORDAN.
Colman
late
of
Or.*,
Orland.
In astd coDot,
and Mrs. Leo Jordan, all of \urora.
dsceared
A certain Inalrunirm n...!K,,,i‘1'
America Ann, widow of Lorenzo Jordan,
tons of Hungarian hay. Ad* I to be the laat will and
The funeral was held at the house Sat*
tratament of
died this forenoon at her home on the
dress ••A", care Amexuav office. EUa- I caaaed. together with petition lor .Jm d.*
urday, Rev. Ada Garland officiating.
worth.
thereof, presented by Winifred B.dray
Surry
road,
aged
sixty-seven
years.
Capt.
^
Walter Gordon, of Brewer, =ang.
cer. the executrls therein named
Jordan was lost at sea in the schooner
Moaea B. Prtend. late «f Sedgwick in ....
Za Erf.
county, dreeaaed. A certain (nalrnmrn- nn,
Pepe Ramirez, about five years ago.
WRST KLLS WORTH.
porting to hs the laat will and teatamrni I.
She leaves one son—Harvard C. Jordan, /\FF1CB8 oTer Moore’s drug store.
Just va* •aid dreeaaed. together with petition for
thereof, preaented by Ell.abrtk
Mrs. John Carter is improving in health. of this city, and a daughter—Miss Ella F.
1/ caled by B. T. Sowle: hot water beat and bate
p
Prland. the eseculrll therein named
toilet. Inquire of E. O. Moots. Ellsworth
Prank W Prtend. late of HedgwU k i„
Raymond Cunningham, who has been Jordan, a teacher at Jamaica Plain, Maaa.,
county, deoeaacd
Petition that Blanche*
who is at home for the summer. Mrs.
employed at Old Town, is home.
Ptland or aome other aultabla per.or, be .n'
£itnatum« EEtantrti.
Jordan was born in Eden, her maiden
pointed administrator of the ratata of uit
Willie Carlisle has gone to Bluehill,
"
name being Thompson.
Besides her two
Kri«da farm for
atroog boy.
where he has employment.
aged 14. with kind bat firm man Ad*
children, she leaves one brother—Frank
Jobs 8 Her gent, Ute of Mount Prwrt u
Me.
!
O.
B
dress
Blqehill,
Hollis E. Meader is home from Orono,
said county, deceased. Petition tbat cbarle!
Thompson, of Salisbury Cove, and one
F. Pnine or some other suitable ponton bt an!
where he has been employed, doing his
sister—Mrs. Sarah Clement, of Seal Harpointed administrator of the estate of ub
haying.
deceased, presented by Alice M. Rodicka
fftlp CBanUB.
bor.
Qlc*- 1
creditor of sold deceased
John Oliver and daughter, of East
Clam R. Banker, late of Gouldsboro. is Mid
IRL—Competent girl for general booseMBS. NEHEMIAB H. MEANS.
1 T work in family of two. Addreea. Box county deceased. Petition that Charls* H
Holden, were guests of Robert Carlisle and
Rose L., wife of Nebemiah H. Means, 5A4. Ellsworth, Me.
Wood or some other soluble person he
wife Hunday.
pointed administrator of the estate of said d«.
died early t€is morning at ber home on
ceased, preaented by Charles H. Wooi
Maggie Hardison, who has been visiting the Surry road, after an illness of several
of Kate C. Bobbins, mother of Mid
her sister, Mrs. H. P. Carter, is working weeks.
H. Grlndle. UU of Bluehill. In said
John
for Mrs. Percy Tourtelotte.
Mrs. Means, whose maiden name was
deceased. Ftret
CHARLES r. SILSBY DEAD.

ELLSWORTH TAXES.

ration whatever.”

Tunes.

account of Austin T
county,
Stereos, administrator, filed for settlement.
Levi Franks. Ute of Brooksville. in Mid
deceased.
First
account >f sa,*n 0
county,
Franks, administratrix, filed for settlement
William P. GatcheU. late of Orlati.! in said
BOYS.
deceased.
First account of
J
NR SHARE OF TWO THOUSAND DOL- county,
Tyleston Gould, administrator with the wlli
LARS I shall give to every boy who sella to annexed,
filed for settlement.
ten of his friends a standard flve-cent article |
Dame. 8. Banker. Ute of SuiiWen. in Mid
each week this summer. IN ADDITION to
deceased. First snd final account of
the big jprtre A HEOl’LAR INCOME is as- county,
Chatles H. Bunker, administrator, filed for
sured. I'll tel! yon how. Make a list of tbe
settlement
ten names and addresses.
Bring «t with you.
Frankie M. Jordan. Ute of Orland. in Mid
You needn't miss ball game or fishing trip.
county, deceased. Third account of ( harlri
Bring vonr parent* if you chow. Come early. J. Dunn, administrator, filed for settlement
M. E. Stroct. U Pine at., Ellsworth. Me.
WilUam Roland Mllliken. late of 'urrv, is
said county, deceased. First account of Flora
F. Mllliken. Howaid A. Milllken and Herbert
K. Mllliken. executors, filed for settlement.
Horst o 8. Hearey. late of Dracut. county of
Middlesex, in the Commonwealth of M*»uchase Us. deceased,
Petition filed by Fisher
H
Pearson, administrator. <fe fow.s m>*. for
liceuse to sell certain real estate of nid deceased, as described in said petition.
Clara A. Heath. Ute of
Verons. in Mid
Petition filed by (Hear P.
county, deceased.
Cfl.intrB.
executor of the last *il. and
Cunningham,
A/V.'N.VW'W'testament of aaid deceased, that \he amount
really eood dog rabbit of the in her its nee tax upon said estate be dehounds, staunch trailers, plenty of termined bv the Judge of probate.
voice, used to gun. biddable and not over I (I
Eugene 8. Bristol, 1st* of Xe» flsven, in
years old. Will pay 190 for above, or 990 for >! the state of Connecticut, deceased
Petition
extra clever single hunting dog
Write full fl‘ed by Julia 8. Bristol and John W Hmtoi,
particulars to A Lax B. Dtrsca*. West st., Bar both of aaid Xew Haven, praying that the
Harbor. Mr.
appointment of eaid petitioners, named it
trustees in the last will and testament of Mid
and children to cut balsam fir deceased, may be confirmed by said court.
Joseph L. Gordon, late of' Backsport. is
twigs. For particulars sddress Pink
A certain instrument
Pillow Co., Wood building. New York. N. Y ! B*ld county, deceased.
; purporting to be the last will and tev.ament
; of aaid deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Annie C.Gor; don. the executrix therein nam*d
William X York. Ute of Bluehil
in said
CARD Ol THANK*.
First account of Forrest
j county, deceased.
wish to extend our thanks to thow B. Hnow. administrator, filed for set: pment.
YlfE
whoso kindly s as is ted os in onr be
vv
William X. York, late of Blurbili. in said
reavement. and for tbe floral offerings; also
Petition filed by Forrest
county, deceased
to tbe choir who rendered so beautifully the
B. 8now. administrator, tbat an order be istwo hymns. R. B. Castes.
sued to distribute among the heirs of said deMs. asd Mss. T A. Pivkham.
ceased. the amount remaining in the hands of
Ms-. Lacsa Alexander.
said administrator, upon the filing of bts first
Ellsworth, Me., July II. I9tl.
account.
Susan If. Hardy. Ule of Boston. -uffoik
Petition
Massachusetts, deceased
NOTICE.
county.
filed by Alpheus Hardy, of said Boston, one
Is hereby given that Frederic B
of the trustees Id the 8tate of Maine, under
Littlefield, of Bncksport. Maine, has
made application to the Maine mate Board of the will of said deceased, that said trustees
Bar Examiners tor examination for admission in Maine, be ordered by said court to transmit certain funds received from the sale of
to the bar at the next aeaaion of the board to
be held at Portland, on the first Tuesday of certain real estate of eaid deceased, in sale
Slate of Maine to the trustees under said will
John B Madiuan,
August. 1911.
appointed by the probate court in aod for
Secretary of tbe Board.
said 8u8oik county.
Melvins Gray. late of Penobscot, in Mid
NOTICE.
Petition filed by Milton
county, deceased.
is hereby given that Wilfred O. W. Herrick, trustee under s written instruCo nary, of Buckaport. Maine, has made ment for the benefit of Helen Herrick snd
-A.N
application to the Maine 8tale Board of Bar Henry Herrick, of Penobscot, for licenasto
Examiners for examination for admission to sell certain real eetate ail as appears in uid
the bar at the next session of the board to be
petition.
Clara A. Heath, lets of Verona, it uw
held at Portland, on tbe first Tuesday of
of Oscar P.
Joss B. Madigajv,
Augaat, 1911.
county, deceased. First account
Cunningham, executor, filed for settlement.
Secretary of the Board.
Edward E. Upham. late of Winter Harbor,
in aaid county, deceased.
First account «
RUTICK.
Warren L. Russell, administrator, filed for
'VJ'OTICE it hereby Riven that Rodney W. settlement.
Ai
Carter, of BinehilT. Maine, has roadeap*
plication to the Maine State Board of Bar JEROME H. KXOWLE8. Judge of sail Court.
A true copy of the original order
Examiners for examination for admission to
Attest:—T. K. Mamoxst. Register
the bar at the next aesvion of the hoard to be
held at Portland, on the drat Tuesday of
Jon* B. Madioak,
August. 1911.
PORK€LO»l’RK. or MOHTOAOE.
Secratary of the Board.
TITHEBEAM Jobs Lord, of Bucksport- i«
lb® county of Hancock snd st»t® of
Tf
NOTICE.
Main®, by bit deed dated December 14- l®
recorded
la said Hancock registry of
’^'OTICE la hereby given thnt William B. duly
i.1 Blaindell. of Sullivan. Maine, naa made deeds conveyed to J. L. Bock in mortgage w
In
fee
bis
said
Lord’s homestead latke
to
the
Maine
State
Board
of Bar
application
Examiners for axamlnation for admission to lay® of Bucksport aforesaid; snd
tha bar at tha next session of the board to be said mortyaye aod tbe debt thereby ••cow®
held at Portland, on tbs first Tussday of were duly aasiyoed to me by the heirs of
J. L. Beck as appears by deed dated -!•*■*>?
Jon* B. Madioav.
August, 1911.
Ik. W. aod whereas tbs condition of «aW
Secretary of tha Board.
mortgage has been broken anti contlnoe*
broken; now therefore I claim to 1°
NOTICE.
the said mortyoye and pnhllsh this notice for
wife, Mary E. Rice, having left my bed
AWL and board. I forbid all persons trusting
lo the county of
her for any amount from this date, as I shall aod etote of Missouri. this ttd day of
pay non# of her bills.
ltll.
William O. Beck.
(Signed) Lnvrta W. Rica
Sutton. Me.. July 9, Itll.
Id tbe District Coart of tbe United .State* lor
tbe Hancock District of Maine.

a
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nOUNDS-Pairof

j

1.FARMERS

Spmal ioticrs.

|

NrOTlCE

"^TOTICE

\f~V

DaUd'at^eosho.

Xtja:
nbMrlbn hereby (it,. not lea that
•b. bu bMb duly appointed adatlnlatr.tru Of tbs Mat* of
ELLIS K. FBEETHEY. late of BROOKL1N,
la tha cooaty ol Haocock. decenred. aad
■ires bond, aa tha law direct.. All per.
•ow
harlna
demand,
acainat tha aa
Uto of aatd a reared are deelred to preaeat
tha aaaaa for aattlamcat, and all lodabted
thereto are nqnaated to make payment lmCtaata L. Paunir.
Broohlfa, Me., Jaly a, nil.

THE

Xttnturauitts

‘/.Krrsrij
Bankrupt,

JJsnJJJ

mw
)
*

To tbe creditors of John W. Bean. ol SsIB*
“•
rmn. in tbn county of Hancock and
tricl nforennid, n bankrupt.
that on tb«
XfOTlCB in hereby gleen
d. l»ll. tbe naJd
a.
in d
John
W.
was
Bean
duly
nt
bankrupt; and that tba flrit meeimfIn
cradttora will b« bald at my ofllce.
8
a.
worth. Ms.. on the Mth day ot July.
at two o’clock In tbn nltnrnoon. a; which
tha aaid creditor, may attend. prose
claims, appoint a trustee, eaamlne thetta J
rn|H and transact inch other bnelnew
properly oome before eald meet! nr
Viutik E. WniTiao.
Referee In BankruptcyDated KlUworth, Me.. July 1J. in-

IN

Jelyf

adjuJicawJ
*“k.

th«
eubeenber heresy giTcs
the has bees duly appointed adml
ot
the
eetatc
of
Iratyti
MVI CHAPMAN, late of BBCKSPOHTla the county of Hancock, deceased.
■leen bonds aa the law directs. All
ot
haying demands againet tha estate ekmewr
dareaaed are desired to present the are re
settlement, and all indehMd thereto
queatad to make

notjee

rT'H E

X

“J
PJ'JJjj

»•»“*»*‘.“^cJ/rna*

Back.port, Jnly 8, 1M1The newspaper which hat no
*a
rate for advertising space, and ••
«
Hod to take what U can get far »*,
finite.-Lnwru nee bury (tod.) P™99
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OLD HOME WEEK.
Meeting L-*t Thureday Even» Hooet.
Inc Oiree ProJ««t
•» Hancoek baU laet
The men mealing
which the Old Home
Tbursdey evening, at
of the Merchants’ asaoweek committee
ite plane for the week,
cistion submitted
the project a big forward more,,ve

indorsed the plane
’"rhe meeting heartily
and the announcement

of the committee,
contributions aggregating
of financial
that this very material
-j-5 pvo evidence
of the project-will
feature- the financing
of.
be taken care
Incidental, several of tha apaakera of the
at tbe Merevening threw a few bouquets
for ita successful manman;*' association
feir and Fourth of
element of the food
and expressed conttjuly celebration,
deoVe that tbe same management and enmake a success of Old
thusiasm would
Home week.
President Estey, of the Merchants

essociation, presided at tbe mass meeting,
C. Haines, briefly
snd the secretary, Roy
outlined tbe plans for the week and the
work

so

Ebert

far done.

favor of the project

in

speeches

made by Harry L. Crabtree, Mayor
A. A. Killain. Hon.
C. H. Leland, Rev. P.
John A. Peters, Rev. Edwin D. Kizer,
Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree
ve.
Hurry E
and Mi»s M. A. Clreely spoke tor the
ladies, promising their aid.
On motion of Dr. Kizer, those present
their support to
St tbe meeting pledged
the project, snd enrolled themselves as
••Old Home week boosters".
*ere

CONTKIBL'TIONS AXNOfXCED.
to the Old Home week
fund announced at the meeting were as
follows:
The

subscription

City appropriation.|200
Merchants association.100
Burrill national bank.25
John A. Lord.28
25
E. 0- Moore.
CH. Inland.25
C. L. Morang.28
C. K. Cirone.25
Harvey W. Morang.25
p oion Trust Co...25
25
John A. Peters.
Out-of-town subscriptions previously
announced.50
ToUl.

ff>75

addition to tbe above, f25 subscriptions have been made by J. S.Donovan
and D. E. Ltnnehan, about f26 more have
been received from out-of-town friends,
and local subscriptions already aggregating about POO have been received by J. A.
Cunningham, who baa been appointed
flutncial secretary, and ia busy soliciting
subscriptions. This bring* the total subscription* to date up to about fS50.
Out-of-town contributors not previously reported are Howard H. Adams, Boston; Mrs. Charles Lawton, Chicopee Falls,
Ms**.; Mrs. Thomas K. Innes, Brockton,
Mass.; H. B. Maunders, Portland; H. W.
Cushman, Bangor; JuanT. Roselle, Porto
Rico; Lawrence Carroll, Springvale.
In

DECORATIONS.
A scheme of decorations suggested for
Main street contemplates a flag-pole with
flags, lights and streamers at the bridge,
and strings of electric lights and a flag
across Main street at intervals up as far as
Hancock ball, with flags only across the
street from Hancock hail to the railroad.
Hancock hall will be decorated with

flags

bunting, and the interior of the
flags and bunting.
this city, will have
charge of the electrical decorations, and
the decorating committee of the Merchants' association recommends C. F.
Young A Co., of Lowell, Mass., for other
decorations. A representative of the Arm
will arrive m Kllswort h|the last week in
and

ball with evergreen,
A. M. Moor, of

July.
THE PROORAM.
A few change# have been made in

program, which
follows:

Sunday, Aug.

aa

now

announced is

tbe
as

8.

Union services at Hancock hall. Old
Home week service at 3 o’clock, conducted by local pastors. Evening service at 8 o’clock, with short addresses
by visaing pastors. Special music and
orchestra. Rev. Albert H. Lord and
Chaplain D. H. Tribou will be among
the speaker! in tbe evening.
Monday, Aug. 7.
Old Home week reunion at Newbury
Neck. Baseball, Muffers and Duffers.

Sports; yacht

Tuesday. Aug.

race.

8.

Old Home day. Exercises at Hancock
hall at 2.30 p. m.. Mayor Leland presiding. Short speeches by former Ellsworth
boys at home. Singing of “Ode to Ellaworth’’ and other features. Evaning at
8, Old Home reception and bail.
Wednesday, Aug. 9.
Band held day. Automobiia road race,

Bangor

to EUaworth, celebrating sevanniversary of building of Banroad. Evening, three-act comedy by

entieth
gor

local talent under direction of Fred E.
Cooke, followed by ball.
Thursday, Aug. 10.
Veteran Bremen's day. Entertainment
and bell in the evening.
Friday, Aug. 11.
Minstrel show and ball in tne eventog. It it hoped to have Governor
Plaisted here tor this day. Special profrrmm (or children. Reunion of former
pupils of Miss Elisabeth True. Illuminated parade, entertainment and ball
in evening.

Saturday, Aug.

13.

Ellsworth high school alumni day.
lawn party at high school grounds.
Alumni association reunion and banquet
•t Odd Fellows hall in evening, followed
by cards and dancing. Public ball at
Hancock hall.
oommittccs.

(when
I
YOUNG

1 WAS

|

Br F.

I

I

A. MTTCHEL

Coprrlfht br American Praaa Aaao-

Ielation,

l»U.

When I

was young, haring procured
outfit of several camels, which I
iwned, and a score of blacks, whom I
hired, 1 started southward from Tripo-

•n

explore much of It, for It la larger In
area than the United States and
only
parts are ordinarily traversed. 1 chose
to make an expedition straight south
to the Sudan, along the route of caravans trading with that region.
It Is
an ocean

brother Bedouins.
Two days after this we encamped
It was a
one evening on the desert.
his

lonely

lonely spot, though
than all other spots on the Sahara. I
was standing after dark admiring the
bright stars above, contrasting with
tbe monotonous scene below, when 1
beard tbe faintest kind of a sound
within a few feet of me. It was like
a spent bullet blttlug soft earth. Turning. I saw an object a few feet from
me.
Going to It. I found an arrow
sticking In tbe sand. Taking It up. I
discovered a bit of wood tied to It
Taking It Into my tent, where I bad a
no

more

saw Arabic writing on one
I called Salam and asked him
He read It to himself
to Interpret It.
and looked up at me with fear In his
face.
“What la Itr I asked.
"It says. 'Make the fonduk.'"
The fonduk Is a caravansary where
caravans may get food, water and.
what Is often more desirable, safety.
“From whom did It come?” 1 asked.
"There Is no one near us.”
"Mohammed Is near. I suspect that
be Intends to fall upon us tonight. He
will probably kill you. then give the
rest of us baksheesh to keep silent.”
"But who could have sent this warn-

light. I

tide.

ing?"
The
“I think I have been wrong.
woman who saw you has really been
captivated. It la she.”
I told Salam to break camp, load the
camels, and we would proceed on our

following special committees have journey.
While the preparation! were being
appointed:
Music—Harry U Crabtree, 1. A. Cun- made I went out again to be alone
ningham, F. W. Hollins, Mrs. Harvard with the iky and tba desert. A new
Mrs.
Miss
E.
The
been

Mary
Bowe,
Harry
freely,
r.
Hopkins.
C. Haines, Charles W. Joy,
Concert-Roy
Musts Mary r. Hopkins and Bertha Giles.
reunion—Mrs. E. 1C. Hopkins, Mrs.
wTr»
H.

Titos, Mrs. Margaret Drnmmey,
two other, to be appointed by them.
CMtdren's day—Mr*. Henry E. Davie,
cnsliman, to select her own oommittee.
,.PMy—Fred E. Cooke, Boy C. Haines,
‘'b

E. Crabtree.

breast. For
the first time In my life I was conscious that a woman loved me. But I
knew at tbe same time that our paths
would be as wide apart as those of the
great desert
Before day dawned we made the
foaduk.

feeling bad entered

my

Carlyle's Sneer st Gladstone.
J. E. Boehm, the sculptor, once met
Gladstone at a country house and was
Immensely Impressed by the extent
and diversity of the statesman's knowledge ns revealed In his conversation.
Boehm was still full of the subject
when the morning arrived for Carlyle’s
sitting for s bust, and to the philosopher the sculptor poured forth bis admiration for Gladstone’s Intimate acquaintance with subjects so far apart
ns gardening and Greek. Carlyle listened for a time In scornful silence;
then he said, “And what did he say
about your work?” “Oh. nothing,”
said Boehm. "He doesn't know anything about sculpture.” “Of coarse,”
growled Carlyle, “of course, and he
■bowed hii knowledge about things
that yon didn't understand. No doubt
if you asked Blackle he'd say that
Gladstone knew nothing about Greek,
and the gardener would tell you that
be knew nothing whatever of gardening.”

j

|

!
i

I
i

How 8heridan Paid a Dsbt
No one knew better the power possessed by a really polished compliment
than Sheridan, and on Innumerable occasions during that rather stormy theatrical management of his did be extricate himself from a difficulty by
means of one.
A good Instance is the
following: An English nobleman who
had married a beautiful actress once
applied with much dignity In the
greenroom to Mr. Sheridan for the arrears of her salary and vowed that he
would not stir till they were paid.
“My dear lord.” said the impecunious
manager, “this Is too bad. Ton have
taken from us the brightest Jewel In
the world, and you now quarrel with
us for the little dust she has left behind her.”
The nobleman Immediately burst out
laughing, and the debt was canceled.—
London Standard.

Graveyard Marriages.
A strange custom prevails among

^

__

OLD HOME WEEK,
AUG. 6-12, ’11.
A

Reunion at Home.

have been known where the
young man's father has given as much
as thirty cows to secure a dead wife
for his dead son.

Lightning Rod*.
There were do lightning rods In

COUNTY NEWS.
“It is

HANCOCK POINT.
Louis Heath is the guest of Dr. and Mrs.
Nichols, Boston.

Miss Anna Tiffany, of Yonkers, N. Y.,
who has been a guest at the LasherB,
leaves to-morrow.

Fannie

Misses

Bangor,
are

at

their cottage.

Eugene Swan, Brooklyn, N. Y., is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Stella B. Swan,
summer

home.

chapel
Sunday. Prof. Sewall, of Bangor, preached
to a large congregation.
Henry Wood and Charles Bartlett, Bangor, spent Sunday at the Wood cottage.
They returned late Sunday night.
Merrill and Robert Burr, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y, came Friday and are occupying
Church services

were

held in the

Thelberg cottage for the season.
Miss Beatrice Wellington, who has been
the guest of Miss Elizabeth Thelberg for
the past two weeks, returned home Frithe

the

summer.

pected this

an-

Mrs. Grace Baldwin is

ex-

week.

The shore road to Mount Desert Ferry
has been opened to automobiles this year,
it

contains

many

narrow

stretches rather difficult to pass in.
Senator and Mrs. Hale, Mrs. Wiswell
and Mrs. Peters, of Ellsworth, motored to
Hancock Point Monday afternoon to escape the fierce city heat. They took tea at
the Tarratine.
Late arrivals at the Tarratine are: Miss
Sarah Kimball, Salem, Mass.; Miss Jane
Brownell, Bryn Mawr; Mrs. A. B. Farnham, Mrs. E. C. Nichols, Mrs. Hannibal
Hamlin, Ellen H. Butler, Bangor; Mr. and
Mrs. G. T. Merrill, L. H. Merrill, Patten.
The Phillipe-Exeter camp will not
opened this summer, and the boys will

be
be

much missed. The Princeton camp will
Prof,
be occupied this season, however.
and Mrs. H. L. Crosby, of Philadelphia,
As It Rsally Was.
On the morning after his first ap- have arrived and are making the camp
pearance on the stage the confident ready tor the coming students.
but untalented youth met a friend
A jolly crowd of ladies arrived at the
who had witnessed his first perform- Point from Bangor Thursday and spent
“What do you think of my act- the day with Mrs. Edward Wood at her
ance.
ing?" asked the would be Hamlet.
The guests were greeted by
cottage.
•That wasn’t acting.” replied the Mrs. Wood, Miss Margaret Wood and
friend. That was misbehavior."
Mrs. Cutler. They were Mesdames Charles
Oak, Frank Oak, George Hamilton, FreeMan's Clothes.
land Jones, Alfred Webb, Albert Noyes,
Since 1825 the clothing of men baa
George Nutter, Leslie Allen, E. C. Ryder,
If
the
and
and
simpler,
simpler
grown
A. L. Freese, A. H. Harding, G. E. Cushcourse of evolution has taken away
ing, John Parker. A delicious lunch was
from the picturesqueness of the crowd served, after which bridge was indulged
It has added to the dignity of the man. in. A violent shower came up during the
—Men’s Wear.
afternoon, but the ladies departed in the
midst of it, voting the day a great time.
Unreasonable.
July
“1 say, old man, you’ve never returned that umbrella I lent yon last
AURORA.
week.”
Moms Giles, who has for several years
"Hang It all, old man, be reasonable. driven a street sprinkler at Bar Harbor,
It’s been raining ever since."—London received
painful injuries there last week.
Punch.
He was Slling the cart at a standpipe,
when the horses started. He was caught
A Faith Cure.
the arm of the standpipe and thrown
Towns—Do 1 understand yon to say by
from the cart. One arm and one hip were
that Spender's case was really a faith
broken.
cure? Brown—Tea Ton see. the docDuring the shower here Thursday aftertor and the druggist both trusted him.
noon, the house of Albert E. Mace was
—Medford Drum.
struck by lightning. The house caught
Have a heart that never hardens, fire, hut the blaze was quickly extinDuring the same ahower, the
and a temper that never Urea and a
A
ra of Amos Archer was blown down.
touch that never hurts.—Chari** Dick- hone that was in the barn was dug from
the ruins only slightly injured.

11._9pec.

Eished.

Ar
Ar

THE—

Ellsworth Port.

CLARION.

July 8, sch Ann C Stuart, Rockport
July 9, sch Catherine, Boston

Whether It’s

Hancock County Ports.
Bass Harbor—Ar July 5, sch Sadie A Kimball with salt for P W Richardson & Son
Southwest Harbor—Ar July 7, sch Mertis H

a

range or a fur-

"Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

Perry

Ar July 9, sch Ella Clifton with salt for
James Parker’s Sons
Sid July 6, sch John B Norris
Sid July 7, sch Nellie Grant
Sid July 10, sch Marion E Turner

J. P.

BORN.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

BRAGDON—At Franklin, July 6, to Mr and
Mrs Ernest Bragdon, a son.
PIERCE—At Brooklin, July 5, to Mr and Mrs
Fred L Pierce, a son. f Wyman Eben.j
SCOFIELD—At Gouldsboro, July 7, to Mr and
Mrs Roy Scofield, a daughter.
SPURLING—At Cranberry Isles, July 9, to Mr
and Mrs Joseph Elwood Spurling, a daughter.

U

H AIR
STORE

a ci 9
|» 1
ICS

n

518 Congress 8t., Portland, Me.
Manufacturer of

ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
of every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties

MARRIED.
BOW' DEN—HARRIM AN
At North Penobscot. July 8, by Rev E A Carter, Mrs Hannah
M Bowden to Edward E Harriman, both of
Orland.
FRYE—GILLEY—At Cranberry Isles, July 3,
by George R Hadlock, esq. \j’ss W’attie E
Frye, of East Macbias.to Verna A Gilley, of
Cranberry, Isles.
WITHEE MEADER—At Ellsworth, July 8,
by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Maud S W’ithee
to Andrew A Meader, both of Surry.

I

MAINE

....

MARINE LIST.

Dorice Robinson,
for the summer and

Dr.

at her

ELLSWORTH,

and

have arrived

insured;

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Two-story house, shed and large stable, all connected with city water and electric
lights, and about 1 acre of land. A bargain on easy terms.

Miss Mignon Shannon, of New Brunswick, N. J., is at the Swan cottage.
Miss Louise Morgan is back from Bryn
Mawr, and is at the Emery cottage.*

E. J. Vergie, J. E. Jordan, Bangor, motored to the Point Sunday, and dined at
the Tarratine.

to be sure; it is better to be
it is best to be insured” with

GENERAL INSURANCE

C. W. Coffin, Bangor, arrived Saturday,
and is at the Crocker house.

Miss Marian Coburn, Bangor, is the
guest of Miss Margaret Wood at her cottage.
R. R. Drummond and Miss Margery
Beverly, Bangor, spent Sunday at the Tarratine.

good

C. W. & F. L. MASON
AGENTS,

Miss Catherine Rose, Princeton, is at
Maxwell cottage.

the

although

cient times.
The first one that the
world ever saw was set up by our
own Illustrious countryman Benjamin
F'ranklln shortly after the year 1752.
He bad jnst bad his celebrated experiment with the kite. In which be demonstrated the Identity of lightning
with electricity, and was therefore
prepared for the construction of the
rods for which the world had waited
It Is not generally known
so long.
that Franklin was as distinguished In
science as be was In statesmanship
and diplomacy.—Exchange.

Seven-day Program.

Come, All Ye Faithful!

day.
a
Ralph Jordan, Mrs. Jordan and Mr. and
certain tribe In the Caucasus. When a
Mrs. Carter, of Bangor, arrived Saturday.
single young man dies some one calls
The party will spend a week at the Jordan
; upon a bereaved parent, who has carcottage.
; rled to the grave a marriageable
Both tennis courts have been repaired
: daughter In the course of a year and
! says: "Tour son Is sure to want a and laid out. They are in constant use.
All dues should be paid in advance to Her| wife. I'll give you my daughter, and bert
Young.
you shall deliver to mu the marriage
Misses Dorothy A. and Helen Snyder
portion In return.” A friendly offer of
this description Is never rejected, and and Dorothy King arrived last Friday
the two parties soon come to terms as from Saugerties, N. Y., and are guests of
to the amount of the dowry, which the Maxwells.
varies according to the advantages
Dudley Baldwin, Boston, arrived last
possessed by the girl In her lifetime. week and opened the Baldwin cottage for
Cases

^__

___
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ELLSWORTH’S

tha reverse of the coin Is a beautiful
figure of the goddess Diana arching
her bow. and the Inscription translated Into English
reads. “Diana.
Friend of the Fhlladelpblans."
The coin was minted more than
2.000 years ago at the city of Philadelphia, In Asia Minor, where there grew
op In later years one of the seven
chnrchea of which St John writes.
The prize was discovered some years
ago In Europe by a citizen of onr own
Philadelphia, himself an authority on
coins.
By him It was appropriately
presented to tbe mint In Philadelphia.
—New Fork Press.

li to do a little exploring of the great
desert of Sahara. 1 certainly couldn't

of sand, with billows of land
except In spots where there nre oases.
On the route we fell In with nn Arab
wanderer named Mohammed. Not all
orientals ore named Mohammed, but a
large number are. He auld be was a
trader, but one of my men said that
the way he traded was oue sided.
Ue
gave nothing—unless bullets—for something. In other words, he was a robber.
But. like most of these people, he
was very smooth spoken.
He pretended to take a great fancy to me; said
that he had heard that America was
the greatest country In the world, and
he was quite sure I was the greatest
American. To prove his admiration for
and confidence In me, he Invited me
to his camp and Introduced me to his
wives.
There was oue young and
quite pretty (for an Arab) woman
among them who. It seemed to me,
was especially cordial to me.
I could
only Judge by the looks she gave me,
for she did not know my language nor
I hers. Salam, my chief man, remarked to me that be had noticed the woman's preference for me. But, having
no desire to get myself murdered on
account of an Arab's wife, I did not
propose to encourage the lady.
Mohammed Journeyed beside us for
several days, camping when we camped and moving when we moved. Had
It not been for Salam I would have
considered that the man had conceived
a great regard for me. so naturally did
be feign It.
Salam said that be was
familiarizing himself with our strength,
our arms aud the value of the loot to
be acquired In case of a successful attack. Salam also ventured the opinion
that the wife who was so favorably
disposed toward me was probably lnteuding. by her husband's order, to lure
which I
me Into some position by
could be put out of the way. Then my
belouglngs would easily fall Into MoThis view of the
hammed’s bands.
case did not favor the conceit of a
man of twenty-two. and I did not believe him.
Oue evening my Bedouin admirer
came to my
camp to announce the
fact that the next morning at dawn be
would separate from us, going oil to
the vast toward Marzuk. my intention
being to proceed on my way to Chat
He invited me to sup with him
Being
young—as 1 have said before—1 bad a
woman
fancy to see once more the
who had apparently conceived a reI desired to form an
gard for me.
opililon as to whether Salam or 1 was
right as to the genuineness of her
I supped with her
demonstrations
husband, but he kept hi* wives out of
the way.
This seemed to me to prove
that there was uothtng in Salam's
theory. The trader feasted me royally
und when I left embraced me with
tears In bis eyes.
"Whoever saya." I remarked to Salam when 1 returned to my camp, “that
an
Arab la Incapable of friendship
doesn't know your race."
Salam made no reply, but did not
seem especially Impressed with my appreciation of the guileless natures of

Vcdtcttwaunta.

Diana ef Philadelphia.
At tha mint la Philadelphia an a
■umber af colas far more precious
than any which find their way lata
circulation. They an a collection of
curios, and many of them date from
time# of great antiquity. Perbape tha
moat interesting among them la a
handsome coin bearing on Its face the
profile of a woman which has a striking resemblance to the goddess of
liberty of our own currency. Underneath la the tingle word “Demos,”
which la the Greek for people.
On

—
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beautiful pair of $4.00
shoes. It's the best proposition ever
offered—and we can prove it.
earn

a

Bay State Hosiery Co., &""•
Commiseion fHercljanta.

OJKD.
BROWN—At Eden. July 5. Dauiel K Brown,
aged 74 years, 10 days.
BURGESS—At Castine,
June 30, James E
Burgess, aged 59 years. 33 days.
BURLEIGH —At Fairfield, July 10. Oren
Burleigh, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 60
years. 5 months.
CAMPBELL—At Gouldsboro. July 6, Charles!
A Campbell, aged 68years, 2 months,27 days. |
GERRY—At Ellsworth Falls, July 9. Amanda,
widow of Robert Gerry, aged 79 years, 6
months, 23 days.
GRAY—At Castine, July 5, Mrs Enna J Gray, j
aged 57 years, 5 months.
HOFFMAN—At Bar Harbor. July 8, Mrs W B
Hoffman, of New York.
JORDAN—At Ellsworth, July 12, America
Ann, widow of Capt Lorenzo Jordan, aged
67 years.
LANDERS —At Bar Harbor, July 6,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Thomas Landers,!
aged 18 months.
MEANS-At Ellsworth. July 12. Rose L. wife
of Nehemiah H Means, aged 7b years.
1
At Hancock, June 27, Miss
MILLIKEN
Hannah Milliken.
At East Orland, July 6, Mrs j
PERKINS
Angelia H Perkins, aged 73 years. 6 months, j
6 days.
RICHARDSON—At Ellsworth, July 5, Mrs ;
Bertine 8 Richardson, aged 83 years, 2
months, 20 days.
ROBBINS—At Stonington, July 7, Mrs Lydia
W Robbins, aged 74 years, 6 mouths, 7 days.
STEVENS—At Newton, Mass. July 10, Erneline, widow of Augustus Stevens, late of
Bluehill, aged 86 years.
SILSBY—At Aurora, July 6. Charles F Sllsby,
aged 72 years, 8 mouths, 15 days.
SMITH—At Verona, July 10, Prof Lyman D
Smith, of Hartford, Conn, aged 65 years.
STINSON—At Stonington, July 2, Hardy L
Stinson, aged 64 years. 2 months, 3 days.
STRATTON—At Hancock, July 5, Mrs Ann M
Stratton, aged 85 years.
WILBUR-At Eastbrook. July 6, Arthur Wilbur.

Patricia,1

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless And them oi value.
To Ellsworth

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EGGS.
Prompt Returns.
Top Market Prices.
DEAL WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS..

BERRIES

107*109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market
quotations ou request.

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established 1863

Wholesale Commission
OULTRY. EQaS, FRUIT,

Merchants
PRODUCE

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Boston, Mass.
Market,
Stencils, etc. furnished on application.

Faneuil Hall

—

j

The American prints more vital etatistics—births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
printe from one to two weeks ahead of its

Professional Cattle.

OsC

SPECIALTY made op

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit ft Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
aud Surety Bonds.
Cor. Maiu and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

c.

J)R.

HOLT,

E.

Dentist,

Bangor,

Maine.

OFFICE

RESIDENCE
:

25 Fourteenth
9 to 12.15 ; 1 to 5.

St.

Evenings by appointment

Suffering

chocolated tablets called BftrMtabS*

ROOM 7

SCOTT

H.

ALICE

Ettimismurita.

Eczema All Over Baby’s Body.
"When my baby was four months
old his face broke out with eczema,
and at sixteen months of age, his face,
hands and arms were in a dreadful
state.
The eczema spread all over his
body. We had to put a mask or cloth
over his face and tie up his hands.
Finally we gave him Hood's Sarsaparilla and in a few months he was entirely cured. Today he is a healthy
boy.” Mrs. Inez Lewis, Baring, Maine.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures blood diseases and builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or

HALL,

SOUTHWEST HARBOR, MAINE.

23 Hammond St.
Office hours

Terrible

E MER Y

LAW OFFICES
IN ODD FELLOWS

contemporaries.

atracrtisnnmu

¥L.

A R

ANNOUNCES THAT HE HAS OPENED

ELECTRICAL
Ful

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL 5UPPLIE5
AND FIXTURES.
PSlaitw

Wiriaf as* Sappilw Chesrfally Otvsa.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Estey Building. State St..
ea

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•HU

PAY, MO WASH BE."

All kind, of laundry work don. at short notice.
Good , called tor and delivered.

M. B. ESTIY * CO.,
Ellsworth.Me
Estey Building. Stalest..

Sixteen ounces of performance to eoorp
pound of promise in the advertisements
of TOM AMERICAS.

*

During a shower Monday, July *, lightning struck the house ol Nathan Boynton,
going through several rooms and giving
Mn. Boynton qaita a shock.
Tbe lediee’ aid society held a strawberry
festival Friday evening at C. E. ball. Ths
society baa recently received a gift of tool
docen silver knivee and forks and tan
doaen spoone from J. W. Bragdon, ol
Minneapolis, Minn.

FRANKLIN.
Mile Genevieve Havey is visiting in Bangor.
Mrs. Roy Fernald is visiting bar home
people in Calais.
Miss Teresa Hartwell returned to Bar
Harbor Monday.

■

Thomas Bragdon and wife left
mouth, N. H., last week.

for

Ports-

Dr. H. G. Hodgkins, wife and family, ol
ere occupying their home el
the corner. The two oldeet sons, Herbert
Mrs. Phoebe Havey is visiting her
end Harold, will remain in Waterville.
daughter, Mrs. Esther Donnell.
Mn. Hodgkins’ mother, Mn. A. L. Holt,
Misses Edna and Rena Donnell have who has been with them in Waterville foi
gone to Manset for the summer.
a tew months, accompanied them.
The ladies’ aid society is conducting
R. H.
July 10,
Mrs. Alvan Fernald has returned to her
in Waltham, Mass.

Waterville,

home

ice-cream sales

Saturday evenings.
Mn. T. H. Peten has gone to Hancock
Point for tbe season.
Hattie
for Bar

Game-Warden George U. Dyer has been
called to duty at Eagle lake, Piscataquis
county.
Miss Cassilena Perry is visiting her par-

closing

and

Mons Robertson left Sunday

Harbor,

where

they

have

employ-

ment.

Tbe two young sons of Oths Jellison end
wife, of Bar Harbor, are visiting relatives
here.

of her school at

Gilbert G. Pettee

was called to UnionSaturday by tbe illness of bis molber.
Mn. Minnie Brown, of Fnnklin, is at
the borne ot ber parents. Robert Abel and

Easton.

ville

Mrs. ITa Gordon Miller, of Massachusetts, is visiting her parents, Fred Gordon
and wife.

w

Guy Fernald and Miss Goyette, of Waltham, Mass., are visiting at the Fernald

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Fremont Bragdon, ol But Sullivan,
■pant a faw days bora last waak.
Rev. Carl O. Horst and family, of Wallaston, Maas., are hare for tbs ssaaon.
Irving Moon and wife ha vs returned
from a visit to P. T. Moon, of Bloehill.
Eat wick Allan, of Allaton, Maas., is
■pending hia vacation at tin old Allan
homestead.
Mra. George W. Colwell and young
daughter an spending the week at But
Steuben with relatives.
The young people enjoyed a clam bake
W. H. Moore'a abon Friday evening,
given for Ralph Moon and wifa.
on

Mrs. Charles W. Badglay and Miaa AnBadglsy, of Denver, Col., have arrived at Banfa Shaw's for tba summer,
nette

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Dr. Norton and wife, of Stockholm, are
guests at t he Methodist parsonage.
Miss Gladys Bragdon, who spent the
Fourth in Portland, returned Thursday.

ents here since the

COUNTY NEWS.

their return the yacht is to be rented (or
the season.

COUNTY NEWS.

ife.

W. F. Bruce teok an automobils party
Columbia on a Ashing trip the last of
the week. L. B. Dewy, of Bar Harbor,
and F. F. Hill, of Dorchester, were in the
to

party.
Cnion church was well Ailed Sunday
afternoon on the occasion of the annual
Knights of Pythias sermon. Rev. Thomas
Van Ness, of Boston, delivered a flne address, and it, together with the ainging of
the choir, which was augmented by the
voices of Re,-. Mr. Kohler and Rev. C. E.
Bronson, made an inspiring service.

Friends ot George Hsven and wife, of
South Hancock, deeply sympathise with
them in the death of their only child, Albert, at Salma Crus, Mexico, last week.

Halcyon temple, Pythian Sisters, enjoyed the largest meeting since its organisation on any ordinary meeting night, at
Misses Eleanor Dyer, Geneva and Della
its last meeting Wednesday night. The
Bragdon are at the Tarratine, Hancock
The residence of Mn. Hattie I. Miller degree was given to aix candidates—two
Point, for the summer.
and four ladies. Sister Eva T.
Victor Peavey, wife and little daughter, was struck by lightning Tbunday during knights
Stinson is the present moat excellent
of Bangor, were recent guests of Mrs. tbe cyclone and storm, but no serious
chief, and the flourishing condition of the
damage was done.
Martha Havey and other relatives.
order ia doe mainly to her ability as an
M.
July 10.
The many friends of Mrs. EfBe Bragdon
executive.
Several are now waiting for
regret her prolonged illness. Her sister.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
admission.
There were refreshments.
Miss Marne, is oaring for her.
Robert Bettel, of Bluehill, is in towD A special feature which created much
The many friends of Miss Florence
amusement ww a holder ahower on one of
visiting relatives and friends.
Dunn regret the attack of lameness which
Albert Heald, of Melrose, Maes., wbo the bachelor brothers. Daring the heated
necessitated her return from Northeast
has been in town a week, hss gone to season the meetings will be held but once
Harbor.
each month, the first Wednesday.
Bluehill.
Walter Donnell, wife and two children,
One of the happiest occasions in a long
Mn. Rowena Oerter, of West Ellsand his brother Bernard were up from
is visiting her sister, Mn. Don time ww the receptien of Rev. and Mrs.
worth,
Tuck pond to spend the Fourth with their
Thomas Van Ness, of Boston, to their
Hxnscom.
parents.
and friends of the village—the
Earl Hanscom, of Portland, is in town neighbors
A pleasant event one evening last week
occasion marking their twenty-fifth wedfor a few days, visiting his mother, Mn.
was the surprise party given Mrs. L. T.
anniversary. The whole village was
Don Hanscom.
He is accompanied by ding
invited to their home, the Johna estate,
Bunker.president of the ladies’ aid society. Miss
of Portland.
Abbott,
A social chat was followed by serving rewhich they bought a year ago, and which
Miss Hazel Friend, who bse taught
freshmen’s which the company brought,
they have made so attractive. The old
and the presentation to Mrs. Bunker of a school at West Freeport sevenl terms, house set among the willows commands a
handsome linen centrepiece as a slight came borne for a visit of two weeks. She flne view of the harbor and aurrounding
recognition of her efficiency as director of will spend tbe summer st Old Orchard.
country. Mrs. Van Ness received her guest
Rak.
July 3.
the organization.
in ber
wedding gown ot twenty-five
B.
July 10.
years ago, and dispensed a moat charming
NORTH BHOOKUN.
hospitality. The Van Seme* have spent
LAMOINE.
Eugene Hamilton has returned to his their summers here several years, and now
Mrs. Mary Holbrook Bartlett. widow of business in Boston.
that they have made their home here, the
Dr. Ruei Bartlett, formerly of Lamoine,
John Andenon and wife, ot Boeton, village folk feel that they belong to them.
died at her home in Boulder, Col., June28,
agedfifty-tive years. Mrs. Bartlett was well have been visiting Mr. Anderson’s parents, I One of the most pleasant features of the
and favorably known here, where she had Peter Andenon and wite.
party ww this spirit manifested and exvisited frequently, and many friends here
Mn. Annie Coomb*, who has been in pressed by W. P. Bruce, together with
regret to learn of her death. She leaves
three children. The Boulder Herald says Castine two months, has returned home.
twenty-flve silver dolian which he preof her:
Jesse Staples and daughter Harriet and sented in behalf of the village. Mra. L» fk
Words are inadequate to portray the lovely
Henry Staples and his daughter, of Rock- Kay served punch, while Mrs. E. C. Cole
person and character of this woman. As a
land,
Mass., are viaiting Abel Staples and and Mra. 1.9. Whitaker served ice-cream
little child, as a young woman, as a teacher,
and cake. The old bnuee, with its quaint
wife. They conducted tbe
pnyer and
as a daughter and sister, as wife and mother,
praise service in tbe chapel Sunday even- furnishings, and which is fast being reshe never had a superior. To know her was
t® love her, and the sweet testimonials which
ing. The chapel was well Oiled with their stored, was open throughout for the Inspection of gaests. A large company enwere sent her by her pnpi.s and friends durold-time friends and neighbors.
joyed the naoet delightful hospitality.
ing her illness, proved that she was loved by
Xesophos.
July 3.
all and that her work was fully appreciated.
C.
July 10.
homestead.

_

_

j

During the nine years of illness of her
husband, she was a most devoted wife and
nurse, sharing her
burdens with no one.
standing up under difficulties that would
have crushed any ordinary woman.

WEST EDEN.
Aaron

Mass.,

Olive
is the

Hastings,

Cambridge,
guest of C. A. Reynolds and
of

wife.

L. R. Hodgkins, of Waltham, Mass.,
Saturday. His family will arrive

came

later.

W. F.

boro,

are

Hutchings and wife, of Gouldsspending a few weeks at their

old home.
Miss Frances Reed is at home from Bangor, where she has been employed, for a
much-needed rest.

Gapt. Fred Hodgkins and wife and Miss
Eunice Coggins are enjoying a vacation
aboard Capt. Hodgkins' boat.
Gapt. Charles Hodgkins with his family,
ia taking a cruise in the yacht Awa. After

have

moved

Miss Addle

Swarey

Merle Well* and wife
Hinckley and wile.

are

gueet* of Eben.

A.

has gone to

North-
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of Otter Cloak, ware Mm
gnaaii °'
of
Adalbert Hodgkins ovw

Maud

Bom£

u

Stanley, Alin
DEER ISLE.
Marta* Cola aad Janata
Oataa
dipt. U. B. Bpoflord an boon Sunday thaa^ Maaa., an
Mn. Lacy Steward and eon an visiting
boarding .{
(or a abort stay.
Hodgkiaa’.
ralattraa at Sound.
Dr. sad Mn. Waagatt an taking a abort
Wattar Thompson, wtla and
Min Iona Wedge bn boa tba goaal of
hu motw
vacation in Boston.
•allabnry, cam.
Lena Norwood tba paat waak.
of
and
F. O. Pickering
wile,
Rockland, than, Mask, Friday, to occupy
their
Mlaa Liaaia Vanhorn baa baan the gnast an
visiting relatives bars.
of N. M. Norwood and wilt tba paat waak.
H. B. Preeety and wife hare opened
j0,'1°AU
___
Lana Norwood visited bar conain, Mn.
their oottaga for tbs maimer.
WEST TRENTON.
Viola Murphy, at Center, last week.
of
Atlantic
E. B. Joyce and wife,
spent
Mrt. Lauretta Bird, of Bar
Robie Norwood and family hate been
tbs Fourth with Mn. H. W. Small.
Hub*
Ttsitad ralatlm ban last week,
tlsitlng Mn. Norwood’s parents in La*
Karl K. Koowlton baa gone to Dirigo,
moins.
Tba ecbrtoaer E. ). Clarke, Cam iw,,,
where bo la employed for a few months.
arrlnd Saturday from
Olive Lurvey, of Chelaee, Maas., is
Miss Essie V. Gray has returned from (fttgbt tor H. M.
Mn.
her
the
summer
with
Hopbine.
aunt,
spending
baa
bean
visitNow Hampshire, where she
Miee Georgia Lelaad, of
Mery Lurvey.
Baclupor. i,
ing.
John Walls has resumed bis work at
rieiting her grandmother, Mm. MarrA
r,hMr. and Mn. Middleton and eon, of Leland.
Dark Harbor, when he has bsen employed
Cambridge, Maas., an guests of Mn.
the paet four summon.
Mn. Minnie Young, wbo ha.
beenta
Fnnk Carman.
Portland and South Berwick vi.it i„»
Mrs. Fred Robbins, of Hsron island
*
Q. Haskell, who baa been in the tivea, ia bom*.
Ray
of
end
Blench
Harman,
light station,
Sooth the past year, is visiting hia gnndan
Mn.
tbelr
John Hayoee, who baa bam in
Jonesport,
mother,
visiting
the fi,,
mother, Mn. Saunders.
Elisa Bobbins.
Harbor hospital for treatment, i,
bom.
of
tbe schooner much
E.
A.
Richardson,
10.
8PBC.
Capt.
July
improved in health.
dale met, is at boms for a few days. The
Mn. Addle Darke came borne from
Mr. Marston, of Booth hey, spent s week
b*.
vessel la discharging at Philadelphia.
Harbor to .pend a week with her
here recently, the gueet of Mrs. Julia GilMn. Lana Treat and children and bar L. 8.
and
wife.
Hopkine
ley.
•istar. Mias Basel M. Haskell, came from
Mn. Scott, eon Madison end
Mrs. Susie Hastings, of Franklin, has
daughter
East Boston Saturday to spend the sumMn. McUilven, ol Richmond, Vy, ln
been spending a few weeks with her
,j
mer.
the Thompson cottage for the summer.
mother, Mn. Eben Richard son.
Hon. E. P. SpoSovd, chairman of tha
July 10.
Rev. Frank J. Goodwin, of Washington,
g
State board of milroad commiseionen, is
D. C., preached a fine sermon at the Conon a trip through Aroostook on official
BAYBIDE.
church
the
gregational
Sunday morning,
bus! neat.
L. H. Cu.bman and family are
in
the
services.
oecapyin.
pastor assisting
F. U. tiny end wile went to Portland their cottage at tba Beach.
Mr. Sherwood, an old-time visitor at
Southwest Harbor, but who has been Friday to be these oo the birthday of their
Arthur Shuts hae moved hie family to
traveling in Europe the pest three yean, son Levis, who is in the Maine general hi* cottage at Pleasant Beach for the
,am.
ia again a goaal at the Claremont.
mer.
hospital.
Oscar H. Emery, of Eden, who was reof
Qnene
and
K.
A.
A
C. H. Whits and family, ol
party consisting
cently admitted to the bar, has opaned a
Koehory
law office here. He will practice on his wife, Dr. H. W. Small sad wife, Lissie Maaa., an
apanding the «ummer»t the
own acconnt. nod not in partnership with
Small
and
Marla
Ureane
Merle
Burns,
1‘archer cottage.
Mr. Norwood, as has been erroneously anwent to Atlantic HetunMy 1st Mr. Umene’a
nounced.
Jeeae Phillips, with wile and little
Mn. Mary E. Coggins, of San Francisco, boat, returning Sunday.
daughter Amy, of Kennett Square, ibno,
now at the Newport bouse, Bar Harbor,
Although tbs Fourth was tbe hottest arrived at the Phillips cottage at steady
called on ber sister-in-law, Mn. A. W.
wee greatly enNook Prlday.
Clark Wednesday. Although Mn. Cog- day ever known hen, it
At > then was a
gins has traveled extensively, this is the joyed by everyone.
July *•
it,
first time for twenty yean that she has re- pandr, the two most notable features of
Mr. and Mn. McConnic,of Fra mi or ha®,
visited her native place.
which wen tbe floats representing the
Maaa., arrived at the Uleaton cottage!
Mn. Fred Robbias, of Heron Neck Light alumni association of the
high school,
station, has been visiting her mother,
Shady Nook, Saturday.
end
Flonnce
tbe
society.
Nightingale
Mn. Howard Robbina. when she returns
Mr. Louaou and family, of Montreal
to her new home, with which she is much The alumni float was deeotatad In the napleated, Mn. Kobbine will take with ber tional colon, with a large alumni banner, are at the Joyce cottage; Mr. Brooke aad
the three children of her sister, Mn.
barmen of family, of Auburn, at the Griudal cottage.
Blanche Harmon, who has also been and American flags and the
July 10._R.
the diffennt classes in their respective
spending a week with ber mother.
The society s float war very pretcolon.
Spuat.
July 10.
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
tily deconted in yellow and white with
OliverUny, a Unman on tug Hewlett,
field daisies, under the direction of
MT. DESERT FERRY.
At 5AO the ladies’ of New London. Conn., ia at home lor »
Mn. S. B. Ham, of Portland, is at F. L. Mn. George Beck.
sid society served sapper at ite rooms. abort vacation.
Colby’s for the summer.
In the evening the sluinni association preUapt. Martin they, of Belfast, was beta
Mn. Fidelia Wooater, of Waltham,
sented tbe three set comedy, "A Bache- Saturday to visit bta brother, Capt. L. F.
Mass., is at her home ben.
lor's Divorce.’’
Those taking part were Gray, wbo is quite low.
Mn. Addington and daughter, of Ban- Hegel
carmen. Rose Thompson, Nellie
Olden IX Tapley la abinglmg the old
gor. an at tbeir cottage hen.
Haskell, Agnes Greenlaw, George Joyce, I bet to bouse, which was the birthplace of
Mn. Manton and tittle sen, of Port- Merle Greene end Roy Joyce. The play the late J. B. Had
mao, of FJleworth.
was followed by s dance.
land, an at Augusttii Carter's.
Mias Doeodhy and Earle llarrit, of
10.
Rex.
Mrs. Edith A. Wilkinson, or Reek pert,
Jnly
Salem, Maaa., an visiting their aoot,
Maas., is visiting her brother. E E JettiMn. J. J. Hakerneu, at Orcutt’a Harbor.
WEST BROORSVILLE.
son.
C.
July 3
Albert Mills hat returned to tiooee
Miss Livonia Phillips went So Southwest
Rock light station.
Harbor last week to visit her uneW, Dr.
UAK POINT.
Gapt. Thomas Tapley observed hi*
Dana Phillips.
Leiand arrived hum* Saturday.
Ralph
June 29.
Mn. Bertha Calkins and little seas,ot eighty-sixth birthday
Cheater Urindie ia in town for a few
Edward Angley and wife, of Bangor, are
Orono, recently visited ber parents, Clirrgi
days.
their
Mrs.
Harvw
ratting
daughter,
TapA. Foes and wife.
Mrs. May March end family are here fot
toy.
Humphrey Jordan cruahad the joint and
the Hammer troan Boston.
Thaddeua Shepurd.cn. of MaMscbuartta,
boors of the forefinger of hialeft band
Mine Stella Hapey, of Beaton, is here for
ha* been visiting his slater, Mrs. M. B.
last week, while unloading car wheels.
bar*.

rj!?'

tn^

PortUno^

_

_

July

8AHUESTV11XE.

home from

the

Blake.

A_C.

Mies Lucy Hale

ATLANTIC.

Bps linen

Dr. H. W. Small, wife and daughter,and
Miaa limbs Borns and friends, of Dfcer
Me, spent the week-end at Atiaotic.

toe the

seminary,

Tapley,

preMdent

ol

Atlanta, Ga... i*. home

summer.

manner.

James Berry and wile, who hare been
slatting Mrs. Barry’a lather, Hartford
Murch, have returned to their home ia
MiMictuiMlU.
M.
July in.

Pro*. Von Mack sod wife, of MassachuHinckley, of MU Ion, Alas*., i« at
a tew day*.
aatti, have opened tbeir bouse at Hr dry's'
the
thunder
abower July 6, light- pmutifor the eummer.
Parker Hinckley, of Milton, Maw., ha* During
BEECH HILL
ning struck the flag pole at A, A. Staples,
been at borne a few days.
Mrs, Domingo E. Smith, daughter MHKarl Carter visited his sister, Mr*. Joha
and
the
Walter Clark and wife came home from
entering
ground threw up sod and het and son Kenneth, who moved is
Air*. Clara M. Clapp baa returned to her dirt for
Jordan, at Btaaington recently.
fifteen feet or more. It also atuuok
Frankport to spend the Fourth with Mr. home at
Upton, Maes., two years ago, bare reHorthSedgwick.
in several other pieces in town.
Clark's parents, F. W. Clark and wile.
Uaiaey Bianehard, of Waltham, Maas,
turned to BrookarUle to reside.
Alia* Elisabeth Bruce, of honkers, N. \L,
la visiting has parents, Amhrove BlanchFourth of July was celeb sated bate by a
Albert Gray and wife, of Belfast, are visWUMnmJ. Burry, born In 1H2, served
» visiting Air*. C. L. Baboon.
ard
and wits
dinner and supper at Seaside hall which
iting Mrs. C. M. Rich. Congratulations
to be a Sandy Hook pilot,
Miaa Haul Leach, of Blue hill, is visiting; netted about |70 towards tbs paatur'Seal- apprenticeship
Winfield
are extended to
the young couple, who
Adams, the boy Mr-. Anna
indentured April It, 1866, tarred eleven,
bar a later. Air*. Elmer Cummings.
A much-appreciated help both, soCarter has taken from the orphan's noma
were married last Saturday,
»ry.
A reception
years, was made a pilot in ltt7, retired
was given in their honor Monday evening
Capt. Oamard Hooper, of the barge S. R, cially and financially waa>tha party of January, UOS, la spending the summer at Portland, arrived Tuesday.
friends and latalivue from Got!'a Island.
H.
at the home of the bride’s sister.
Meade, ie at home for a abort.visit.
July 8.
ham with Caps. George H. Tapley.
M.
July 3.
Miaa Flora L Bowden ia spending theAmong tbs recent arms la are the MisJuly X _To Moots.
east

Miss

Bunker and wile
Bar Harbor.

band U running a flsb market tor J. L
Stanley, of Manmt.
Mtaeee May end Eva Henoy are visiting

Harbor for the

season.

Charles Kittredge is home from Dracut,
Mass., for few weeks' vacation.

Rufus

home for

_

_

A8HVLLLE.
E. H. Smith is borne for his

Gambia and Miaa NeaLand Mm. John
with, hew mother, Mrs. Clara L.
SOUTH DEEB ISAM.
Fiahm and family, of New York,, at Edith
Bowden.
Mine Anthony, of Prorincatown, lfssi
Mieeea Adelaide and Qemrnde Gray,, Staples' ml legos; Miss Bvenhann-Of Belia a tent a* Una Greenlaw,
of Philadelphia,. Pa., hare Joined their Umoe% at Bom Hill farm.
S,
JoiySmother hem.
Mr- Benner, of Hurricane-island, spent
summer

summer va-

cation.

ses

WLL AU HALT.
William. If. Turner, of lafayette, lad. is
home for a carat km,
E. W. Hnwdltoh, with hi* family, at

Mrs. Kenneth Bragdon, of Porto Rico, »
Boston, antsad last weak.
visiting Capt. E. E. Bragdon.
Sunday and Monday hare.
Charles Hubbard and son Charles an
Miaa.Adelaide Hinckley, ad Btonlngtaa,
HULL’S COVE.
Mrs. Georgia Robertson, of Eaat Sulli- is apending the oaxnmer with her grandOs mgs Walker, who has been employed at their out tags at Point Lookout.
WSIunw McGown and wife, of Ruklja,
van, la viaiting her brother,.B. E. Hamia Maw York, la home for aahort visit.
parenta.
Mrs. R. A. St art event and daughh*
amrlalthag hare.
mond.
Flore noa, of naetmt, are at their cottars,
Aim, Frank Bertman and children, of
John F. Stanley and Wile, ol
Mn. Loan White is,at i
MontelM^
Fremont Bragdon arrived home team Newtan Upper Falls, Mean, am guesteof
“Rnthden.”
Mean, rams tha Fourth to-vlell fsisnili
tnw days’ vwit in FmcAlia.
Eaat Lowell on Saturday, attar teaching a Mrs. Mary MiMlkmi.
C.
Jana M
Charlie Bye has reoealif bought Urn
Ismael
E
Dsan
of
andiwlfa,
successful term ot school.
Prof. H. B. Boharta,. wih and daughter
WshliM house, and with soon move Ms
aa Willow Brook cottage for tte-a
Miss Marion Guptiil, who baa been with Aletha, of Mhrthflalrt,. XL, am • ponding
toaaiiy than.
Miaa Mario Hamer la In Bar
her aunt, Mrs. Fred Bean, for tome weeks, the summer with Hon. Hanry W. Ha agent
lari Batkins and wile, who tern Man
whore she kna employment an- mold
has returned to her home in Union viUe.
and wife.
•oretew weeks guested! their eon,have
Miaa Major, at the Hew port.
July 3._Plum
Rowland toy, otto ataamar Tramont,
returned to Ballast.
“The Cup Inn” won formally opmad bp
waa called, torn Frida# by
the anddan
Unman Gray and dnugMur Alihan, ol
BROOKS YLULE.
Mae.
Jessie
last
HigginsaftarSaturday
death of hia little aon. Mock sympathy i* I
Vlaalhavsn, spent Baa day and Mnadsy at
Mn. Cyrene Turner, oi Sargontstilr, iesoon.
Mn.
ia
assisted
thfe
Rlggiaa
sum[ mer
fait for Mr and Mm, toy.
Mr. Uray*s old borne at (Jaayh point.
working for L. (X Fbselae.
by Mr niece, Mias Joeals U, ot
Sum.
July A
Mim Lina Greealaw and slater Vivian
Mn. L. H. BHltnga and nieoe, Prudence
am spending
tha- in mass with their
t My *•
aoLTHwaste harbor.
im.
Saunders, an visiting in BlnahiU.
•hould be • source of prude to too.
mother, Mrs. Jesrm Gmsnlaw.
Sallow skin, pimple*, Mdche* sod
Tbs nmnur KMah of morning asaMiss Villa Sanndaaa has goo* to BlueCAPS ROWER.
Mrs. John E. Bobbins, ol Cambridge,
eruptions cull for immediate attention.
hill to visit bar grandfather, Jamas L, TioM tt the CuwRpUoul ehuBCb. in u
Mn. Eugene Redman la at a. A Dyer's Mem., ie hem lac the-Their
It should be your aim to get rul or
follows: July 18, Baa. Qsorgs Eh Ijlllt,
Saunders.
tbeao disfiguring signs of impure blood
lor tbs summer.
daughter Alloa, and a Mead, Mim GamProMaaor WilProf. H. K. Roberts and daughter Alette, Brookhno, Mass ; July
quickly, rertuinly, Suexpensirelj.
Jsaaa Gny » visiting his brasher, L. F. brel, ol Belli mam,.am with her.
liam Adams Sian, D. D., Union theoNo outward application will purify
of Norwich university. NortbAeld, VI.,
July 7.
H.
logical seminary, Haw York city; July JO, Gray, at Sooth Brooksailie.
an spending tte summer with Mn. L M.
your blood.
Rev. Hobart W. Walla, St. Andrews
Mn. Orange Veneer is vUting An sisRoberta.
MABLBOBtX
Episcopal rbnich, Wilmington, Del.; Ang. ter, Mrs. V. B. Blank.
a
July *.
L. bta. otVUn, N. Y., to ■ pending
8, Bev. WiBism Milton Hess, Ph. D.
Mn. Cheater Smith and two children an
a week with bin family ben.
HALL QUARRY.
Trinity Congregational church, Haw York at J. 8. Blake’s lor the
Rer. James Fairley will conduct serrinee
Mtoe Adny Uodgkina la rtoiting her
Thomas Harkins has opened a fruit and city; Ang U, Bav. Andrew W. Archibald, la
Union church through July and AuD. D., Cnaoant avenue
•tour, Mra. LocmUa Btront, in Eltowwth.
Presbyterian gust.
grocery store.
Mn. E. C. Alexander end
Mias Hsian Seavey is employed at the church, PlainBeld, N. J.; Ang. 27, Bit.
Murmy Vsegno and wile and Jaapar
children, ol
Cileries P. Dole, D. D., Pint CongngsClifton house, Northeast Harbor.
Gny and wits arrived In an automobile Honlton, an xtoltlng her mother, Mn.
from Maw Jersey Saturday.
Mias Ada McCormick has roue to Rock- tiona! Society (Unitarian), Jamaica Plain
Clan Ford.
help naturally from within. ^Tief
land to visit her aunt, Mn. Warren Raw- Mass.
cleanse the system and enable vour
JMy8.
O.
Frank Hamor and wile an
eon.
u
receiving
stomach, lirer and bowels to work
Bihar.
congratulation! on the birth of a daughJulyS.
tbs. Elisabeth Stanley is hasping bouse
Nature intended.
OOBEA.
ter, July A
near tbs steamboat wharf whan bar husSherman Sparling Is very poorly.
SEAL COVE.
Try a few doses and see bo*
lawto Harvey and Mtoe Fannie
Young,
quickly you will be rid of Impuritier,
The rite of holy oommunion was oeleJohn Pray, ol Addison, la visiting relaand how root blood and your »***
bntedat the ball Sunday morning, July TIOII WHO TAKE FOLEY EIDWEY tives here.
*n™
_

Sbbmisemcms.

Good

Work?

Done Daily in Ellsworth.

Many

Citizens Tell of It.

Nearly every reader has heard of Doan’s
Kidney Pills. Their good work in Ellsworth still continues, and our citizens are
constantly adding endorsement by puhllo
testimony. Mo better proof of merit can
be had than the]'experience of friends and

Your
Good Looks

_

—

neighbors. Bead this case:
Mrs. C. M. Alexander, 3 Washington St.,
Ellsworth, Me., says: “Some years ago I
The
suffered severely from backache.
trouble was not constant, bat came on in
spells, and often I had to give upend go to
bed for the remainder of the day. When I
arose in the morning I had a terrible pain
across my loins and was scarcely able to
get around. My mother, knowing of my
condition, procured a supply of Doan’s
Kidney Pills for me at Moore’s Drug Store,
—n i
began their use. 1 noticed an improvement after I had finished the contents of one box, and as I continued taking the remedy, I steadily grew better.
Prom that time to thU I have never had
any serious recurrence of kidney trouble,
and can praise Doan's Kidney Pills in the
Doan’s Kidney Pills
highest terms.
proved just as effective in my child's oaae,
relieving him of backache and greatly
strengthening his kidneys.”
For —^ by all dealers. Price SO cents,
Foster-Mil burn (Jo., Buflhlo, Mew York,
aula agents for the United States.
Bemember the name— Doan's—and take
other.

_

BEECHAM'S
PILLS

_

———

_

_

2. Fifteen communicants wan present.
Bar. O. D. Smith, of Bar Harbor, attended.
N.
July S.

■ay mil and naan cold*.
Mast be nlieved quickly, sad Foley’s Honey
sad Tar Compound will do it. R. a. Stewart,
lost Wolfram 8k, Chicago, writes: “I have
been greatly troubled during the hot eummerl
mouths with Hay Fevsr. aad Sad that by uslag Foley’s Hoaey aad Tar Compound I get
gnat relief.” Many others who suffer similarly will be glad to benefit by Mr. Stewart's
experience. For sale by all druggists.

KIDNEY DUKASES ABE CVSASLE
Mder certain coadlttoaa. The
right medlclae man be taken before
haeproxnmd too far. Mr. Parry A. Pitman. Dale.
• w“ down in bed for [oar
moatha with kidney and bladder troebie and
*H)n** Poe beetle of Polrr'r
■emedy cared me well and noand.-' AakKidney
for It
For aale by all draggiata.

FILLS
For their kidney and bladder ailmsata, aad
for anooylsa urinary irregularities are alwaye
grateful both for the quick aad permanent relief they afford aad for their
tonic aad
strengthening effect as well. Try Foley Kidacy fnllc. Far calc by all d rural ate.

Brooklyn, M. V., are spending the summer Rl1

FOLEY'S HOMEY AMO TAB COMrOl'MD.
le effective for ooughe and soldo la either
chlldrea or (rows persons. Mo opiates, do
harmful drugs- la the yellow package. Refuse substitutes. For calc by all druggists.

loves a clear, rosy eomplesloo.
Blood Bitters perils! the blood
dears the skis, restores ruddy, sound health
-Adel.

Mn. Varna Perry and two chlidnn an
guests of Hit Bessie Decker.

thedtomL

Mn. R. T. Baldwin and two chlidnn, ol

With her parents, A. C. Lufkin and wife.
July 10. _________
8.

Poloy Kidney

Woman

ViV**?!*1,'7

Burdocfc

|

Pllto are eompoeod of iagredieeleetad for tbri7 corrective.

will be benefited. Thoroughly
and pawed good this bmily remedy

u

The Best of
Beauty’s Aids

BMCbUB I Pills sre specially
noxsaltobla. See laetructioas with each
»•
aad
10*.
SaU Everywhere, la kw*

■el

COUNTY

NEWS.

SEDGWICK.
•* WUB“

Dwo* *•
M1M M»y

(jrant'a-

ol Ell. worth Falla, la
uiM Eva Gerry,
.not, Mr.. 8. M. Itartlatt, tor the
ber

Mmlly, of WlnW. Smith
Mae.., are at the Emeraon cottage.
her honee
3 H. Cole haa opened
of
Her daughter, Mlaa Harriette,
Maae., te with her.
^

^

Ur.
"

Dedham,

of tynn, Maae.,
u,ui, and Guy Meane,
are vieltlng their par.„b their wlvM,
Meana and wile.
eota W. S.
W.
Snow, who rwsenUy celeume*
wae the
b-tfd hie eighty-flrat birthday,
oarde.
fbripient ol UO poet
"■
July 3.
astmunr.

wcond reunion ol scholar* and
Tae
No. 10 waa held WadiMCben of dletrict
afternoon, July B, whan about 130
Who bad formerly bean teacher*,
met at the
igptla or descendant* ola each
moat enjoyable
•oen-bou* and spent
cam# from nearly all parte of
Hay They
Old friend* met who bad
Sew England.
are eacb other for vary many year*.
was
Excepting for tb# beat, tb* day
forenoon wae spent In talking
The
ideal
12.48 a
dinner
day*. At
0„r old
conalating of Bab chowder,
waa eerved,
cofle* and
Feoobecot river aalmon, pastry,
m. tbeeeaM were taken
ice-cream. At 2 p.
to the shade in the rear of
from tbe hell
and an open-air concert wae
the building,
the following program:
gireh. with
Old
Sloftof. Darliag I Am Growing

iot

Audience

Bridges, of Sedgwick
Harrington and Misa

gtory.Jonathan

Frof
Vannah, Waldoboro.
Harriet Staples. Rockland. Maas
...Mis*
gong
..Mrs Clara Clapp. Sedgwick
.Miss Ella Thurston. Sedgwick
potm ....Mrs Julia Wilson. Sedwlck
.Gertrude Abbott. Livermore Fall*
ginciag.

and Mia* Vannah,
SoDf. Prcf. Harrington
Mri Annie Allen, Mrs Beulah Allen
j»*om. Composed by H O Staples; read by

Mr*. Budsnon, or tha
vica-pmidant,
Mr*. Y. B. Smith.
Tha boaineaa i* oondocted by tha
boy*
according to parliamentary rulaa, and *o
■trietly do they an form their rulaa that
discipline 1* onneoaaaary. A ahort time ia
■pant in raadlnir* carafnUy aelected to ba
inatrnctiva aa well a* entertaining, and
then 'he time 1* given to movie and gima*
until halt-pait eight, when, with bowed
head*, they Join hand* art repeat together
tbe Lord’* prayer.
In January, 1911, they proposed to
buy a
banner tor the Sunday achool, and at onoe
began plan* tor an entertainment to raiae
the money. Thi* waa not given until May
30, and teaHng least tbeir talent* were too
■mall, a supper waa added. The ladies
cheerfully contributed an abundance of
food, and their mothers heartily co-operated to help carry out all plana.
Tbe hall* were beautifully decorated
with flags, and aa the music began, the
boy*, dressed alike in khaki suits and hats,
with guns at “carry”, lad by Lawrence
Hagerthy a* color-bearer, and all singing,
marched to tbe front of the stage and gave
the military salute.
“Our Aim,” an original poem, waa recited by Arthur Sanderson; “Our Flags,”
a recitation, was given by Robert
Candage,
Lawrence Hagerthy, Paul Smith, Maurice
and
Allen,
“Alphabetical Rhymes”, written by Forrest Candage, were read by him.
American history, condensed and rewritten as a story, and illustrated by living pictures, by Mrs. Sanderson, was read
by Mr*. Ralph Dority, and was tbe feature
of the evening.
In the gun drill the boys proved that

“practice makes perfect”. They were
greatly helped by having a fine musician,
Mr*. James
Eaton, play for them
throughout the evening. “Hurrah for the
Flag,” was given by Wallace Cooper,
Maurice Allen, Byron Ford, Wesley Bracey, Stanley Dority and Cornelius Hagerthy, and tbe song, “Marching Through
Georgia,” by all tbe boys.
The closing march was led by Paul
Smith carrying the Sunday school banner,
and Lawrence Hsgertby, with the U.S.
flag, the other boys carrying bouquets.

“Our Success" written for the occasion
waa recited by H. Theodore Smith.
At tbe
A letter wgf read from Mlaa Hannah last verse all laid down bouquets. The
In singing “AmerOber and .Miss Mary Marks, Waltham, : audience then Joined
Maw also extract* from a personal let- j ica”, after which the boys marcbed to the
dining-hall, donned white cap* and served
ter from J. T. R. Freeman, Southwest Haras waiters.
bor. also a letter from Colin Ober, of AuMuch credit is due the boys, and it is a
burndale. Mas*., who wrote:
source of gratitude to the leaders that
Dhit •kooolmattt amd Toachtra of Old ,Vo.
through all tbe hard work of preparation,
JO:
Hearty greeting* to you. on* and all, and j also in tbe disposal of tbe money aftertbsnkt for tbe notification of the meeting ward, tbe most cheerful harmony has predated May 15, l*li. My debut at the school i vailed, and many useful lessons have been
vs* shout 1W>. and ray earliest memory of tbe
learned.
Mr*

Staples

v

««• of
being In a box on a bandated
sith Flora Friend, drawn by Alonzo Friend
ssd my brother. Alwvron. All gone but my*«if. I recall the many teacher*, too numerous to utiur, but all good and conscientious
*od hard worker*. I recall a winter term,
sooot 1S&5. possibly, wbec the school I think
numbered »; outside scholars from North
Sedgwick. David Allen, Bailey Closson,
Cbar.es Closson and David and George Thurs*

event

River school. Jacob Dodge s
Stover boys, .Samuel Wilson and
Btajaroin Ober; also Calvin Herrick and
Wrnry Per;. I recall tbe schoolbouse bill,
with the *u w worn almost to ice by the
abundance f coasting, and the hurry to get
inch s st rt with another coast before the bell
wing to speed attained we could
rang. that
&v>t »top before re tchlug the foot of the hill.
toe;

from

tbe

•od*. tw.»

July

8.

Spec.
_

Miss Dorothy Sweet, of Cambridge, is
gu.'St of her aunt, Mrs. Hagerthy.

At
the
first Baptist church Sunday
morning, Mr. Kover, of New York, sang.

Miss Bertha Alien, matron of the Newhospital, is home for her annual vacation.

ton

Schooner Charlotte T. Sibley, Capt.
Hutchinson, is discharging a cargo of coal
for Smith Bros.

=

>

I remember when Justin
lot pt'etry a* f dlowi:
"John
A

j

1

'u

**eat

Staples dropped

Land Dan, and Bill,
An t » l hurston's mill,

eeling,”

I remember when at an evening spelling
school ihe
iak-gue of David and Goliath
w»* given.
Isaac Staples, of Mg frame, and
tali, with p werfu voice, took the part of
Ooiiiih. Abel St p e*. small and sliui, with a
feminine v ice. the part of David. (The scene
G.diuth: ‘’Where are thou, mighty
opent
man
f w r.’ (l'he answer
the
came "-In
fc^ueiky Se.ulnine v »ice) “Here I am!” The
tadieace w s c nvu.sed.
Tbr»e evening entvrtatnmeuts filled the
Kb
n 1 were always interesting.
la I4* the beginning of the Civil war found
these b y» reap mling to the call, and a large
per:ent ge of them did not return.
I ah ill h pe to join one of the reunions later
sad meet a rae of my former mates. Wishing
jou a.l aac.es* ani long lives, I remain.

Very truly yours,
Coun Ossa.

read by Miss
was
taken from a
•chool paper dated January 25,1878.
Thu closed the entertainment which
"M much appreciated by
ail. Several
a
Later
responded
with
encores.
photograph waa taken of the crowd.
The following officers were elected: Frank
Perkins, of Buckaport, president; James
ttettel, Biuehill, and H. O. Staples, Portend, vice-presidents; Mrs. Lizzie Grant,
treasurer; Miss Blanche Friend, secretary;
Mrs. Donnie Ingalls and Miss Lizzie
Urant, assistant secretaries.
The following committees were appointed. General
committee, Julian Hooper,
P*s<*l B. Friend, Jonathan Bridget,
Charles Pert, Mra. Julia Wilson, Mrs. Lillian Marks, Mrs. Austin Dority, Mrs.
Clara Clapp, Misa Mary Marks; entertainment committee. Miss EUa» Thurston,
Miss Fmogene Grant, Miss Lizzie Priest,
Mrs. Annie Allen, Mra. Eva Bridges, Julian Hooper, H. O.
Staples; reception committee, Mrs. Lois Stanley, Mrs. Lydia
®ow®r» Mrs. Eva Bridges, Mrs. Julia Wil•0n» Mrs. Cora Allen, Mrs. Lizzie Grant,
Jtmes Bettel; refreshment committee,
Juba Clotson, Mrs. Beulah Allen, Mrs.
Pert, Mrs. Isadora Hanscom, Mrs.
Mary ober, Mra. Donnie Ingalls; decoration
committee, Alton Cloaaon, Earl Hansom, Charles Pert, Harry Pert, Miss
Blanche Friend, Misa Norma Stanley.
A

visionary rhyme
Blanche Friend. It

was

^elhe

the willing workers.

Ihe Willing Workers club, which

charmed

so

the

people with its unique entertainment, May 30, is a band of twelve boys
*rom »even to thirteen years of age, or-

ganized in December, 1900, to meet once a
Mfeek» either at the home of the president,

rj*ll»ke

olf the grip of

your old enemy, Nasa
using Ely’s Cream Balm. Then
uni
fr’.ky
the swelling and soreness be driven
l**e tender, inflamed membranes. The
“neexing wiil cease, and discharge, as
10 others as to yourself, will be
the causes that produce it are
Cleanliness, comfort and renewed
hy the use of Cream Balm. Sold by all
«
uggists for SO cents, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
* u
*rren Street, New York.

°J

."iP^dwhen
dr«L

a

Miss Anna
the

Newton

proved

Dr. Btor«r and
rived July 1.

im-

in health.

family,

Rev. E. Sanderson and family will leave
he

pastor of the church here, during
month of July.

July

ex-

former
the
H.

10.
_

WEST HANCOCK.

Butler, recently.
Irviug Peaslee is employed iu Bar Harbor.

Boyd Tracy,

wbo

bas been

employed

in

Bar Harbor, is at home.
at

James Dorr bas employment
Ferry lor the summer.

Mt.

Desert

week

Mrs. Mary Miles returned last
from a visit to her son in Calais.

W. K. Springer and wife were at Oreen
lake last week for a day’s fishing.
Tbe little

son

of Fred Miltiken

and

wife,

quite ill, is improving.
Graves, of Allston, Mast.,

wbo baa been
Clarence

visiting

bis

grandmother,

Mrs.

is

Abbie

Graves.
Mrs. Abbie Thorsen, wbo spent the winNew York, is at ber borne for tbe

ter in

summer.

Irving McFarland, who is employed in
Bangor, spent a few daya last week with
relatives here.

Advt.

Mitt Alice Preble and a friend from
are at Arch Henderson's for a
few days.

Bnckaport

Ed Preble, wife and daughter, of Brockton, Mass., are at Arch Henderson’s for a
few weeks.
Miss Anna King and the Mlaser Costello, of Wellesley Hills, Mam., are at
Charles Henderson’s.

wanted to go among a gang
of footpads and burglars disguised as
one of their kind with a view to learning certain facta concerning them. It

Mrs. Lena Townsend, who has spent a
few days at Mrs. Fannie Hadlock’s, has
gone to Marblehead, Maas.

man was

Mrs. C ran del, who rented the Hotel
Ialesford last summer, has purchased the
house and opened it.

Basil Barrett, of Bluehill, Guy Condon,
was so dangerous a job that no regu- of Penobscot, and Wade Grindle, a stular detective would undertake It dent at Bates oollege, are tenting at Deep
These men know their own sort and Cove.
JulvS.
Spbc.
would easily recognize a spy. 1, being
tilled with tbe romance of detective
Frank Sibley, Jr., o( Somerville, Maas.,
work without having bad any expe- ia spending tbe season at Allen Henderrience, tumbled to an otTer of the job son’s.
at once.
Mise Alice Eaton baa gone to Boeton to
About 11 o’clock at night dlagutaea visit her
sister, Mrs. Will Eaton, who is
aa a tough. I reeled Into a saloon
very ill. She will bring Mrs. Eaton’s
where my men were supposed to be. three children home with her.
I found them there and Invited them
C.
July 3.
to drink. I treated several times and
EGYPT.
thought I was getting In with them
when suddenly there was a hammerCharles Ash and wife, of Bar Harbor,
ing at the door, and tbe barkeeper were week-end guests of Mrs. Julia M.
Hardison.
cried: "Police: Git!” The lights went
E. E. Scammon, Jr., and family, of New
out and we were all left In the dark,
York, are visiting Mr. Scammon’s parents.
scattering like so many rats. The
Miss Hannah Milliken died Tuesday,
doors were broken down, and the po- June 27. Funeral was held at her
home,
lice rushed In. When the lights were Kev. P. A. A. Killam officiating. Hymns
were
Mr.
Killam
and
Mrs.
Vicsung by
turned on it was found that the bartoria Butler.
keeper and 1 were the only captives.
M.
July 10.
How the rest got away I don’t know.
I was taken to a station, and on the
Banking.
way I made myself known to the cop
He gave a
who walked beside me.
broad grin and said that was the most
beautiful device of all that were pracI
ticed In tbe criminal profession.
is what your money will earn if
told him he would learn more about
Invested in shares of the
that In time. I slept In a filthy cell
for the rest of the night and the next
day sent word to the detective agency
that I would like to have them come
and get me out. They sent one of tbe
A NEW SERIES
employees, who had never seen me. Is now open. Share*, 81 each; monthly pay
Of course the police officers were not
ment*, 81 per thare,
going to discharge me on any such
evidence, or, rather, want of It, and I
told the man to go back and tell the WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
one who had hired me to come and
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
vouch for me.
payments ana Interest together
Be didn't come till late In the afterwill amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
noon, and when be did be didn’t recogrent, and in about ten years you
nize me.. 1 told him 1 was the man
will
he bad sent to the saloon for InformaOWN YOUR OWN HOME.
tion. but he looked at me contemptuously and said that the man be had sent
For particulars Inquire of
bad likely met with foul play and I
O. W. Taplby. Sec'y,
was trying to get out of a bad scrape
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
hadn't
seen
him.
He
by personating
▲. W. Koto, President.
me made up. and my disguise was so
perfect that be believed me to be a
Railroaba ant) Stramboata
veritable villain. He went away without being convinced as to my Identity,
and 1 was obliged to spend another
night In a cell.
A week passed, and I was still a prisoner.
Then one day 1 was Indicted as
one of the men in the saloon when the
Bar Harbor and Boston $4.75
police made the raid, who had made
One Way. $8.50 Round Trip
away with the detective that the agenIn other words, 1
cy had sent out.
Bluehlll and Boston $4.50 One
was charged with being my own murderer. Upon Inquiry I learned that the
Way. $8.00 Round Trip.
man who had thus been sent out on a
mission had disappeared, and it was
Steamer -T T Moree leaves Bar Harbor 2.30
supposed he bad been dispatched by
p m, dally, except Sunday for Seal Harbor,
the gang.
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stoning,
Here was a pretty how-de-do. I call- ton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.
ed again for the man who had sent
me out. but he refused to come to see
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 1.00 p m,
I
dally, except Sunday, for 8outb Bluehlll, Brookme, and 1 couldn’t go to see him.
lln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South
doubted if It would do any good If Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, conhe came. He had never seen me but necting with steamer for Boston.
once, and then but for a moment
RETURNING
How could he be expected to recognize
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and
me In my rough garb, especially as In
Camden.
the saloon scuffle 1 had been very bad5
Boston
Leave
pm, dally, except Sunday, for
ly mauled?
Rockland.
1 sent for a lawyer and told him my
Leave Rockland 5.15 a m, or on arrival ol
He appeared to believe me, steamer
story.
from Boston, dally, except Monday,
but said there would be no use In put- for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll and Intermediate landIt
lngs.
a
before
Jury.
ting such a story
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
was so palpably false that it would
would
he
A. M. Herrick, Agent, Bluehlll.
He
said
prejudice my case.
try to get up a defense that would
I asked him If
Beem more probable.

Dr. Sweet and family, of Springfield,
Mass., have rented Walter Hadlock'a cottage for the

summer.

Among other arrivals this week was
Miss Olivia Bowditch and Miss Howard,
who visited the island a number of years
ago.

Congratulations are in order st Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Spurling's upon the arrival of a baby—Agnes Elizabeth.
July 3.
8.,
_

Norris Steele, of Addison, is visiting his
sister, Mrs. George Henry Sparling.
N. I. Bowdltcb and wife, of Framingham, Mass., have arrived for the summer.
Leslie Phippin accidently blew a blank
cartridge into his left hand

on

the Fourth.

G. H. Bottome, wife and two sons,
Francis and Dudley, arrived at their cottage last week.

Stanley, wife and little nephew
visiting Mr. Stanley’s brother, Capt.
Everett Stanley.
Abram

are

The ladies of the Thimble club held an
church Tuesday afternoon and evening.
ice-cream social at the

L. K. Hodgkins and son Merle, also Miss
Florence Gibson, of Waltham, Mass., are
visiting Mr. Hodgkins’ sister-in-law, Mrs.
Walter F. Stanley.
Verner Gilley and Miss Waltie Frye
married at the home of the groom’s
parents, Albert Gilley and wife, July 3, by
George K. Hadlock, esq.
were

Rudolph Sparling, while playing with
a drawing knife, cut his leg above the
knee pan into the joint. It was a serious
cut, but the little fellow at this writing
seems to be doing nicely.
Mias Carrie Grant, who was employed at
the Gilley house, stepped from a boat the
evening of July 3 and slipped, breaking
one bone in her ankle, and tearing the
ligaments. She was accompanied home
to Cherryfleld by a friend Saturday.
Edward Gilpatrick, of New Haven,
Conn., was here Tuesday calling on friends.
Mr. Gilpatrick was on bis way to Lamoine.
He spent his boyhood days in Northeast
Harbor, and not having been to the island
for over twenty- five
changes in the place.

July

years,

saw

many
S.

10.

GOC LDSBORO.
Mrs. Eva Rolfe has spent a week with
her siBter, Mrs. E. R. Conners.in Sorrento.

East Steuben.
Mrs. A. E. Guptill spent a week recently
daughter, Mrs. J. S. Bragg, of
Newport. Mrs. Bragg, with her little son
Maurice, returned with her for a short
visit.
Jkn.
July 3.
with her

Charles A. Campbell, of Oouldsboro,
died Thursday morning, July 6, after a
long illness of paralysis. Mr. Campbell
was born in Calais sixty-eight years ago,
but for

nearly forty

years had been

a

resi-

this place. Thirty-five years ago
be married Ellie E. Howie, of Oouldsboro,
who, with their only child, Linwood H.,
survives him. Mr. Campbell also leaves
an aged mother—Mrs. Elizabeth McCarrie,
of Otisfleld, and three sisters—Mrs. Margaret Kolfe, ol Gouldsboro; Mrs. Edith
Cookson, of Winterport, and Mrs. Eliza
Meserve, of Otisfleld. He was one of the
honored veterans of the Civil war, and a
member of D. L. Weare post, G. A. U. He
was always keenly alive to the interests of
the order, and always an enthusiastic patriot. His death, coming though it did, as
a relief from many weary weeks of intense
suffering, was a heavy blow to his family,
and they have the deepest sympathy of
all.
S.
July 10.
dent of

_

GREAT POND.

Alfred Clarry, of Lowell, Mass., was
Mrs. Mary R. Butler spent a few days
here a few days last week.
last week in Ellsworth, tbe guest of Mrs.
Miss Inez Williams, of Ellsworth, is
Marla Durgain.
her grandmother through haying.
Misa Y’era Johnston, who is employed with
This community was saddened by the
in Brewer, made a abort visit to her pardeath Thursday of Charles P. Hilsby, a
ents last week.
and prominent citizen of Aurora.
life-long
Bar
of
and
Harbor,
J. M. MUliken
wife,
Much sympathy is extended the bereaved
spent the Fourth with relatives here.
Miss Marcia Milliken returned with them family.
The tornado of Thursday did a great
for a few weeks’ visit.
deal of damage in this vicinity, stripping
Sumac.
July 9.
shingles from roofs, blowing barn doors
SOUND.
from the hinges, tipping over fences and
Carroll Maoe and Bister
trees.
Mrs. Lucy Stewart and son George, of levelling
were
entertaining company at
Southwest Harbor, are visiting Mrs. E. Inez
The
branch.
“Forest Home”, middle
M. Higgins.
road had to be cleared from fallen trees
D.
HilH.
schooner,
three-masted
The
could get out.
Both before they
ton, is loading paving blocks from
E.
July 10. _
Bros.’ quarry.
K.
Brown
The many friends of Daniel
The late Senator Elkins used to tell a
which
were saddened to hear of his death,
story of Bige Brown. “Bige,” he exoccurred Wednesday.
plained, “lived in Elkins. Meeting him
Hone day in the main street, the Senator
July 10. _
Slid: ‘Do you know of anybody that’s
its burning area
eczema
spreads
Torturing
a horse for sale?’
Bige, chewing gum,
its got
stops
Ointment
quickly
Doan’s
every day.
senator a
patronizing smile.
the itching, gave the
spreading, instantly relieves
Bill
store.— ‘Well, senator, he said: ‘I guess
cures it permanently. At any drug
Hurst has. 1 sold him one yesterday.’
__

By TOM BROWNELL

Copyright by American Praia AssoHarry Mayo, who has bean attending
ciation. HU.
Colby collage, is home.
Mrs. Etta Richardson, of North LaBeing ambitious after reading sunmoins, is employed at Clarence Sparling’s.
Dr. Ralph Seeley and family, of Spring- dry detective stories to enter the proHeld, Maas., are at their cottage on Eagle fession, I went to an office and asked
for employment It happened that a
point.

_

Monroe Royal and wife, of Batb, made a
abort visit to bis grandmother, Mrs. M. K.

Omar Eaton hat moved his family to Bat
liland.

are at

Mrs. 8. N. Wiley arrived from Waban,
Charles Tracy, Ira Young and George
Mass., last week, to spend the summer j
Perry, who have been employed at Hanwith her brother, F. C. Allen.
cock since early Bpring, are home.
Mrs. Carrie Lawton and little grandHarvard Tracy and wife, of Lewiston,
of
Mrs.
are
guests
daughter, of Portland,
are spending Mr. Tracy’s vacation with
S.
A.
Currier.
Lawton's sister, Miss
his parents, Charles Tracy and wife.
Quite a number attended L. H. Bartlett’s
Miss Madge Sparling, who has been at
flag-raising July 4. Refreshments were home several weeks, ill of appendicitis, is
served. An excellent address was deliv- much
improved. She is now with her
ered by Clarence Hooper.
grandmother, Mrs. Wiiliam Leighton, at
to-morrow for South Paris, where
changes with Rev. E. A. Davis, a
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DETECTIVE

of Boston, ar-

Mrs. John Brooks, of Clam bridge, Mass.,
their eottage.
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A DISGRUNTLED

BLEB FORD.

returned from

Dority
hospital, considerably
has

COUNTY NEWS.

Mrs. Ward and ton and Mrs. Bowen, son
and daughter, of Boston, are at Abram
Duffy’s tor the summer.

_

_

Eastern StsansHis Gomoany

there was anything more probable
than that a man could not have murHe redered himself and be alive.
plied that I would have to prove my
Identity, which was impossible. He
would try to think of some method of
defense that would be easier to prove
“We lawyers don’t
than the truth.
he said, “for the
care anything.”
What we want Is something
truth.
An alibi affords the
we can prove.
best chance.”
When I came to be tried for being
Implicated lti my own murder there
was no proof ggalnst me except that
1 was known to have gone to the saloon from which I had disappeared
and was one of the gang of rascals
which was raided. This was considered prlma facie evidence that 1. probably with others, had killed myself. It
was evident that I would get a long
term on general principles.
My lawyer’s method was very ingenious. Having entered my claim to
be another person than myself, John
Borland, he brought John Borland's
mother Into court to swear that her
son on the night of the supposed murder was at home and In bed. Another
witness, who lived in the same house,
Then my
swore to the same thing.
lawyer called upon the policeman who
had arrested me to swear that l had
been found in nrol taken from the saloon. The lawyer so badgered the t>oliceman that he was not sure of me.
Thus an alibi was established.
But I didu't conI was acquitted.
I had
tinue the detective business.
had all of that romantic occupation 1
Detectives are all right in
wanted.
covels and in plays, but when it comes
to the real thing they don’t lead an
Joe Petroslno. for Instance,
easy life
was one of the cleverest and most daring, but they got him.

a.f UN,andrecorded!*theHancockeooaty
regiatry of deeda, book Mi, page M, convoyed
ta me the undersigned, a aertala paroaf at
real eetate eltoate la eaid Buckeport aad
bounded aad daeorlbed aa lollop! to wit:
Lot numbered eeeeaty-alne (ft) in the Math
(Mb) range ol lota in eaid town, containing
one hundred (1M) acres more or leee according to the plan and eareey of eaid town, together with all the bulldlage, mills, mill
privileges aad machinery Is aad about tho
mill thereon standing; aad being the homeate ad (arm aad mill used and occupied by
Samuel E. Stubbs in hie lifetime aad deeded
to him by Moaea Back by deed recorded ia
eaid regiatry of deeds, vol. at, page in. Bald
premises were oonvayed to said Cbarlee A.
Stabbe by Charles B. Bice, edmlnietrator od
estate of eaid Samuel E. Stabbe, deceased, by
deed dated Jnly Mth, IMS, and recorded in eaid
regiatry: and whereas the condition of laid
mortgage baa been broken, aow therefore, by
reason of the breach of oonditon thereof 1
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Buckeport, July let., a. d. lill.
Barnaul* B. Stcbbs.
By O. P. Cunningham, hie attorney.
NOTICK OF FOBKCLOSURK.

Lot No. l-Btfinaloi at a stake on the road;
thence north four degree* and thirty minutes
east, thirteen and twenty-two one hundredths
rods; thence north one degree east, twentythree and twenty-eight one hundredths rods
to a stake at the easterly oorner of land of T.
8. Somes; thence by the line of said Somes*
land north eighty-four degrees west, seventy
rods and seventy-two one hundredths to the
easterly shore of great pond; thence by tho
shore about forty rods to a stake; tnenee
south eighty-four degrees east, ninety rods to
place of beginning. For farther description
reference is hereby made to volume 28, page
168 to 176 of records of supreme judicial court
for the county of Hancock, State of Maine.
Lot No. 2— Beginning on the easterly shore
of great pond at the northerly corner of tho
"five acre lot”; thence by northerly line of
said lot and by line of John G. Richardson's
land south eighty-four degrees esst, one hundred nine ana sixty one hundredths rods to
a stake at the road: thence by the road north
one degree west, seven and forty four one
hundredths rods; thence by the road north
six degrees west, three and fifty-six one hundredths rods to a stake; thence north eight
degrees and four minutes west, five and
seventy-one one hundredths rods to a stake;
thence north six degrees west, seven rods to a
stake; thence north eighty-four degrees west,
ninety-five rods to the easterly shore of great
pond; thence by the shore about nineteen
rods to the place of beginning. For further
description reference Is hereby made to u
deed from Seth W. Babbidge to Nancy M.
Babbidge, dated December 27, 1907. recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds; also warranty
deed from Nancy M. Babbidge to John w.
Richardson, dated December 27, 1907 and recorded in said Hancock registry of deeds.
Lot No. 8—Situated at Beech hill in the
town of Mount Desert, it being a three-fifth
of the Richard Richardson homestead,
ounded and described as follows,, to witL
at a staze on the west side of the
Beginning
road lead ing to the Ripples, twenty-seven
rods from the north line ox the Clark lot, in
the northeast corner of Seth W. Babbidge'a
lot on the road; thence from said stake north
degrees weet, five rods and seveneighty-four
teen links to a stake; thence north six degrees west, seven rods to a stake; thence north
eighty-four degrees west, by said Babbidge'a
north line, ninety-five rods to the east shore of
great pond; thence northerly by the shore of
said pond to the southwest corner of Mrs.
Odell's lot; thence by said Odell’s south line
south eighty-four degrees east, ninety rods ton
stake at the road; tnenee southerly by said
road to the place of beginning, comaining
thirty acres more or lees, together with tha
barn situated thereon; also one other lot situated on the east side of said road, containing
one-half acre, with the house thereon; also
On the
one other lot bounded as follows:
north by land of Seth W. Babbidge, on the
east by land of John G. Richardson, on the
south by land of Olark and on the west by
pond, containing four acres, more or
ess.
Reference is hereby given to book 275,
page 412, Hancock county registry of deeds,
for furtber description.
Lot No. 4—-A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in Beech bill district in the town of
Mount Desert, bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning on the west side of
the town road leading to the Ripples, socalled, in the north line of land of Henry
Clark, formerly owned by John Gilley, ana
following saia Clark’s north line westerly
sixty rods to a stake in said line; thence
northerly and parallel with said Ripples
road, sixteen rods to a stake; thence easterly,
parallel with and sixteen rods from the south
line, to said road; thence southerly by said
road to place of beginning, containing six
acres, more or less.
Reference is hereby given for further description to Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 315, page 298, book 811, page 199, book 291,
page 392 and book 840, page 101.
Said mortgage is from John W. Richardson,
late of said Mount Desert, now deceased, and
Ermina R. Richardson his wife, to us the said
John W. Somes and Melville L. Allen, is
dated January 8, 1908, and recorded January
15,1908, in the Hancock county, Maine, registry
of deeds in book 447, page 84.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
and are broken, and by reason of such breach
of condition we claim foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purpose as dv law provided.
Mount Desert, Maine, July 3,1911.
John W. Somes,
Melville L. Allen.
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AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

Schedule in Effect June 26, 1911.
Sundays

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
PM
PM
PMIPM
AM
20
2 30 *7 20
8 45
7 30
1 80
2 40
8 50
Southwest Harbor.
7 40
2 50
1 40
9 05
Northeast Harbor.
2 00
3 10- 8 00!
9 25
Seal Harbor.
9 00
3 00 *3 30
6 10 10 50
Bar Harbor.de
>
4 00
Sorrento. 10 30
6 35 10 40
Hancock Point.
J4 40
g
o
4 35.
Sullivan. 11 05.
5 00
9 50 £
Mt Desert Ferry.
7 00 11 46 d3 40
5 07
9 57
3 47
7 07 11 52
Waukeag.
5 10.
7 15 f 11 55.,
Hancock..
5 19
Franklin Road.
f7 22
11 00
12 16
7 30
t5 28
Washington Junction.
5 35 10 21 11 07
4 11;
Ellsworth.
7 37 12 22
11 12
5 40
7 42 U2 27
Ellsworth Falls.
6 001.til 25
Nicolin.
t7 55 U2 40
0 08 ., 11 34
8 04 fl2 49
Green Lake.
t0 10.til 41
Phillips Lake. t8 11 +12 57
1
6 24;. 11 48
8 18 fi 06
Holden.
* 6 44;
12 08
1 24
8 38,
Brewer Junction.
0 50|*11 2ft! 12 15
8 46. 1 30 d5 20
Bangor.ar
A M
A M
A M
PM
9 25 12 50* 3 45 4 50
3 25
5 55
Portland.ar
5
7 00 8 30
ar
0 45 9 05
Boston.
7
5 36
New York.ar
AM

PM

AM

Mantel.de

!

*

5

20

6 05
0 12
6 15

.6 25
t6 82 10 00
39 10 07
47 10 12
t7 00 +10 26
T? 08 10 34
t7 15 tlO 41
?7 21 10 48
7 36 11 08
7 40 11 15
......

*6
6

PM
20

12

AM

3 45

3 40
t7 00
15j
40;.I.,.

.|

f Stops on signal to conductor.
Sunday morning, t Mondays only.

....
.-

Daily Sundays included, d Except Saturday.

Except

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

1

I
1

1

I
J
!
:

!
!

AM
AM!
PM
PMlAMlPMlAM
New York.lv .j.
00:.AM
9 00
8 00 10 00
Boston. *10 00 *10 00
12 50
a6 20; 11 06 12 45
Portland.lv *1 20 *1 20
PM
AM
A M
PM
PM
A M
!AM
5 40
SCO
Bangor.lv *5 50 *0 10 10 35 alO 15 3 30 5 05
5 16
8 07
0 16 10 41
5 13
Brewer Juuction.
5 35
6 06
8 27
6 36 11 00
Holden.
+6
+8
18
34
t5 42
Phillips Lake. 16 42 +11 07
»6 24
t5 50
8 42
6 50 11 16
Green Lake.
+6 32
8 51
t6 00
Nicolin.
7 00 til 25.
6
12
6 44
9 05
Ellsworth Falls.j 7 12 J1 38
6 49
6 IS
9 11
4 26
Ellsworth. *6 55
7 18 11 43 11 16
t6 55
+9 18
4 86 +0 24
7 25 11 52
Washington Junction
+6
82
+7 03 9 26
12 02 .;.j
Franklin Road.j
9 35
tT 11
12 11.t6 40
Haucock.
B 43
4 53
7 14
9 38
12 14 all 45
Waukeag. *7 18
5 00
6 50
9 45
7 20
12 20 *11 55
Mt Desert Ferrv.ar *7 25
12 4-5..
Sullivan..
$7 50 ^
5
10
00
1
06
15
Hancock Point.
15
10,tl2
;8
£
1 20.
5 25
7 10
7 40 10 10
Sorrento.
;8 25
0
5 40
2 00 *12 40
7 40
8 10 10 45
Bar Haroor.ar
*8 10
£
*1 30
6 25 *8 30
9 10.
Seal Harbor.
*8 50
*1 50 6 40
9 201.
50
Northeast Harbor. *9 05
.: *2 00
6 50j
9 30*..
d 00
*9 15
Southwest Harbor.
9 35<.
‘9 26
Manaet.
! .! 2 051 6 55|B* 05
•

Daily Sundays included.

to conductor.

i Sundays excepted.
H. D.

a Mondtys excepted,
t Stop on signal
W’ALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.

MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice-President Si General

PORTLAND, ME.

Manager.

COUNTY NEWS.

whn it «u all over tfcwa
laanteaff ta the parlor a soft, round
(Scod damsel of flv#yeara. with a soft
mop of (olden brown hair and a pair
sf eyas like brown velvet pansies Ikshed thickly with black. Belinda's heart
waa thumping rapidly while abe interviewed the little girl for the last moThe
ment before giving ber'decision.

iwlw. u>4

.1., A A Belinda’s
F R I D A YUUly IH-

ELLSWORTH,

John H.

I.

Sparks

Circus

Menagerie and Hipp:Jrome

Orphan

She Brought Happmem to
ly Home

a

By CLARISSA MACKIE

A

big gala day

for town and country folks

The best and cleanest amusement institution since the
dawn of freedom

Traveling

on
•

A

its own solid train of double length
all that is great in the circus world

cars.

Giving

Menagerie that represents all the

far forests and

jungles

of the

globe

orphan,"

said
Mina Belinda, with a decisive ahahe of
“I've got mj hands full
her head.
now with chickens and young turkeys
coming on and bees and currant bushes
without bothering with a high flying
youngster that’ll scare the chicks and
get stung by the beak. although they’re
warranted stingless. mind you, and to
No.
trample on my berry bushes.
ma'am—no orphans for me!" This time
Miss Belinda's Ups clicked together
with a little sound of finality.
“I’m sorry. Belinda, because the
home la Jest about running over with
I was telling the matron this
'em.
morning that I knew there were plenty
of folks In Little River who could give
a good home to some of those youngsters If they wasn't so mean and
stingy. Of course 1 don't mean you."
added the local member of the visiting
committee of the Rlvervtew Orphans’
borne. "But sometimes when 1 think
of all the spare beds, all made up
clean and white. In the empty homes
around here it makes my blood bile
to look upon them poor orphans so
crowded for room that Mrs. HUI says
they'll have to sleep In rows crosswise
of the beds pretty soon.*
“1 want to know!" ejaculated Belinda. with a startled glance at EmeUne Brown. “I think you better stick
to the truth. Emellne. and not exaggerate. Now. honest and true, bow
many orphans too many have they got
up there?"
I “Ten.” replied Mr*. Brown flatly.
“Humph!" snorted Belinda.
In and out of the scarlet wool went
her big wooden knitting needles as she
rapidly constructed a shawl to comfort
some shivering shoulders when the
summer was over. Mrs. Brown watchWith a
ed her neighbor expectantly.
family of seven sons and'daughters
under her own rooftre* she was safe
in the condemnation of the uncrowded
homes of I.lttle River. Here was Belinda Downs, now a handsome, well
preserved spinster of forty-two. of Inwant no

Mies Emma C. Wardwell left Tbureday
for Seal Harbor.
Frank Webster and Charles Williams
hare gone to Dark Harbor to work.
sold his boom in
Brooksrille and moved to Isles boro.
Samuel Conner bee returned to Auburn
end Waiter Conner to Brockton, Mata.

Roy E. Webstar

child was shy and gave timid, breathless little whispering answers, and Belinda loved ber the more.
Her
“Her name Is Bessie Carson.
mother died In the city hospital last
March, and their records sajr that the
ton can keep
child’s father Is deed,
her for awhile, and If yon are satisfied
yon can take ont foil papers of adoption If you wish to. Misa Brown.”
“I guess I'll want to do that,” said
Miss Belinda aa she arose to go.
“When will Bessie be ready 7" she asked. with a delightful sense of ownership in the dainty morsel of babyhood
before ber.
“This afternoon.” said Mrs. Hill.
“Tou won’t find ber much trouble.
She's a quiet little thing end speaks of
her mother and the little baby that
died. and. strangely enough, she asks
Where's your father.
for her father.
Bessie, dear 7" asked the matron, bend-

Lone-

Copyright by American Preen Aaooclatlon, 19U.

“No, I don't

NORTH CASTINK.

bbs

Mrs. Frances Dyer, of Boston, has
opened tbe Weecott hones for tbe summer.
Huntsy Domansky, recently of Arabia,
Is rlelting bie mother, Mrs. E. R. Domansky.
Everett Conner bat gone to Mt. Kineo
assistant engineer at tbe power

■•> »« )U» Oqt. oatxree, Ot the
Mtte.
•ee^npny hi.
Perth Amboy.

p *°

Mre. Albert Canon and Mia.
Carson

Lexington, Mam.,

were

week-end **ue«.

of B. B. Scammoa and wife.
O. B. Pettenglll and wife cam,
h
Friday from a elait of aeeeral week.
relatleee in Eaatbrook and Franklin.

wZ

F. U. Reynold*, of
Boeton, ent„
tainer, wiU glee a reading at the town
ball Thomday evening, Jnly 13.
Ice-cream
will be for aale

by the ladle.’ aid eoriety
The yacht El Placita, owned and
com.
manded by Oapt. A. L Fee*, ha. been
hired
lor the aeaaon by John I.
Kine, 0( Bar
Harbor. A crew la getting the yacht
ready
3
to go tnto comtoiaaion July IT.

ftTbe funeral of Ann, widow ot Stephen
Stratton, .was held Wednesday, jol.
Rev. P. A. A. Klllam, of
bat been 8,
who
Ell,worth
Woodward,
Joseph
Capt.
officiating. Mrs. Stratton died Sunday’
employed on a steamer, arrived last week
after a abort lUneea, aged
2,
July
eighty.’
from New York.
to set as
bonae.

Misses Ethel and Algte Hntcbins and
M lea Lila Dun bar bare gone to Seal Harbor to work at the Cliff boots.
Dunbar and sister, Mite
know, are spending tbe summer
with their parents, John 9. Bnow and
wife, at 9exton’e River, Vt.
Mre.

David

Blanche

Edwin Conner, of Cleveland, O., went
New York last week to superintend a
boys' summer outing. Edwin Conner, Jr.,
will remain with bis grandparents, Fred
Conner and wife.
L
July 3.

ing down.

to

“He'll be back In a little while.” said
“I
Bessie, running to the window.
guess I better look for him. hadn't If
“Quaint. Isn't she7" whispered Mia.
Hill aa she let Mias Belinda out
“Very nice little girl." said Miss Belinda. trying to keep the happy sparkles out of ber eyes, for It did not
seem right to grasp so much happiness
as was promised In the possession of
little Bessie Carson. “I’ll drive down

four yearn. She waa an estimable
woman
and one greatly reepected. Her
hu.hand
died several years ago. Mrs. Stratton
It
survived by on* aiater-Mrs.
Cynthia
of
Laws,
Malden, Maas., and several
nephews and niece*.

July 10.
EA8TBKOOK.

Henry Dinemore and wife

tre

hie brother Charles.

visiting

Mre. Flossie Green, of Rluebili, Is visitat Klein Wilbur's.

ing

Mra. Mary M. Dyer, who has been
very
ill, ie slowly Improving.
bor to work.
Alvah Dyer and wlfa and Grafton
Dyer,
Charles F. Wardwell spent the Fourth of Gouldsboro, spent tbe Fourth here.
with his family here.
Mrs, Julia Butler waa pleased and surHenry Devereux, of New York, is visit- prised to receive ISP poet cards on her seting his mother, Mrs. France* Devereux.
enty-third birthday, July 4.
Mre. C. Mortimer Oott and two children
Mrs. Oryam Dunbar, has gone to South
are visiting
her husband at Southwest
Penobscot to visit relatives.
George Yeaiie, of Penobscot, it visiting Harbor, where be it working.
hit cousin, Mrs. Marion Butler.
• Mrs. Jutis Butler was called to Hancock
George Grindle and wife, of Penobscot, to attend tbe funeral of her brother, Jason
D. Springer, Saturday, July 8.
were recent visitors to his old home.
Mra. Sidney Jordan and daughter DoroArthur P. Guilford, of Criehaven, it
thy and Miaa Inea Googina, of Jamaica
spending the week with bis family.
are expected borne this
Miss Lois Hatch, of Urrington, Is vis- Plain, Mass.,
_

Greyson Webster

has

gone to Dark Har-

after Besale Just before supper.”
AJ1 the rest of the day abe was very
busy preparing for ber orphan visitor.
There was a small bed to drag down
from the attic and place beside ber
own. and It had to be made up with
all the miniature beddotblng which
she bad used as a child. There were
old fashioned dolls and other toys to
be resurrected from hair trunks aad
week.
brushed and reburnished, and there
iting relatives here.
was a batch of delldous ginger cookies
Arthur Wilbur, who baa been suffering
of Brockton, Mas*., is visitLeon
Bird,
to be made so that she might fashion
from tuberculosis for a long time, died at
Mrs. Annetta Bird.
his
mother,
ing
a dozen gingerbread men and elephants
tbe borne of bis sister, Mre. Charles DinsMiss Alice Hail, of Brockton, Maas., it
with currant eyas for the delectation
more, Thursday.
for
and
Dana
Hall
with
her
wife,
parents,
of little Bessie.
Gem.
July 10.
the
summer.
At last when all waa In readiness
Will Marks, of West Penobscot, and
NORTH FRANKLIN
and the little girl had been happily
transferred to the phaeton and allowed family, wen recant guests of his sister,
Mrs. Liraie Williams, of WsterviUr, is
Mn. Marie Conner.
to drive the gentle pony home there
visiting boms psopls here.
waa never zucb unalloyed bliss aa
Mn. Emily Dunbar and Mn. Alberta
Walter March ie at home from Bar Harshone in the faces of Mist Belinda and Mason, of East Or land, wen In town last
bor, where he baa been employed.
her little orphan. The child loved MMa week.
Miss Merlon Bartlett, of Easi brook, is
Belinda and dung to ber with affecMn. Ada Joyce, Mias Goldie Dunbar,
Misses
Verna and Sadie
tion when ahe had a chance, and Miaa Eugene Dunbar, after eight months in visiting
Lawrie.
will cause you to talk for
Belinda waa almost ashamed of tho op- Brockton, Mass., an at home.
Mr. and Mra. Myrick, of Gouldsboro,
portunities she afforded Bessie for
W. Wallace Conner, of Belfast, with his are visiting Mra.
and
of
Myrick'a aunt, Mrs.
years over the
dependent means, possessing a snag showing ber affection.
W.
G.
of
the
hia
is
father,
guest
family
Mary Woodward.
borne, s tiny Income sufficient for her
“It certainly can't harm anybody to
Conner.
T.
modest wants, a little shaggy pony and enjoy being loved.” protested Mias BeJuly 3.
Abigail, Evelyn and Willard Worcester,
s rusty phaeton to carry her about the
linda to ber sterner self aa aha brushis
in
Mra.
Woodworth
Mary
poor
of Walerville are visiting their grandcountryside. There was neither man. ed away a tear.
health.
woman nor child to call upon Belinda
“la you crying. Miss Linda?” asked parents, Wilson Bowden snd wife.
L.
A son waa born to Mr. and Mr- Lrnest
SPECIAL LOW
July 10.
EXCURSIONS ON ALL LINES OF TRAVEL for service, for she was without rela- Bessie wistfully.
Bragdon July 6.
tives. having outlived them all.
“Just a teenty bit. dear, because yon 1
PERFORMANCES AT 2 p. m. and 8 p. m. DAILY
NOHTH DEER ISLE.
“1 should fblnk this was Just the love uie so much.” smiled Belinda,
John Bruce waa tbe guest of Miss V rns
Mtss Bertha Lowe is visiting her sister, lawrie over the Fourth.
place for an orphan to be happy in." bending to kiss her charge.
weeks. Last week she was the guest ot
suggested Mrs. Brown, throwing an
“I smile when you love me." con- Mrs. G. L. Holden.
Francis Wilbur baa bought the loriaar
Mrs. D. G. Hagen by. ot Bucksport.
admiring glance around the small do- fided Bessie. "It makes me (eel so
Mrs. M. J. Hardy is visiting her grand- Oott place of Edwin Swan.
main where orchard and garden were
A cow belonging to Morrill L. Dunn
good here." She placed a tiny band daughter, Mrs. Wallace W. Scott.
W. F. Cousins and wife are spending tbe
EAST LAMOINE.
green and thrifty In spring bloom.
Miss Belinda kissed her
on her heart.
Hutchinson it visiting bis week with their daughter, Mrs. Winnie
dropped twin calres Sunday night.
C'hauncey
Miss Rate Canning, of Bangor, is a guest
“I’ve got orphans enough as It is." again.
C. Foster Gray, ot Bangor, has sold his
grandmother, Mrs. D. C. Hatch, for a Springer.
at W. F. DeB ales'.
snapped Belinda shortly.
That happened after Bessie had been week.
home here, and Mrs. Sarah Hopkins will
Dr. Ed. Hooper ie at the bom, ol bis
Mrs. Brown smiled as she saw the there three months.
Mr. Thompson and family, of Bangor, soon
The adoption
occupy it.
Capt. F. A. Haskell and Miss Ethel came mother, recuperating after an peration
fatherless and motherless strays Vblcb
are at W. C. Wallace's for a few days.
bad all been made out and
papers
vessel in Rockland to for appendicitis.
Mrs. Josie Lamaon and sons Theodore the
lonely woman had gathered about filed and Bessie Carson bad become Friday, leaving the
Dr. S. J. Murphy and family, of Bangor, and Robert arrived
T.
J uly 10.
Saturday. Mrs. Lam- ber. There was a lame duck which Bessie Downs when one afternoon the discharge coal.
are at W. F. Des Isles' for the summer.
son was formerly Miss Josie Cotton.
Postmaster C. W. Webster was in tbe
Belinda bad rescued after a hunter bad
latch clicked sharply, and a tall
gate
Christian Bora and family, of Bangor,
TRENTON.
Mrs. Frank Dean, of Newark, N. J„ was brought it down with a glancing shot; man strode
office Saturday tor tbe tint time lor twelve
up the path and looked
are occupying Agnes Boynton’s house tor
in town recently calling on Mrs. Annie
weeks. All were glad to see him oat etter
a carrier pigeon which had dropped
Benjamin Jordan and wile entertained
down
at little Bessie playing
strangely
the summer.
his long illness.
Crane, of Somerville, Maas., who is sum- exhausted on ber doorstep; a mongrel with her dolls at Miss Belinda's feet.
quite a party on Sunday at their boepitaProf. Thomas Groetzinger, of Philadel- mering here.
Mrs. Dean was formerly dog of many colors which had been
On July * ■ miniature cyclone swept this ble home. Tboae present were: Henry
From her chair on the veranda Mias
phia, Pa., u occupying hii summer home Miss Hortense Worthley, of this town, and faithfully scrubbed by Mias Belinda
W. Eetsy, wife and daughter; Joeiah
Belinda, arose with a sinking feeling place. Tbe wind blew tbe root completely
here.
it had been forty years since she saw her and was now much cleaner If not hapfrom Mr. Haviland’t cottage, some of it Tinker, wile and eon Fred; Mrs. Myra
at her heart. This man was not from
Fred Brown, of Waltham, Mass., is old home.
pier than In his soiled state; there was the borne, although there was a being carried 300 feet. Notbing iu tbe re- Jordan and daughter Frances; Mrs. LilJ uly 3.
alto a line collection of homeless cats,
D.
lian Wakefield, Mre. Charlene Coutry,
spending his vacation with his family at
strange familiarity In bis tall, lean membrance of tbe oldeet inhabitant was
Mr» Thomas
Mrs. Etta Lancaster’s.
indeed. Mias Belinda’s place might
figure, his tanned cheeks, with the ever seen like it ben befon. It alto rained Oliver Better, of Ellsworth;
PARTRIDGE
and
COVE.
have been another orphanage, so thickMrs. Callie Brsgdon, of Boston, is visitfirm, beardless Ups and chin. He did very bard, wind and nin lasting only McDonald, Mrs. Harold Higgins
Jordan, of
Leander Smith has gone to Bangor to ly was It populated with waifs.
Mrs. Calvin
not look at Miss Belinda, but be push- aboot five minutes. Two Urge willow son, of Bar Harbor; Albert
ing her grandmother,
"Would you rather have a boy or a ed back his hat and held out nla treee
work.
Huckins.
belonging to K. W. Hardy were torn Trenton.
Mrs. Althea Smith, of Methuen, Mass., gltl?“ asked Mrs. Brows craftily. But hands to little Bessie.
John O. Whitney and family, oi Ellsup by tbe roots, tbe roots taking tons of
Miss Belinda waa not to be caught
visited at Samuel Eaton’s last week.
“Beasl
worth Falls, are at their cottage for a
Darling little Bess! Don't rocks with them. Boards were blown
'Sbbntuummt*.
that way.
short stay.
A. H. Mears, traveling salesman for the
you know daddy J" he asked hoarsely. from E. W. Hardy’s barn, P. E. Hardy’s
"I’d rather have a cat" abe said.
was
broken
and
With
a
startled
the
looked
a
child
window
cry
off,
fiag-pole
Mrs. Morse and daughter, of Dorches- firm of G. C. Aikens A Co., of Boston, has
“Yon ought to be ashamed. Belinda at him
earnestly and then ran straight was blown out of 8. C. Lowe's barn. Mr.
ter, Mass., and Mrs. Kelley and daughter, returned to his work. Mrs. Mears will Downs, the
do
talk!
If
way
yon
and
Mn.
you
to
bis
arms
with
the
HaviUnd
have
moved to Mn.
Instinct
untalllng
Mrs. Lydia
of Springfield, Mass., are at Luther Gil- remain with her mother,
could see them poor young ones look- of the child for Its parent.
Dianab Hatch’s for s abort time.
Springer, two months.
patrick’s for the summer.
ing so wistful every time a visitor
Then the man looked up and saw
July 10.
Hubbard.
July 10.
Mrs. C. Y. Huckins, who has spent the
cornea, hoping It's somebody to offer
Miss Belinda standing, white and
You Can Have Just as Lovely a Head
winter in Massachusetts, retnrned home
a borne, yon’d harness up Dolly this
"I'm sorry
shaking, before him.
NORTH LAMOINE.
BLL'EHILL.
last week, accompanied by her grandson,
of Hair as any Woman
very Instant and go and fetch one ma'am, but It's my little girl, andThe remains ot Emetine, widow of AuEdward Qilpatrick, of New Haven,
Harold Nash, who has been in the West
Don’t
feel blue because your hair is
away.*’
Linda
Downs, what are you
Meroy:
several years.
Conn., te here for a few week*.
gustus Stevens, who died at Newton,
lifeless and faded, get a bottle of Pahere with my BessleT
as well bring two while 1
“Might
doing
11.
Mass.,
were
N.
July 10,
July
brought here tor
P. B. Russell and wife have returned risian Sage and see how quickly it will
la tbe tong, cool twilight there waa
burial. The funeral will be on Thursday, was about It" remarked Mias Belinda
become brilliant and fascinating.
from Auburn and opened their
time
to
bow
relate
James Stearns oad
cottage
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
ironically. "I’ve beard It said that
Use it daily for a few days and note
July 13.
here.
married
the
he
bad
it's cheaper for two to Uv* than one.
been engaged
girl
bow
Lester Lurvey is employed at Small’s
quickly scalp itch ceases and dan£.
F.
and
to
when
wife
Belinda Downs met nim in
Young
Ain't you heard thatr*
spent a few daye druff vanishes.
A Thought For Every Day.
drug store.
at
Bar
Harbor
the
west ao many years ago and they
last week, tbe gueeU of
It stope falling hair, too, and makes
"No. Indeed. If that’s the case, nine
Thursday.
Misses Emily and Cora May Phillips are
had both fallen In lore in aplte of Mn. E. 8. J. Morse.
thin, scanty hair grow thick and proto live for nothing, and
No
one doeth well against his
people
ought
even
will,
employed at Asticou inn.
Mrs. Sumner Foeter, of Cambridge, fusely.
though what he doth be well.—St. Au- I know we don't do that" Mrs. Brown his previous engagement, but be had
Miss Dorothy Parker, of Bar Harbor, is
It’s the real invigorating delightful
jerked oo her sun bonnet shrugged her been true to his promise and married Maas., was tbs guest of Miss Anna Young hair
gustine.
dressing for men, women andt
employed at the local telephone exchange.
the
who
bad been Bessie's moth
girl
t few daye last week.
fat shoulders and without another
Friday.
children,
ana, beat of all, if it doesn
Lewis Manchester has returned to Manbow
one
of tbe devastating floods
er;
Mn. Adams and daughter Eetelle, who do just as advertised, get your money
Never mind what the other man is go- word waddled down the path that led
of the west bad separated tbe Uttle
chester, Maas., after visiting his parents
back.
It kills the dandruff germs,
have visited Mn. Coleman Hagan the
ing to do. You will need all your en- to the gat* between the two places.
put
here.
“Take an orphan. Indeed."’ sniffed family for months, and at last the week, have returned to CaUis.
and for 50 cents you can get a large
thusiasm for your own job.
bottle at O. A. Parcher’s and drugMrs. N. T. Bunker arrived from Boston
Belinda for the hundredth time since wife and child bad gone east to the
Melvin McFarland, who has visited hie
Saturday.
hope of finding some of Mrs. Stearns'
gists everywhere. The girl with the
the Rlvervlew home bad been erected.
Wednesday, and has opened her dressLook at it this way. The world and
She bad been taken III in parents, D. Y. McFarland and wife, tbe Auburn hair la on every bottle.
she ejaculated, also for the relatives.
making rooms.
everything in it is yours to help you make “Humph."’
Mew York, registered by mistake un- put week, has returned to Boeton.
hundredth time.
There was a special service at St. Mary's- a man of
yourself.—Nam’s Born.
Miae Eunice Coggins u on a trip
der the name of Carson, bod died and
along
Nevertheless, as soon as dinner was !
~
by-the-Sea on the Fourth. Hon. Charleleft the bomeleee little Beesle to the the coast as far as Rockland with her sitSunday.
over
Belinda
was
did
Tower
the
harness
magne
speaker.
shaggy
np
ter
and
A living, loving Christian
true of
! care of stranger hands.
Fred Hodgkins and
hueband,
Capt.
little
and.
Into
the
Dolly,
climbing
Miss Sarah Hastings has been appointed
In the meantime tbe distracted fa- wife.
tongue, honest of heart, pure of conduct,
is uimseessary for those who keep well
phaeton and bolding tbe lines very
chief telephone operator, and not night yet lovable in
tber bad been banting high and low
all the time. The best way to keep weU
daily life—is the most untbe
terrific
During
storm
which
in
ber
mltted hands, ahe drove
high
passed Is
operator as announced last week.
answerable argument for Christianity—T.
for his family.
by proper diet, sufficient rest, enougn
He had traced them over this place on
afternoon
of
tbe
Thursday
through
ptoe woods down to the to New
exercise, and above all things by keepChester A. Maddocks and wife have re- L. Cuyler.
York, bad proof of his wife’s Ust week, lightning struck and
unkilled
a
Rlvervlew home.
ing the bowels regular. If you arc
turned from their wedding trip, and are
death and uow had come to Little calf Hollis Austin was
Monday.
“I’d tike to look at some orphans,"
pasturing for Tren- fortunate enough to be suffering fr°“
over
V.
R.
Co.’s
Smith
<k
store.
Hirer to Bnd that an all wise Ihrovt- ton parties.
living
The surest way to get a larger place is to
sick headaches, disordered liver, dyssaid Belinda to tbe matron when she
Mr. Maddocks is employed at tfce Kimball make our service fill and overflow the
dence bad brought his little 'laughter
J uly 10.
pepsia, or constipation, you can gei
y
was seated In the darkened parlor of
house.
Into
the empty,
-irma ot the
place we occupy.—Josiah Strong.
quick relief by a change of diet, oy
the home.
loping
“What kind have yon?" one
woman lu the world who conld be
Rev. Josiah Strong, D. D., president of
reforming your habit of hasty eating,
HANCOCK.
Tuesday.
she added, just as If orphans were ; his
exwife now
by
the American Institute of Social Service,
regulating the amount of rest or
Courage is sort of armor to the mind, vegetables or fruit In tbe market.
Miss Edyth Foss U
visiting in North- ercise, and by depending on the Tine
When Gicellne Brown heard of It
!
New York, was the speaker at Union and keeps an unwelcome
impression from
port.
Mrs Hill smiled In spite of the sum- she
L. F. Atwood's Medicine to relieve you
chuckled audibly.
Next Sunday driving too
"Uou t never
church Sunday morning.
deep into perception.—Elmes. mer heat that nearly overpowered ber ■niff
Clarence Young it home from Boston for of other disturbing symptoms.
the service will be conducted by Rev.
at
orphans
again.
Belinda I
can insure your health against, sickn
s vacation.
bnlk of flesh. “We have all kinds, even Downs." she
Charles F. Dole, D. D., of the First ConWednesday.
oi
admonished tbe bride,
btanrt to your work and be strong.
St little expense by systematic use
gregational society, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
If we haven’t got all colors.” she said. 1 “You're under a debt of
Mrs. Mary Abbott, of
gratltnde to
this old and reliable household remWHalting not in your ways;
Y.
Lawrence,
Maas.,
July 10.
there ensued a period of 1 me for
Thereupon
hou
is borne for tbe summer.
pressing of you to take one."
Stand to your work and be wise,
It has helped thousands and Is a
1
trying ordeals for tender hearted BeBut Belinda and her orphan—orCertain of sword and pain,
hold remedy today in hundreds
Mrs. P. E. Walker it tbe
ORLAND.
of Miss
guest
llnda
Downs.
Ye—who are neither children nor gods,
homes Large bottle, small dose, thirty
j phaned no longer—smiled contentedly Nellie Hutchins iu Franklin.
free
Mrs. Eunice A. Ashe is at William B.
Black hair and brown, red hair and
But men in a world of men-.
the tnnn they both loved best in the
five cents at any dealer's Sample
:
1
Co.,
Mrs. C. A. Crabtree and
Grant's, East Orland, for sbcut three
Miss Carolyn for the asking. "L. F.” Medicine
tow, flaxen
pur* gold all passed In !| world.
—Kipling.
Lrabtreeleft Tuesday for
*
Ms
Portland,
Portsmouth, N.
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